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THE  EUROPEANS  AND  THEIR  ENVIRONMENT  IN  1986 
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~ Telephone: Telephone exchange 235  T1  tt  1236 11  11  Direct line 23  _ •••• 
~  Telex: COMEU B 21877  - Telegraphic address: COMEUR Brussels  . THIS  SURVEY  COVERING  ALL  TWELVE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  COUNTRIES  WAS 
ORDERED  BY  THE  DIRECTORATE-GENERAL  FOR  THE  ENVIRONMENT  OF  THE 
COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES. 
BETWEEN  19  MARCH  AND  25  APRIL  1986  AN  IDENTICAL  SET  OF  QUESTIONS 
WAS  PUT  TO  A REPRESENTATIVE  CROSS-SECTION  OF  THE  POPULATION  IN 
EACH  MEMBER  STATE.  IN  ALL,  11  840  OVER-15s  WERE  INTERVIEWED  IN  .  .  . 
THEIR  HOMES  BY  PROFESSIONAL  INTERVIEWERS. 
THE  SURVEY  WAS  CARRIED  OUT  BY  TWELVE  SPECIALIST  INSTITUTES,  ALL 
MEMBERS  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  OMNIBUS  SURVEY,  UNDER  THE  GENERAL  COORDINA-
TION  OF  HELENE  RIFFAULT,  DIRECTOR-GENERAL  OF  "FAITS  ET  OPINIONS", 
PARIS. 
THE  NAMES  OF  THE  INSTITUTES  TAKING  PART,  TOGETHER  WITH  OTHER  .  . 
TECHNICAL  DETAILS,  ARE  SET  OUT  IN  THE  ANNEX. 
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THE  EUROPEANS  ANV  THEIR  ENVIRONMENT  IN  1986 
THE  GENERAL  PICTURE 
1.  FouJL  yeaJl,6  a(;teJL  the  (;.i..JrAt  -6uJtvey  on  the -6ubject,  EuJtopea.n-6  M  a whole 
!l.et11lUn  ve.JLy  a.!eJL.t  to  env..iJLonmen;tal  ..l.Mue-6.  They  -6how  the..iJL  c.onc.elln ·  .in_· 
many  wa.y-6 • 
The  ft,i.Jr!'t  po.int to  note -i.-6  tha;t  c.onc.elln  o/veiL  today'  .6  na.:Uona.!  and 
wolti.dw.i.de  en.v-i.JLonme~ piLoblem-6  -i.-6  .6:tU.i..  velly Uke..ty  and  -i.-6  even  gJLow.i.ng 
on.  .6uc.h  po.in.t-6  M  tAXt.teiL  poUu.t.i.on,  aiJt poi.l.uilon,  .the  ex.tin.c.Uon  o(;  an..ima.l 
and  plant .6-pec.-i.u  and  the pJLo.6pect  o(;  c.Umfitic.  cii.6JLUpilon.  by the gJLeen.-
hoU.6e  e(;(;ect.  · ThW  deteJL.ioJta.ti._on.  .in pubUc.  pe.JLc.epilon  o(;  the .6:ta..:te  o(;  the 
env.illonment  -i.-6  pa.JLilc.ula.Jti.y  ma.JLked  .in.  I:ta.ly and Venma.JLk.  Conc.elln  about 
.the  env.illonmen..:t  -i.-6  wo Jr.unn..ing  h.igh in Spa..in.  and  PoJL.tuga.l, ·  whe.JLe  .the 
poU WM  c.onducted  (;o}t  the 6.-i.Mt  :time. 
CeJI.W;n  expecta.ilon.-6  and  a..:tU.:tudu  Ukew.i.-6e  JLe(;!ec..t  .:thM  a.waltenu-6  a(; 
the  env.illonment.  . FoiL  one  .:th.in.g,  the.JLe  -i.-6  a  gen.u.ine  demand  (;oiL  eMily 
ob:ta..ina.ble  day-to-day  .in(;oJLma..:t.i~m  on  -6uc.h  envbwn.menta.l  pJLoble.m¢  a.-6  the 
po.:tent.ia.l  ha.za.JLdo  po-6ed  by  c.henU.c.W  on  the mevtke.:t  oiL  how  .to  cU6po.6e  o6 
c.eJr..t.tUv;, typu o6  WMte.  FoiL  an.o.:theJL,  EUILopea.n.-6  .6eem  .to  -6ome  extent  . 
w.i.U.ing  to :take  ac.Uon.  them-6e.lvu  to piLotect and  .impJLove  th~  env-i.ILon-
men..:t.  Mo-6t  o6  the ILUponden.:t6  had  done  -6ome.:th.ing  a.!ILeady,  though  (;oiL  .the·· 
mo-6t  pa.JL.:t  .in.  wa.y-6  not JLequ.iiL.ing  muc.h  c.ommi.:tment.  F.ina.Uy,· theJLe  -6eem6  to 
be  an  abundant  JLue.JLve  o6  goodwill,  but -6ome  un.c.e/L.ta.-i.nty  about what 
. -6hould ·be  done  .to  piLotec..:t .the env.illo·nment. I1 
2.  EWlopean.6'  c.onc.eltYI.  abou;t  env.Uwn.ment.a..i.  .i6¢uU  ¢eem  to ¢tern  6Jtom  a  new 
awaJtenu¢  o  6 the .bnpoJt;tanc.e  o  6 the pJtoblem¢. 
Nowaday¢  the c.Me  on  pJtotec.ting -the env.bl.on.ment  .i6  v.bltuaily unfupu;ted, 
with only one  peMon  ~n ten JtaniUng  env.bl.on.menta.t  pJtotec.tion  below  ec.ono-
mic.  development .-in  .bnpoir;ta.nc.e.  1n.6tead,  the d.-iv.-ide  ¢eem¢  to be  be;tween 
tho¢e who  nee! that thUe two  objec.tivU ¢Omet.bnU· ~h  and  tho¢e Who 
believe that eac.h  .i6  nec.U¢aJty to th_e  otheJt  and  that the two  mMt advanc.e 
togetheJt. 
The  EUJtopean.6,  attac.h.-ing  .bnpoJt;tanc.e  to the env.bl.on.ment  M  they do, 
expec.t  moJte  ennec.tive  goveltYI.ment  action than they aJte  witn~¢.-ing at the 
moment.  T~  CJL.iilwm  c.omu  thJtough  c.tealtty:  neweJt  than one  peMon  .-in 
6.-i.ve  6e~ that the au;thokitlu  aJte  do.-ing  anyth.-ing  to pJtotect the env.bl.on-
ment  oJt  do.-ing  a ·  pJtopeltty.  HoweveJt,  t~  veJtd.-ic.t  may  j Mt expJtU¢  a 
geneltat  op.-in.-ion  on  the goveJtnmen:t,  JtatheJt  than a  c.on.6.-ideJted  M¢e.6¢ment  o6 
~  env.bl.onment  pot.-ic.y. 
3.  The  bJtoad  agJteement  .-in  EUJtope  on  the .-impoJt;tanc.e  attac.hed to  env.bl.on-
me.n..ta..i  ~¢uU and  .the .-inteJtu.t ¢hown  .-in  .them  c.anno.t  mMk  .the  6ac.t  .that. 
not aU EUJtopean.6  ¢ee  .the  pJtoblem¢  .the ¢ame  way.  TheJte  aJte  .two  majoJt 
d.-iv .-idu  .. 
F.-i.M.t,  .the Jtuponden.U  neU  .-into  two  gJtoup¢  when  quu.Uoned abou;t 
.thw .th.-iniUng  on  damage  .to  .the  env.bl.on.ment.  Some  weJte  plt.bnaJtily 
c.onc.eJtned  with .the -immediate  mat~Jt.-iat  ennec..t¢  o6  poUu.tion  on  people, 
otheM  moJte  with the ba!anc.e  o6  natUJte  and  tong-teJtm  c.on.6equenc.u. 111 
The  ~econd d£v~~on wa~  ave~  ~he main  ~eahO~ no~ a  ~eg~on to ~nv€h~  .  . 
heavily ~n envi!tonme~ p~o~ecUon.  H~e too,  :the  "people"  peMpective 
6iood  oppo~~e ~he ecological and  eeonomic view.  Mo~~ ~e¢pondent¢ gave 
peopie-bMed  ~eMOI'J-~ 6uch  M  p~otecting ~he healih o6  :tho~·e living  in.~he 
~eg~on oft  ma~g  ~  a  mo~e pleMa~  ~ea  ~o live ~n.  V~  6ew  op~ed 6o~ 
~ouo-economic Jz.eMon¢  6uch· M  a.:t:tJr.a.c..t<.ng  bMine66e6  iYr.,to  ~he Jz.eg~on  o~ 
enco~ging ~o~m. 
4.  Th~i  ~e  many  Ji.ea.{Jo·rl-6  6o~ ~hue  -d£66~encu,in  .incUviciuol a..t.t..itu.de¢ 
:to  env~cmmen:ttil ~~uu  •.  Bu.t  .two  Wa.JUta.n~ paJz.ilcuitvt.  a.ftintion:  cognil:ive 
gJz.Mp  and  nationa~y. 
Cog~ve  gM4p,  wheth~ meMMed in teJz.m6  o6  level o6  eduC.mo·n  oJz. 
level o6  p~c-ep.tion, 4how6  ~h!tough in ~he degJz.ee  o6  conc~n alt.  iM~U~. 
~n envVtonmental.  pJz.oblem¢  and,~n the  p!teo~ence 6oJz.  ~he people-bibed  0~ 
the  ecolog~cal app~oach.  ·In  eith~ CMe,  ~he ou.tcome  depend¢  laAgely- on 
~he 1Lel>pondet1U'  ab~y  to tak.e a  comp!teherU,ive  view. o6  envVtonminta.R. 
.  -
pJz.oblem~ and  o6 .ndMe'  4  baia.ncu  and  ~~~elation~  hip¢  and  ~o v.W~ze 
· how  ~hey mig~ de-velop in ~he long.~~. . .  . 
Na;U.ona.R.Uy  ioo  -~ an impolttant  cU6·6~e~ng 6adolr. in a..t.t..itu.du, 
and  opi~on6 on  ~he. uivVLonment.  Seve.Ml  poit1U  ~how  ·a  divide  be.tween 
Sou.thVz.n  EMope  piM  I~ei.and on  ~he one  hand  and  ~he ~u~.  o6  NoJz.theNz 
EMope  on  ~he  o~h~.  T~  divide appeaM  ~o miMoJz.  economic  development: 
.  -
~he moJz.e  advanced ~e  C.ou~y,  ~he mo~e 6e.Jr.;til..e  ~he gMund'  6oJz.  env~on~ . 
·me~~  aJt.gumen:U  CUI  a  Jteaction  ~o economic  development  • 
.  .... 
-
/ . P A R T  0 N E 
PUBLIC  PERCEPTION  OF  THE  ENVIRONMENT -. 
C H A P T E R  1 
EUROPEANS'  VIEW  OF  THEIR  ENVIRONMENT -3-
The  first thing  to do  i.n  order to  learn  more  about Europeans'  per-
ceptfon  of  the  environment  in  general  is to  study  what  they  think of 
their own ·envi rcinment.  This  cart  be  done  _by  measuring.  their awareness  of 
a  series of  specific points ·covering  a broad  range  of  concerns. 
As  in  the  1982  poll,  the  approach  taken  wa~ first to  dtscern what 
members  of  the  public  perceived  as  a  threat to  the  environment  in  their 
own  neighbourhood  and  then  to  ascertain their wider  concern  about  the 
national  and  world  environment. 
Several  questions  from  the  previous  survey were  repeated  with  a  view 
to  detecting  any  changes  in  public  mood. -4-
1~1.  LOCAL  ENVIRONMENT 
First the  members  of the  public  interviewed were  asked  about  seven 
specific aspects  of their local, everyday  environment. 
Question:  WheJte.  you.  Uve.  now,  do  you.  have.  Jte.MoYI.6  to  c.ompWn  a. bout the. 
6oUow-Lng  tfUng.6:  a.  gJte.a.t  de.a.l,  a.  6a..br..  a.mou.nt,  not VVl.IJ  mu.c.h, 
oJL  not a.t  a.U?  · 
A great  A fair  Not  Not  Don't  Total  lndex3  1982  index 
COMMUNITY 
deal  amount  very  at  know  (for the  Ten) 
much  all 
Damage  done  to  the  landscape  12  20  19  . 46  3  100  .98  .88 
A  i r  po 11 uti  on  ..............  9  . 16  23  51  1  100  .83  .79 
Noise  .........•............  8  15  22  54  1  100  .76  .83 
Loss  of  good  farmland  .•...•  8  14  17  53  8  100  .75  . 75· 
, 
Th!  way  rubbish  is disposed 
of  ........................  9  14  17  58  2  100  .74 
The  q~ality of the.drinking 
water  .....................  8  13  17  61  1  100  .68  .60 
Lack  of  access  to  open  space 
and  countryside  ••.•••.•.•..  7  10  15  66  2  100  .58  .62 
The  vast majority  of the  responders  replied that. they  had  no  complaints 
at all  about  any  of  these  problems  in  their neighbourhood.  The  index  on 
the·right of  the  table  measu~es the  respondents•  overall  awareness  of each 
of these  aspects  of their local  environment. 
1 Not  asked  in  the  1982  survey.  2 Worded 
11drinking water  purity  ..  in  1982.  .  .  3  The  index  is  calculated  by  appJying  a weighting  of  3 to 
11a  great deal
11
, 
2 to 
11a fair amount
11
,  1 to 
11not  very  much
11  and  0 to 
11not  at all" 
(
11don•t  knows
11  are  omitted). • 
-5-
-On  the  whole~  Comm~nity citizens are  not  partic~larly conscious  of 
pollutiontn·their own  area,  more  cir  less asin thel982  poli.  On  all. 
sev_en  points,  the  index  re-mained  below  1.00,  the  value  i.ndicating· that on· 
·average the  respondents  found  not-very  much  to complain  about  in their 
lncal  environment. 
Analysis  of the. answers point  by ,point,  however,  shows  that-a  number 
of things  have  changed  over the last four years. 
·oamage~to the  landscape  ~ontin~es to  rais~ the most  complaints. ·:The 
.awareness· index  eve_n  rose  by  0.10  on  this  point. 
Th~ d.rinking  water  index  also  rose  slightly,  though  it is impossible 
to  say  how  much  this was  ~due- to  the  rewording  of th·i s  question  between 
the. two  surveys.  _In  part,the  differ~nce can  be  p.ut  down  to the  two  new 
Community  Member States - Spa i:n  and  Portugal , two  of the  European 
'COUntries  where  concern·  about  drinking water quality is  running  highest . 
..  One  other noteworthy  change  is that_  air pollution  has  risen to  second 
place,  behind_damage  to the  landscape,  on  the list of complaints  about 
the  local  environment~--· 
Nois~ has  fallen  back  to third.  It is  th~. onlj aspect ~f the  immediate,. 
everyday environment to have  recorded  a  decrease  in the awareness  index·, 
however. sma 11 • · 
· Lack  of access to open  space  and  countryside  raised the fewest 
complaints  from  Europeans  _as  a  whole  this  time~  nie only  reason  why  the 
·awareness  index  held  s~eady ori  thi~ point' lies: in  the accession  of  Spain .. 
and  Portugal,  two  countries· where  this  problem  is more  acute  than in--the 
rest of Europe.  In  the Ten,  the  awareness  index  fell  back  from  .62  in 
1982  to  .53.in  1986.  _  . -6-
DIFFERENCES  FROM  COUNTRY  TO  COUNTRY 
Although  ~wareness 6f local  environmental  issues  is generally  low 
throughout  the  Community,  this masks  big  differences  from  one  country  to 
another  (see  page  7)~ 
Just as  in  1982,  Denmark  is the  country  with  fewest  complaints  and 
with  the  lowest  awareness  index  in  Europe  on  all  seven  counts.  It is 
followed  by  Ireland, 'then  the  United  Kingdom,  France  and  the  Netherlands. 
At  the  other end  of  the  scale,  Italy had  the  largest percentage  of 
respondents  who  voiced  complaints  about  their local  environment  (six out 
of every  seven,  giving  Italy the  highest  index  in  the  Community) •. 
Next  most  disgruntled with  the environment  came  Greece  and  Spain, 
followed  by  Portugal  and  Germany,_where  there was  slightly less anxiety. 
Two  countries  come  in  the  middle:  Belgium  and  Luxembourg. 
Not  only  the  level  of dissatisfaction with  the  local  environment 
(which,  it must  be  remembered,  is still  low  in  the  Community  as  a whole) 
differs from  one  country  to another  but  also the  ranking  of  the  causes  of 
concern. -7-
CAUSES  OF  CONCERN  ABOUT  THE  LOCAL  ENVIRONMENT 
By  COI.lntry 
NB.  The  shaded  area  represents  the average for the Twelve. 
(2) -8-
Air  pollution  is the  chief cause  of concern  in  Belgium  and  Germany· 
{ahead  of damage  to  the  landscape}  and  in  Denmark  {followed  by  noise). 
But  "the  way  rubbish  is disposed  of"  produced  the widest  differences 
of opini.on  between  the  Member  States  (from  .17  in  Qenmar.k  to 1.21  in 
Italy}.  A~though this  issue  ranked  only fifth  in  the  Community  averages, 
it was  the  top  complaint  about  the environment  in  Ireland,  Portugal  and 
Greece,  the  three  Member  States with  the  lowest  standard  of living.· 
Ireland  is a particularly.striking case  since its awareness  index  is ·well 
below  the  Community  average  on  every  other point. 
The  last finding  to  note  is that complaints  about  lack  of  ac~ess to 
open  space  and  countryside were  commonest  in  the  four  southern  Member 
States. 
.  -
CHANGES  IN  THE  AWARENESS  OF  THE  LOCAL  ENVIRONMENT  IN  THE  INDIVIDUAL 
COUNTRIES 
The  findings  on  six of the  seven  local  environmental  issues  in  ten 
Member  States  can  be  compared  with  the  results of the  1982  poll. 
On  the  whole,  the  replie-s  remained  largely unchanged  throughout  the 
Community.  There  has  been  no  significant movement  on  any  of the  six 
points  for which  compa~isons could  be  made  in the  three  B~nelux 
countries. -· 
MOVEME~T IN  THt  AWARENESS  INDEX  (d~J)· 
IN  TH~ TEN  BETWEEN  1982  AND  1986 
Where  you  live now,  do  you  have 
reasons  to  complain  about 
The  quality of1the 
drinking water  . 
Noise 
Air  pollution 
The  way  rubbish  iS  disposed 
of 
. Lack  of access  to open  spac~ 
and  couritrys ide  .  · 
loss of  good  farm·l and 
B  .OK·  D  F  IRL.  I  L  IL  ·UK  'GR  .  ;c. 
10 
.56  Jiil .. 88  .•  51  .47r.Bsl  .21  .27.  .28 ~  .60 
.54-~ .11  ·.59  !40~  .37  .31  .37 ~  .&~ 
.87  .39E;).t6  • 10  [ill53  .87  • 78  .63[]1.65 .- 78  !]]·83 
.87  .36  .92 .•.  61'  .37  .99  .81  .54 ..  52  .87  .75 
.  . 
.87  .42  1.16  .67  .so r.791  .84  .67  .54  ·.83  .79 
.92  .42  1.0~  .65  .49~  .99  .64  .47  .93  .81 
.60  .17  .60. ;53  .95  1.21  .64  .79  .60  1.09' .73. 
.69·  .13 Q[5;1.36  .90  .19  .32  .38  .• 91  f.62l 
.sa  .1s ~~  .21  · .86  .24  .38 .•  36  .•  93  ~: 
• 79  .15  • 76  .82  . ·.38  ~95  ·.62  ."68  .53- .86  • 75 
.80  .19  .75  .70  ~36 1.03  .67  .64  .54  .83  .74 
D.amage  d'one  to the  1  andscape  .86  ."26  .88  .91 .•  s3Q .94  .89 r.&slt.lS  f.88l 
.•  90  .34  .99  .82  .59~1.17 .•. 97l!!Jl.06l.:!!..J 
., 
Number  of-downward  0  P-..  . 2  1  1  ,0  0  0  1  ·.  ·o  2.  movements 
'Number·  of  upward 
movements  0  0'  0  0  3  0:  0  - 1  . 1  1 
Net  movement  0  +1  .  -2  -1  -1  +3  - 0  0  0  +1  :-1 ' 
··The  boxes  indicate the  indexes  whiCh  have  moved  significantly between  · 198.2  and  19&6.  -
1  '  .  ..  .  . 
Question  worded slightly differently in  1982~ · 10-
In  four  other countries  (Denmark,  Greece,  France  and  Ireland}  the  index 
.  . 
moved  on  just one  of these  six points.  In  Denmark  and  Greece,  there were 
more  complaints  about  drinking  water  quality  (though  in  Denmark  the  index 
·remained  the lowest  in  Europe,  a  sign  that the  subject was  causing  only 
very  limited concern}.  In  France  and  Ireland  one  index  fell  (lack of 
access  to  open  space  and  countryside  in  France  and  noise  in  Ireland)  but 
all  the.other five  held  steady. 
In  the  United  Kingdom,  there were  fewer  complaints  about  noise  in  1986 
but  more  people  felt that the countryside was  being  damaged. 
Germany  was  the  only  Member  State where  there was  generally a  distinct, 
albeit modest,  decline  in  concern  about  the  local  environment.  For 
instance,  the  noise  index  fell  from  1.16,  by  far the  highest  in  Europe, 
in  1982,  to  .92  in  1986.  Similarly,  the  number  of  respondents  complaining 
about  lack  of access  to open  space  and  the  countryside fell  too.  There 
was  no  significant movement  in  public  opinion  about  any  of the  other 
aspects  of the  local  environment  in  Germany. 
ln  all,  Germany  has  fallen  behind  Italy and  Greece,  from  the.Member 
State most  concerned  about  the  local  environment  in  1982  to  slightly 
above  the  Community  average  today. 
In  Italy concern  about  the  environment  in  which  the  respondents  lived 
grew  sharply.  From  a  position amongst  the most  concerned  Member  States 
in  1982,  Italy has  advanced  to  take  its index  well  above  the  Community 
average  on  each  of the  questions  put  today.  In  particular,  there was  a 
marked  increase  in  concern  about  drinking water. quality,  damage  to  the 
landscape  and,  above  all, air pollution. -11..,....:. 
CUMULATIVE  DISSATISFACTION.  SCORES  ON  THE  LOCAL  ENVIRONMENT. 
·So  far the  various  local  environmental  issu~s have  been  analysed  point  ' 
by  point.  To  complete  the  picture o.f  the  respondents'  perception or  their 
local  environment,  t~e.respondents can  be.clas.sified  by  the  number  of 
questions  on  which  they  expressed  dissatisfaction1,  out of the  seven  put . 
to them. 
The  chart below  shows  the  percentage  distribution of the  dissatis-
faction  scores  for all  the  respondents  interviewed  in  the  European 
Community.  · 
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· 1 Anyone  who  had  "a  great deal"  or "a  fai.r  amount"  to  complain  about  was· 
classified as- "dissatisfi~d". - 12·-
A large  proportion  (39%)  of the  Europeans  said  that they  had  ·no 
complaints  at all  about  any  of the  seven  aspects  of their local  environ-
.. 
ment.  Only  a  sma 11  minority  (10% )·  had  a great dea 1 or a fair- amount  to 
complain  about  on  five or more  points.  The  general  distribution is· 
broadly  the  same  as  in  the  1982  poll.  However,  the  tw~ polls  are  not 
directly comparable  since  the  respondents  were  not  asked  to  consider  the 
same  number  of  points  in  both. 
ANALYSIS  OF  THE  VARIABLES  INFLUENCING  AWARENESS  OF  THE  LOCAL  ENVIRONMENT. 
A$  in  the  1982  poll,  close  analysis  of  some  of the variables  deter-
mining·opinion  on  the  local' environment-brings  out  the  influence  of 
factors  such  as  size of  locality or type  of housing. 
Measuring  overall  awareness  of·the  local  ~nvironment by  the  cumulative 
scores  for dissatisfaction (i.e.  "a  great deal"  or "a  fair amount"_to 
complain  about)  on  the  seven  points  put  reveals  big  differences. 
SIZE  OF  LOCALITY 
PERCEPTION  OF  THE  LOCAL  ENVIRONMENT 
BY  SIZE  OF  LOCALITY  AND  TYPE  OF  HOUSING 
Number  of causes  of 
dissatisfaction out 
of  the  seven  points 
put 
•  Rural  areas  or village ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·  1.04 
Small  or middle-sized  town  •••••••.•••  .-••••••.••  ~.  1.70 
. ·  B  i g  town  or city  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2. 28 
TYPE  OF  HOUSING 
Farmhouse  or country  cottage·······~·············  0.83 
Detached  house············~······················  1.09 
•  -Semi -detached  house  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  .-•.  ·  1. 22 
Terraced.  house  ...........•..  -.....  ·..•........•.•...  1.69 
Maisonette .........  ; .....................  ·.........  2.08 
•  Flat_  in  block  of  up  to  ten  apartments  • • • • • • • • • • • •  2.08 
Flat  in  a  block  of 11-50  apartments  ••• ~..........  2.54 
•  Flat  in  a block  of over  50  apartments  .~..........  2.34 -13-
~·  .- . 
On  average,  big  ~own ,and  city dwellers  complained  about  tw.ice  as  many· 
points  a-s  country dwellers.  And residents  in  medium·,;.sized  apartment 
. block_s  complained  about  three times  as  many  points as  people  living  in 
- . 
farm -houses  or country cottages. 
Readers  interested in. studYing  the effect of  th~se two  variables  on 
the replies  on  ea~h individual  aspect of .the environment  considered  should 
refer to. the  full  table set out in  the  Annex.  On  the whole,  dissatis-
fa-ction  with  the  local· environment  increases  with  population density, 
whatever  specific aspect of the  environment  is considered, ·with  the  sole 
exception of drinking  water quality;  on  which  popuJation  density  has  no 
. effect. 
Social and  demogr-aphic  factors -exerted  much  the  same  influence cui, 
public_ perception  o:f  the local  environment  as  in  19821•  On  the whole, 
the  sex of the  respol)dent  made  no-difference.  -Similarly,  there was  very 
little to cboose  b_etween  the differ_ent  age ·'groups.  However;,  the  higher 
the level  of education,  the greater the awareness,  particufarly of damage 
,.  .  .  ' 
to the landscape.  :Conversely,  low  -income  groups -are  less  concerned  about 
en vi ronmenta  1- issues. 
A  ~erfes -of  cognitive and  ideological  variables also  influenced the 
respondents' ·awareness of the- local  environment,  whicti  increases with 
·-leadership' ability2  and  decreases--with  in.cr:,easing.  satisfaction with life~ 
-.Adherence -to  post-materialist3  values. in  turn  heightens  awareness  of 
.·.  the 1  oca 1  environment.  Peop  1  e- on  tne  1  eft, and  even  more  so  on  the 
extreme  left, of the  political  spectrum are  likewise more  liable to 
- .  ' 
complain: 
But  despite the effect of these variables,  on  the who1e  public  percep-
tion of the  local  environment  seems  to depend  primarily on  the size·of 
locality,  type of  housing  and  nationality of the  respon~~nt. 
1  "The  Europeans  and-their envi'ronment",  1982,  page  28. 
2•3  See  annexes  B1  and  B2  ftir deftnitions. -14-
1.2.  NATIONAL  AND  WORLD  ENVIRONMENT 
Europeans'  view  of their national  and  world  environment  was  assessed 
from  their replies  to  seve~ questions,  four  on  specific aspects  of the 
environment  and  their own  country  and  three  on  world  issues. 
With  the exception  of air pollution,  the  issues were  very  different 
from  the  ones  touched  on  in  the  questions  on  the  local  environment. 
Moreover,  a awareness  of local  environment  issues  reflects the  respon-
. dents •  persona 1 experience,  whereas  awareness,  concern  or worry  about  the 
national  or world  situation concerns  issues  further away  from  the  respon-
dent's familiar surroundings.  Consequently,  there  is only  very  limited 
scope  for comparison  between  public  perception  of the  local  environment 
and  of the  environment  further afield. -· 
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Question:  Now,  abou-t  thi6  c.ount:Jr.y  a1:.  a.  whole,  1 would  U"e to  6-ind  old 
how  wolt/Ued  ole.  c.onc.eJc.ned  you  a.Jc.e  about  a.  nwnbeJc.  o6  pltoble.m6  1 
am  going  to men.ti.on.- · 
F.i.na..t....e.y,  molte  genelta.l..t..y,  how  c.onc.e.~tned ole.  woltlc..i.ed  a.Jc.e  you 
about the 0ottowing? 
· A great  A fair  Not  .  Not  Don't  Total  Index3 
deal  amount  very '  at  know 
much  all 
. . Disposal  of  industrial  waste1  47  32  12  6  3  100  2.23 
Damage  ~aused to  sea  life and 
beaches  •••••.••••••••••••• ;  45  37  11  5  2  100  2.23 
Pollution  of water,  of- r.ivers 
and  lakes ...................  43  38  12  6  1  100  2.20 
•  The  extinction  in  the world 
of plants or animal  species .  42  37  14  - 5  2  100  2.19 
• Air  pollution ................  41  36  14  7  2  100  2.13 
- •  The  possible atmospheric 
damage·  affecting the world's 
weather  brought  about  by  the 
gas  (carbon dioxide)  emitted 
from  burning  coal  and  oil 
products  ....................  38  33  16  8  5  100  2-.06 
. The  1  oss  of  ~atura  1 resources 
in  the world  ••••••••••.••.•  35  37  18  - 7  3  100  2.04 
1 Worded  "disposal  of industrial  chemical  waste"  in  1982. 
1982  index 
(for the Ter 
2.18 
. 2. 21 
2.02 
2.01 
1.96 
1.86 
2.02 
2 Worded- "damage  caused  to  sea  1  ife and  beaches  by  s'p; 11 age  or- discharges 
from  oil  tankers"  in  1982. 
3 Worded  "depletion of the world's  forest  resources"  in  1982.-
Caution  is ca11ed1for  w~en comparing  the  findings  of the  1986  a~d-1982-
surveys  on  i terns  · and  .  .  . __ -16-
A very  large  majority  (72-79%)  of the  respondents  worried  "a  great 
deal"  or  "a  fair amourit"  about  all  seven  environmental  issues  broached·in 
the  fnterview.  Only  a  very  small  minority  (5-8%)  were 
11not  at all" 
worried. 
The  awareness  index  constructed  in  exactly the  same  way  as.the local 
environment  index  revealed  that concern  was  running  high  on  every  point 
covered.  The  index  varied  very  little from  one  question  to  another, 
ranging  from  2.04  t~ 2.23  (2.00  indicates  that,  on  average,  the  population 
worries  "a  fair amount"  about  the  national  and  world  environment). 
It must  b~ added  that the  indexes  are  lower  on  two  of the questions 
about  the world  environment  (possible  clfmcatic changes  and  loss  of 
.natural  resources)  than  on  the  ot~.er five  points. 
Comparison  with  the  1982  findings  shows  that concern  has  risen,  parti-
cularly on  the  four  questions  worded  identically on  both  surveys.  The 
indexes  for the  other  three  held  steady  in  so  far as  comparison  is still 
possible  despite  th~ above-mentioned  differences. 
The  three biggest ·changes  were  in  attit~des to  pollution of water  of 
rivers  an-d  lakes,  air pollution  and  the  extinction of plants  or animal 
species. 
One  noteworthy  point  is that concern  about  air pollution  had  risen at 
national  level  but  remained  the  same  as  in  1982  at  local  level. -.17-
CHANGES  IN  EUROPEANS 
1  VIEW  OF  THEIR  .ENVIRONMENT 
·BETW~EN  1982  AND  1986 
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The  shaded  areas  indicate the  1986  index.  the  blank  ones  the.l982  indexes 
for the  same  questions ·in  the  then .ten-member  Co11111unity. 
1 Questions .reworded  since  1982. 
3 ·-18-
Subject  to  the  reservations expressed,  generally  t~ere is a  clear 
difference  in  the  level  of awareness  of the  local  enviro'nment  on  the  one 
hand  and  of the  national  or world  environment  on  the  other, just as  in 
1982.  While  the  local  environment  indexes  have  remained  static, on  the 
whole,  after four years,  the  national  and  world  environment  indexes  have 
risen,  thus  further widening  the  gap  between  the  two  sets  (see  p.  17). 
DIFFERENCES  FROM  COUNTRY  TO  COUNTRY 
Generally,  nation a  1  ity made  far 1  ess  difference  to  respondents • aware-
ness  of the  national  and  world  environment  than  seen  at local  level. 
What  is more,  just as  at Community  level,  the  spread  between  the 
•  different awareness  indexes  for the  individual  national  and  world 
environment  issues  is  relatively narrow  in  each  country. 
Even  so,  it is still  possible  to  rank  the  countries  in  order of 
concern. 
Belgians  are  least worried  about  the  national  and  world  environment, 
even  though  their perception  of the  local  environment, was  about  average 
for the  Community.  _Belgium  also  had  the.narrowest  gap  between  the  local 
and  general  indexes.  The  other Community  countries  relatively unconcerned 
were  Ireland  and  Greece,  followed,_ some  way  behind,  by  France  and  the 
United  Kingdom. • 
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Four  other countries  (Germany,  Luxembourg,  Portugal  and  Denmark)  were 
close  to  the  Community  average  as  regards  levels· of concern  on  the 
national  and  world  environment.  The  gap  between  p~blic perception  of the 
local  environment  and  of the  environment  further afield was  widest  in 
Denmark • 
Italy showed  by  far the  greatest concern,  not  only  on  the  local 
environment  but  in  particular on  the  national  en~ironmental  issues. · The 
Italian ·public  was  slightly less alarmed  by  world  environmental  problems • 
.  The  Netherlands  and  Spain  came  some  way  behind  Italy as  the  countries 
where  concern  was  tunning  highest.  In  the  Netherlands,  as  in  Italy, 
concern  about  world  issues  was  slightly lower. 
.  . 
CHANGES  OF  AWARENESS  OF  THE  NATIONAL  .AND  WORLD-ENVIRONMENT  IN  THE 
INDIVIDUAL  COUNTRIES 
Comparison  with  the  findings  of  the  1982  polls  brings  out  a  number  of 
changes. -20-
MOVEMENT  IN  THE  AWARENESS  INDEX  (0-3) 
ON  THE  NATIONAL  AND  WORLD  ENVIRONMENT 
IN  THE  TEN  BETWEEN  1982  ANO  1986 
Now,  about  this country  as  a 
whole,  I  would  like to find  out 
how  worried  or concerned  you 
are  about  ••• 
Pollution of water,  of rivers 
and  lakes 
Damage  ~aused to  sea  life and 
beaches 
Air  poll uti  on 
Disposal  of  industrial  waste1 
Finally; more  generally,  how 
concerned  or worried  are·you 
about  •••  · 
The  extinction  in  the  world 
of  plants  or animal  species 
The  loss of natural  resources 
in  the  world 
The  possible atmospheric  damage 
affecting the  world's weather 
brought  .about  by  carbon  dioxide 
Number  of downward 
movements 
Number  of upward 
movements 
Net  movement 
B  OK  0  ·r  IRL  I  L  NL  UK  GR  .EC 
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1.aal2.liJ,.25  2.14  1.95(2.7512.03  2.45  2.16t.3312.18 
1.79~2.17 2.08  2.05~2.16 2.43  2.22  1.95  2.23 
J.60~2.23r;:T;JQ  1.61 ~ 
1~63~2.37~~  1.79~ 
~2.16  1.99  i.95  1.61  2.15,2.3911.95  2.03  1.94  2.02 
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-1  +6  0  +4  +1  +6  +I  +3  +4  0  +4 
The  boxes  indicate the  indexes  which  have  moved  significantly between 
1982  and  1986. 
1 Question  worded  slightly differently in  1982. 
.. • 
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.  In  five  Community  countries  the  level  of concern  changed  significantly 
on  very. f~w aspects 'of  the environment:  Germany  (~here .none  of the_  indexes -
moved  significantly-over the  period), Belgium  (where  one  fellr,  freland 
(  wh~re one  rose), Greece  and  Luxembourg . 
A  11  five. recorded  far 1  ess  change  i  i1  the 1  eve 1 ·of· concern  than  the 
Commun_ity  as a  whole,  where  :four of the  seven  indexes  rose  substantially. 
·_,This  combinatic:m  of relat-ively static_publicawarenessindexes  in.  Germany 
between 1982 .and  1986  and  rising  indexes  in .several other CoiT!fJiunity  · 
.  '  '  . 
countries over  the  same  period  rele.gated.Germany  from  a  position as  one--
of. the  countries where  concern  was  running  highest  in  1982  to a  more 
middle~of-the-table·p~sition today. 
Three  countries followed  more  or less  the  same  pattern as  the .Community 
average  over  the  last four years:. the  United  Kingdom,  Fr_ance and the 
Netherlands~  In  th~  ·unite~ Kingdom  and  France  in  parti~ul  ar the  publ Jc· · 
~wareness indexes  r.ose  on  the  same  four  points  as  the Community  indexes.  ·-
·In  Italy Jndnenmark  concern  was  higher on  six of the seven  points 
.  .  . 
. than  in  1982,  with  the overall  iricrease  greater than  the  increas~ f~r the 
. Community  as  a  whole.  In  _Italy  this  phenomenon  is matched,  however·,  by  a_ 
h.igh  level  of concern  about,the  local  environment.  But  in  Denmark  the  gap 
bet~een  cohce~n wtt~ the  locaf envi~onment and  concern  about  national 
oroblems  has  w_idened  evenmore  since 1982. -22-
CUMULATIVE  DISSATISFACTION  SCORES  ON  THE  NATIONAL  AND  WORLD  ENVIRONMENT 
The  count  of the  number  of aspects  of the world  and  national  environ-
ment  on  which  each  of  the  respondents  expressed.dissatisfaction  (i.e. 
answered 
11a  great deal
11  or 
11a fair amount
11
)  breaks  down  as  follows  for 
the  Community  as  a whole: 
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This  population  distribution  by  number  of  causes  of dissatisfaction 
sho~s that almost  one  European  out  of every  two  (47%)  is worried  about 
all  seven  aspects  mentioned.  In  addition  to  providing  further evidence 
of the  high  level  of concern  observed  earlier~ this  underlines  the  broad 
agreement  on  the  national  and  world  environment  amongst  a  large proportion 
of the  sample  interviewed. 
• 
.. 
~  ' !  -
(3) 
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ANALYSIS  OF  THE  VARIABLES  INFLUENCING  AWARENESS  OF  THE  NATIONAL  AND·WORLD 
ENVIRONMENT 
The  main  difference  between  public  opinion  on  national  or  world 
environmental  issues  on  the  orie  hand  and  on  the  local  everyday  environ-
ment  on  the  other lies not  only  in  the  higher  level  of awareness  but  also 
in  the  factors  influencing  public  opinion1• 
.I 
Level  of education  had  a far greater impact  on  views  on  the  national 
and  world  environment.  Later leavers  showed  greater concern.  Higher 
earners  too  were  more  worried.  But  size of locality (village,  small  or· 
middle-sized  town  or  large  town  or  city)_had very little influence  on 
views  on  the  national  situation, and  even  less on  opinions  on  the world 
situation, although  it had  a -big  say  in  views  on the local  environment.-
The  correlation between  type  of housing  and  opinions  was  less marked.· 
in  the  national  envi_ronment  than  on  the  local  environment. 
Moving  on  to socio-political  factors,  stro11g  leaders  adhering  to  post-
.  . 
materialist values  are  generally more  aware  of environmental  issues.· 
Although  these  two  factors  also  colour  vi~ws of the  local  environment, 
they  have  a  much  greater impact  at national  or world  level.  Political 
.  .  . 
left-wingers  s.eem  to be  more  aware  of botn  the  national  and  local 
environmental  issues  than  people  further to the right. 
1 The  figures  on  which  these  conclusions  are  based  ar~ set out  in  Annex  B. Satisfaction with  life, however,  has  no  real  influence  on  perception 
of large-stale environmental  problems. 
As  observed  in  t~e 1982  poll,  on  the whole  the  respondents'  perception 
of the  environment  in  their-country or in  the world  as  a whole  seems  to 
be  shaped  more  by  their values  and  political  allegiance than  by  objective 
quality of life factors. 
.  . . ' 
C:H_A  P T ~ R  2 · 
IMPORTANCE  AT~ACHED TO  ENVIRONMENTAL  PROBLEM~ 
I 
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After  probing  Europeans'  awareness  of selected local,  national  and 
-world  environmental  issues,  the  next  stage  is to  investigate the  urgency 
attached  to  environmental  protection  by  the  respondents,  the  forms  of 
damage  ~hich they  considered  the  most  serious and  the  reasons  for their 
choice.  The  priority given  to  the  environment  by  the  respondents  and  the 
order of  importance  in  which  they  rank  different types  of  pollution  and 
arguments  gives  the  fullest possible  picture of  how  public  perception  of 
the  environment  in  the  European  Community  works. 
2.1.  URGENCY  OF  ENVIRONMENTAL  PROTECTION 
Question:  Many  people aJLe  conceA.ned  about .the  pJr.o.tection  0·6  .the  envlAon-
men.t  and  .the .6tJw.ggle  a.ga-in.6.t  poUu:ti..on.  Would  you  .6a.y  tha..t, 
bt yoUJr.  opinion,  .th.U  iA  a.n  UJr.gen.t  a.nd  .bnmec:Ua..te  p!Loblem,  molle 
a.  p!Loblem  6oJr.  .the  6utUJr.e,  oiL  no.t  Jr.ea.lly  a.  pJr.oblem  a..t  ail? 
COMMUNITY 
% 
•  Urgent,  immediate  problem...................  72 
•  Problem  for  the  future  ••••••••••••••.•••••••  22 
•  Not  really a  problem  at all  ••.••.•••••••••••  3 
•  · Don •  t  know  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
TOTAL  100 
The  replies  revealed  a strong  sense  of  urgency  about  environmental 
protection  throughout  the  Community.  Only  a  very  small  minority  (3%) 
considered  the  issue  no  problem  at all. 
In  Italy, Greece,  Luxembourg  and  Germany  four  out  of every  five inter-
viewees  described  pollution control  as  an  urgent,  immediate  problem  (see_ 
~able 2.1.1.).  But  in  France,  Ireland  and  the  Netherlands  a  relatively 
high  proportion  (30%-38%)  of  the  sample  thought  it was  a  problem  for the 
future.  -l 
I I 
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TABLE  2  .1.1. 
URGENCY  OF  ENVIRONMENTAL  PROTECTION 
BROKEN  DOWN  BY  THE  KEY  VARIABLES 
Protection.of the  environment  is  .•• 
An  urgent  More  a  Not  really  Don't 
and  imme- problem  a problem  know 
diate·  for the  at all 
problem  future 
COMMUNITY 
COUNTRY: 
72  22  3  3 
Belgium..................  62 
Denmark  • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • •  77 
Gennany  . . . • • • • • • • • . • • • •.• •  80 
France  ......  ·.. . . . . . . . . . . .  56 
· Ireland ..........  ·-· ··.....  56 
Ita 1  y  . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  85 
Luxembourg...............  83: 
Netherlands  • . • • . • • • . • • • • •  .  63 
United  Kingdom  • . • • • • • • • • •  · 67 
Greece...................  84 
Spain  .......•.............  72 
Portugal  ••••.•.••••••...•  71 
SEX: 
Ma 1  e  ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Fema 1  e  ••••••••••••••••••• 
AGE: 
15-24 
25-39 
40-54 
55  and  over  ...... .......  . 
LEVEL  OF.  EDUCATION: 
Low  .•••••••••••••••••••• 
Medium  •••••••.•••••.•••.• 
H; gh  •.••••••••••••••••••• 
INCOME  BRACKET: 
++'  ••••.•••••••••••••••••••.  +  .  - • .................  • ...... . 
73 
71 
70 
75  . 
75 
68 
69 
72 
80' 
78 
72 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .  ~  71 
LEADERSHIP: 
++  ••••••••••.••••••••.••••• 
+ ••••.•••••••••••••••••• 
...........  • ........... . 
VALUES: 
Materialist·.~ •••••••••••• 
Mixed  ....•...•.........•.• 
Post-materialist ••••••..• 
POLITICAL  ALLEGIANCE: 
65 
81 
76 
72 
61 
68 
73 
81 
Extreme  left • • • • • • • . •• • • •  75 
Left·......................  76 
Centre  •••.••••••••.•.••••  · 73 
Right  ....••.•.......•....  70. 
Extreme  right  ••••.  •. • • • • • .  70 
26 
15 
15 
38 
31 
11 
17  . 
30 
26 
10 
17 
15 
21 
22 
25 
21 
18 
22 
22 
23 
17 
18  . 
23 
23 
23 
15 
20 
22 
26 
23 
- 22 
16 
20 
20 
21 
24 
22 
4 
1 
3 
5 
6 
1 
0 
5 
4 
1 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
3 
4 
3 
4 
2 
2 
3 
3 
5 
3 
2 
3 
5 
4 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
4 
5 
8 
7 
2 
1 
7· 
3 
0· 
2 
3 
.5 
8 
10 
2 
4  / 
2 
2 
4 
6 
6 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
7 
1 
2 
3 
8 
5 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
TOTAL 
100 
100 
lOb 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
.. 100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100. 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
-100 
.. 100 
100 
100 -28-
Generally,  better-educated,  high-earning ·respondents  displaying  strong 
leadership ability and  advocating  post-materialist values  attach greater 
urgency  to the  problem.  The  respondents'  sex,  age  and  political 
allegiance make  little difference to the  replies,  however. 
On  the  whole,  the  same  factors  influence  both  public  perception  of the 
urgency  of environmental protection  and  public awareness  of  the  national 
and  world  environment  (see Chapter  1'),  with  a  few  minor  differences. 
There  is a  very  strong  correlation between  the  urgency  attached  to 
anti~pollution measures  and  the  number  of  points  of dissatisfaction with 
the  national  and  world  environment'. 
TABLE  2  •  1. 2. 
URGENCY  OF  ENVIRONMENTAL  PROTECTION 
AND  ITS  CORRELATION  WITH  DISSATISFACTION 
WITH  THE  NATIONAL  AND  WORLD  ENVIRONMENT 
Protection of the  environment  fs  ••• 
An  urgent  More  a  Not  really  Don't  TOTAL 
a_nd  fmme- problem  a problem  know 
df  ate  for the  at a  11 
problem  future 
Number  of causes  of 
dissatisfaction with 
the  nationa_l  and  world 
environment: 
Zero  .................  21  38  14  27  100  . 1-3 
.  .  39  45  8  8  100  .................... 
4-6 ...  ·• ...............  71  25  2  2  100  . 7 .....................  87  11  1  1  100 
TOTAL:  ................  -..  72  22  3  3  100 
Almost  none  out of every  ten  respondents  dissatisfied on  all  seven  . 
points  considered  environmental  protection  an  urgent,·immediate  problem. 
At  the  other end  of the  scale,  only~two out  of every  ten  people  satisfied  . 
with  all  seven  aspects. of the world  and  national  environment  viewed  the 
issue as  urgent. I  ... 
t. 
' 
~ . 
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2.2. ·  MOST SERIOUS  DAMAGE 
Almost  all  (94%)  of the  Europeans  considered  environmental  p~otecticm 
a  short-term or -long..:term  ~roblem.  The  importance  they attached to  the 
issue depended  partly on  how- seriously they  regarded certain .forms  of 
. pollution. 
Questfon: 
- .  When  we  tai.fl.  a.bou.t  poc,c,ible  da.ma.ge .to the env-l!Lonme.tt, .  whit · : 
·do  you  th.inh.  o6  a.bove  ai.l?  ··wordd  you· .pleMe choo.6e  6Jtom  th-<A 
.  _llit the thJr.ee  th(ng.6  that come  .immecUa.tely to mind? . 
COMMUNITY  ·. (  %) . 
Factories  that discharge  dangerous  chemical  products 
·; nto  the  a tr. or  water  ..  • .............  ~. _. ..  ·........  . . . . .. . .  59  . 
•  Rubbish  on  the  st~eets,  roads,  open  ~paces and  beaches  37 
•  Overuse,  {n  agriculture, of weed-killers,  insecticides 
and  fertil iiers ..  ~ ·  .....  •'• ...........  _  ........  ;.  ~... ... . . . .  35·  ..  · 
•  Industrial  waste  which  is left abandoned  wherever  is 
convenient  . ...  ·  ......  ~  ~ ·  .........  _  ....  -.....  ~~ ........  · ......  -~.  . 33 
Oil  pollution  in the· sea  and  on  the shore  .· ••..•.•.••••  ~.  33 
.  .Vehicles .that· pollute the·· air ••.••...•••  ~ : ••..•.•• • •.• • • •  ·  23 
Acid  rain which  attacks woods  and  forests  .•..••••• H...  20 
•  Una-uthorized  building which  spoils the countryside·.....  12 
The  waste  of rare natural  reso.urc·es  such  as  minerals; 
· oi 1  ,.  etc.  . ......  · ........ : ..•.  ~ .........  ·  .. ·.  ~ ..........  ~ . ~ . ~ .  t  1 
.•  The  noise  created· by  some  industria.l  _activities  such  as 
construction;  roads  with .heavy traffic, airports,  etc. 
Erosion  of farmland· .....  -.....  ~ ............  -.............  . 
.. Don·• t.  know  •••  ·•  ~ •· ••••••••.••  ~  .:-••••••••  ·  ••••••••••••.•  -."~ ••• 
TOTAL:  ........... 
(  *)  Tota 1 ·higher than  100  becasue  of each  person  interviewed  gave 
· severa  1· answers.· 
9 
6 
3 
{*)  . ...:....  30-
These  answers  bring  out  the  order of  importance  of the  individual 
problems  more  clearly than  the  questions  on  awareness  of the  local, 
national  and  world  environment. 
The  public  vot~d factories  discharging  dangerous  chemical  products 
into the  air or water  the  biggest threat.  Almost  six Europeans  in  ten 
mentioned  it. 
Chemical  pollution,  in  general,  was  rated  extremely  serious  by  the 
sample  interviewed.  It claimed  third place  too  in  the  guise  of overuse, 
in  agriculture, of weed-killers,  insecticides and  fertilizers, just 
behind  another  more  widespread,  everyday  form  of pollution  - rubbish  on 
streets,  roads,  open  spaces  and  beaches  - and  just ahead  of  industrial 
waste  and  oil  poll uti  on  at sea  and  on  shore. , 
Yet  a series of  issues  which  generated  a fair amount  of concern  at 
local,  national  and  world  level,  such  as  noise  and  loss  of rare  natural 
resources,  were  rated  serious  by  just a  small  minority  of the  sample,  on 
a  par  with  unauthorized  building  and  erosion. 
DIFFERENCES  FROM  COUNTRY  TO  COUNTRY 
The  order of seriousness  varied  considerably  from  one  Member  State to 
another  on  several  points  (see  Table  2.2.1.). --T- ----- --~  -=------ ---;:------ ~--.-
If  •• 
TABLE  2.2.1. 
FORMS  OF  DAMAGE  CONSIDERED  SERIOUS  BY  COUNTRY 
TOTAL 
· EC  12  B  OK  D  F  IRL  t  L  NL  UK  GR  SP  p 
•  Factories that discharge  dangerous 
chemical  products  into the air or 
water  ........  ·  ............  ·  ..........  59%  52  75  69  62  57  46  74  70  59  55  53  53 
•  Rubbish  on  the  streets9  roads,  open 
54  spaces  and  beaches  ••••••••••••••••  37%  27  13  17  40  57  30  19  37  50  44  56 
• Overuse9  in  agriculture, of  weed-
killers,  insectizides and  fertilizers  35%  25  42  40  38  45  44  48  44  36  8  17  20 
Industrial  waste  which  is left 
abandoned  wherever  is convenient  ••  33%  34  32  34  33  33  34  29  33  38  24  29  21 
• Oil  pollution in the sea  and  on  the 
'-'  shore  ...............  · .......•...  ~ ..  '33%  25  48  31  33  27  29  23  29  39  33  37  24  -
• Vehicles  that pollute the air •••••  23%  26  7  29  17  20  24  25  22  15  .  32  30  27 
Acid  rain which  attacks woods  and 
fo·rests  ...........................  20%  27  28  26  24  10  10  29  50  23  3  8  5 
• ·Unauthorized  building which  spoils  . 
.  the  coun~ryside •.•............•.•.  12%  12  5  8  ·16  12  19  8  2  9  12  13  13 
The  waste  of rare natural  resources 
such  as  minerals,  oil, etc  ••••••••  11%  14·  11  13  10  12  7  5  8  14  6  10  8 
The  noise created  by  some  industrial 
activities such  as  construction,  ro~d~ 
with  heavy  traffic,.airports. etc.  9%  13  5  8  11  11  8  11  4  9  12  10  13 
• Erosion  of farml,and  •  ·  ••••• : •••••••••  6%  7  10  10  4  7  4  5  5  7  8  . '6  4 
• Don't  know  ....................  3%  5  3  3  1  3,  . 1  2  2  1  8  10  11 
(*)  (*)  ·(*)  (*)  (*)  (*)  (*).  (*)  (*)  (*)  <*>  (*)  (*) 
(*)  Total  higher than  100  because  each  person  interviewed  gave  several  answers. -32-
Ten  Member  States  voted  factories  that discharge  dangerous  chemical 
products  into_ the  air or water  the  most  serious  problem.  This  item 
attracted·a  particularly high  number  of  votes  in.  Denmark,  Luxembourg,  the 
Netherlands  and  Germany.  At  the  opposite  end  of the  ~cale~ the  n~mber of 
respondents  mentioning  this  item  fell  below  the  Community  average  in 
Belgium  and  in  the  four  southern  European  Member  States.  In  Italy and 
·Portugal  discharges  of dangerous  chemicals  from  factories  came  second  to 
rubbish  in  public  places. 
The  degree  of  seriousness  attached  to litter varies sharply,  depending 
on  nationality,  from  high  in  Italy,  Portugal,  Ireland  and  Greece  to  very 
low  in  Denmark,  where  this  item  came  sixth, or in  Germany  and  the  Nether-
lands,  where  it was  placed  seventh. 
Overuse  of chemicals  in  agriculture was  considered  one  of the  most 
serious  forms  of pollution  in  most  Member  States.  There  were  only  four 
exceptions:  Belgium,  Portugai,  Spain  and,  most  of all, Greece,  where  a 
mere  8%  of the  respondents  mentioned  it. 
There  was  little between  the  Member  States on  uncontrolled  dumping  of 
industrial  waste,  though  this was  less of a  problem  in  Greece  and  Portugal. 
Danes  and  Britons  voted  oil  pollution at sea  and  on  shore  the  second 
most  serious  form  of  pollution.  Land-locked  Luxembourg  (the only  Member 
State without  a coastline) recorded  the  lowest  score  on  this  item. 
Air  pollution  by  motor  vehicle exhaust  emissions  was  a  thorny  issue  in 
Greece,  Spain  and  Germany.  In  Denmark,  however,  only  a  very  small 
minoritY  worried  about  it. 1,, 
l; 
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Views on  acid  rain  damage  to woods  and  forests  varied-widely  froin  cine 
part ofthe Community  to another  •.. In  the  Netherlands,  every other citizen_ 
counted  this  one  of the most  serious  fonns  of environmental pollution, 
.  .  .  - .  .  .  .  . 
compared  with  a  Community  average of only one  i.~. five.  Very few  people 
in  Ireland  and  in :the four  ~outhern Membe~ States  perceive acid  rain  as a. 
major-threat. 
All  the other fonns  of environmental  poll uti  on  are considered  serious 
by  just a  .small  minority  in each Member  State, with  a  few  minor variations. 
However,. it is worth. noting  the  anxiety aroused  in  Italy arid  Fra!'lce  by 
. unauthorized  bu.ilding  devastating  the  co'untryside~ 
The  Member  States fall  into three distinct groups  in  accordan_ce  with 
the  seriousness  which  __  they attach'to the different forms  of  pol~uti6n 
mentioned  in. the poll:. 
1. 
2. 
Countries  concerned primarily about chemical  and  industrial pollution,.· 
. i.e.  Germany,  Denmark,  the  Netherlands  and,  to a lesser extent, 
Luxembourg  and  Belgium. 
._ 
Countries  where  concern  about chemical  and  industrial  pollution  is  · 
high,  but .still  below  Community  average, ·and  where  pollution  by 
consumers,  a!)  opposed  ~o by  production processes,  is high\y  placed. 
.  .  . 
For  example,  many  of the  Portuguese,  Italian,  lrjsh,  Greek  and·. 
·spanish  respondents  put· tne  ~mphasis on the serious litter problem·. 
The  three latest ·recruits to the Community  also frequently mentioned 
air pollutfon. 
3.  Lastly,  France  and  the  United  Kingdom  occupy  the middle  ground 
between  the  southern  European  countries  and  Ireland on. the one· hand 
and  the rest of ~orther~ Eurdpe  ori.the other.· In  both~· the order 6f 
importance  for' the  various  forms  of pollution more  or  les~ matches. 
the order for  the  Community  as·  a  whole. -34-
FACTORS  INFLUENCING  THE  CHOICE  OF  FORMS  OF  POLLUTION  REGARDED  AS  SERIOUS 
It is striking that the  factors  influencing  Europeans'  choice  of  the 
forms  of  pollution  rated  serious  are  broadly  th~ ones  which  influenced 
their level  of  concern  about  the  environment  in  their country  and  world-
wide  and  their view  of the  urgency  of measures  to combat  pollution  (see 
. Table  2.2.2. ),  i.e.  level  of education,  income  br·acket,  leadership ability 
and  values· (materialist or  post-materialist).  The  influence  of these 
factors  on  the  replies  produces  several  different categories of  e~viron­
mental  pollution  and  paints  a  profile of  the  type  of  person  1  ikely  to 
give  one  answer  rather than  another. 
For  instance,  one  category  of pollution  is more  likely to  be  voted  for 
by  well-educated,  high-earning  respondents  displaying  strong  leadership 
ability and  advocating  post-materialist values.  It includes  acid  rain, 
industrial  waste,  discharges  of dangerous  chemicals  from  factories, 
overuse  of weed-killers,  insecticides and  fertilizers and,  to  a  lesser 
extent, wastage  of  natural  resources.  One  thing  these  have  in  common  is 
that they  are  all  forms  of chemical  or  industrial  pollution. 
The  same  factors  also  make  a big  difference  to  individuals'  view  of 
the  seriousness  of litter and  air pollution  by  motor  vehicles.  This  time, 
however,  the  opposite  is true.  Both  these  are mentioned  more  often  by 
low-earning  early school-leavers with  little leadership ability and 
materialist values.  Both  are  easily grasped  since  they  are  far more 
likely to appear  in  the  individuals'  day-to-day  environment  than  the 
others  and  are  generally quick  acting. 
,I  .,, 
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T  ABL E 2  •  2  •  2  • 
FORMS  OF  DAr·1AGE  CONSIDERED  SERIOUS  BY  lEVEL  OF  EDUCATION, 
INCOME  BRACKET,  LEADERSHIP  ABILITY  AND  VALUES 
Age  of finishing  Income  Leadership  Values 
full-time studies  bracket.  Mat.  Mixed  Post-
TOTAL  15- 16-19  20+  -- - +  ++  -- - +  ++  mat. 
Factories  that discharge  dangerous 
chemical  products  into air or water  59%  53  64  65  52  58  61  61  51  59  62  63  54  61  68 
•  Rubbish  on  the  streets,  roads,  open 
spaces  and  beaches  .; ••.••••••••••..  37%  . 42  33  28.  41  38  36  32  43  38  32  31  47  36  21 
Overuse,  in  agriculture, .of weed-
k  i 11 ers,  i nsecti ci  des  and  ~ertil i zers  35%  .  33  36  40  33  34  39  38  28  37  37  39  32  . 37  41 
•  Industrial  waste  which  ii left aban- ' 
doned  wherever  is convenient  ••.•••  33%  30  36  38  ·29  32  36  35  29  33  35  37  28  36  40 
Oil  pollution  in  the sea  and  on  the 
shore  ...  ·  ..........................  33%  31  35  34  28  33  33  37  32  34  34  31  31  35  32  w 
Vl  ,. 
Vehicles  that  pollute the air •••••  23%  26  20  18  25  24  22  21  24  24  23  19  28  22  17 
Acid  rain which  attacks woods  and 
forests  ········~·-·················  20%  16  . 23  27  19  19  19  24  16  18  23  23  . 14  22  28 
Unauthorized  building which  spoils 
the  countryside ...................  12%  12  12  14  11  10  13  13  11  1112  17  12  12  13 
The  waste  of -rare  natural  resources 
such  as  minerals,  oil, etc ........  .11%  9  12  10  8  10  .11  12  9  10  12  11  9  11  12 
The  noise.created  by  some  industrial 
activities such  as  construction,  roads 
with  heavy  traffic, airports, etc.  9%  10  8  9  10  9  9  9  9  10  8  8  10  8  9 
Erosion  of  farmland  ••••••  ~ ••.• ; ••••  6%  6  6  7  5  6  6 "6  5  6  7  6  4  7  8 
Don ' t  know  •••••...• ; •••.••••••••••••  "3%  5.  2  1  6  4  1  1  8  3  1  2  4  1  1 
(*)  (*)  (*)  (*)  '(*){*)  (*)(*)  (*}(*)(*)  (*)  (*)'  (*)  (*) 
(*)  Total  higher  than  100  because  each  p~rson interviewed  gave  several  answers. -36-
Socio-:demo~raphic and  socio-political  factors  make  very  little differ-
ence  t9 public opinion  on  oil  pollution at sea  and  on  shore,  unauthorized 
building,  noisy  industrial  activitie~ and  soil  eroiion •. All  of these, 
apart from  oil  pollution, were  considered  not·very  important  by  all  the· 
citizens  interviewed.  Oil  pollution,  however,  was  placed  fourth in  Europe 
and  higher still  in  the  higher  income  brackets. 
2.3.  WHY  THE  DAMAGE  IS  CONSIDERED  SERIOUS 
Beyond  analysing  the  socio-demographic  and  cognitive  variables. which 
influence  the  respondents'  choice of the  most  serious  fonns  of pollution, 
it is  interesting to  study  the  main  reasons  given  by  the  respondents- for. 
their choice .. 
Question:  In wha:t  way  dou  damage.  to the.  e.nv.i.lr.onme.nt  appe.oJL  .tJeJrJ..oM  to 
you?  · . 
.  It menaces  the  health  of  peopl~ .••  ~ ..  ~ ...•  ~ •••....••••.• 
.  Any  specific pollution of water,  air or the  land.  puts  at 
risk our  whole  natural  background  or environment  .•...•.. 
.  Damage  already  inflicted on  the  environment  risks  having 
consequences  for future  generations  ········~············ 
.  It lowers  the  quality of 1  ife ......................  ~ .. .. 
•  When  .the  environment  is damaged  somewhere  this will  be 
liable to spread  to  other regions  or  to- other countries 
The  measures  needed  for  repairing would·be  expensive  •••• 
Don't  know  .............  · .................................  . 
TOTAL 
COMMUNITY  (%) 
43 
40 
36 
-34 
16 
9 
6 
(*) 
-(*)  Total  higher than  100  because  each  person.interviewed  gave  several 
answers. 
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The  public  health-threat  is the most  frequent  reason  given  by  the 
sample  interviewe_d.  Th_is  view  of the  acuteness  of the  dang~r is coloured 
primarily by  the riskof physical injury. 
Besides  this, four out of every  ten  people  interviewed stressed .ttiat 
.pollution  in  one  area  puts at risk· all  the·rest of the  environment •.  Tbey 
are  concerned  with  the  environment  as a  whole ..  Selection of this argument 
indicates  a  truly 
11ecological
11  perception of environmental  problems. 
.  ' 
The  third commeriest  reason, for  regarding  certain  types -of pollution as 
serious· is the·potential  impact on  future  generations.·  Like_theprevious 
one,  this  points_ to a  certain degree  of abilityto··visualiz·e the abstract, 
long-term  implications.  · 
.. 
__  Around  one  thir_d  of the ·people  questi-oned _answered  that t.he·  phenomena 
were  serious  because they  iowered  the'quality of life.  Likethe public 
· health  argument,  this way  of thinking too ·is-. implicitly based: on  people 
.  ·.  and .their qua  1 ity of 1 if  e.  r  .. 
'·. 
·-
The  last two  reason~ (risk of-pollution spreading  to other regions  and 
the economics  of repairing the damage  caused)  are  men~ioned by  far fewer 
respondents  than the other four. -38-
Each  respondent  was  allowed  to choose  two  reasons  for regarding  pollu-
tion as  serious.  It is  illuminating  to analyse1 the  pairs of answers  to 
see  whether  certain arguments  are  coupled  together more  often  than  might 
be  expected.  The  results  show  a strong  correlation between  "it menaces 
the  health  of  people"  and  "it lowers  the  quality-of life".  A similar link 
emerged  between  "damage  already  inflicted on  the  environment  risks having 
consequences  for future  generations"  and  "any  specific pollution  puts  at 
risk  our  whole  natural  environment",  which  is also  closely linked  to the 
argument  about  the  risk of  pollution  spreading  to  other regions  or 
countries.  Conversely,  there  is an  inverse  correlation  between  that 
argument  and  "it lowers  the  quality of life". 
In  the  final  analysis,  the  six reasons  fall  into  two  categories: 
- The  first  (public  health,  quality of life and  cost of repair) are 
commonest  amongst  respondents  with  materialist values  {see  Table 
2.3.1.).-
- The  second  (future consequences  of  today'~ pollution,  threat to  the 
rest of the  natural  environment  and  the  risk of  pollution  spreading  to 
·other regions  or countries)  are  more  likely to  be  given·  by  highly-
educated  people  having  "post-materialist values". 
1 For  full  details of this analysis,  see  Annex  D. 
. ..  ~.....- ~  - ·-~--·  -~-r- --...~  ....-
·~--
~ 
TABLE  2.3.1. 
WHY  ENVIRONMENTAL  POLLUTION  IS  CONSIDERED  SERIOUS 
TOTAL  Age  of  finishing  Values 
full-time studies.  Mat •.  Mixed  Post-
15- 16-19  20+  -mat. 
It menaces  the  health  of people  43  45  42  36  47  43  37 
•  Any  specific pollution of water, 
air or the  land  puts  at risk our 
whole  natural  background  or 
envirOnment  ..  -.•••..•••  ·  ...••..••••  40  35  42  49  35  42  50 
•  Damage  a-1 ready  inflicted on  the 
environment  risks having  consequences 
for future  generations  •••••  ~ •••••  36  31  39  48  30  39  47 
~ 
It lowers  the  quality of life ••••  34  34  33  34  35  3_5  28 
·-o' 
.I 
•  When  the  environm~nt is damaged 
somewhere  this will  be  libale to 
spread. to other  regions  or  to other 
countries  .....  ·~· ................  16  14  17  16  14  17  18 
•  The  measures  for  repairing  would  be 
expensive  ··············~;··~·····  9  10  9  7  11  9  --- __  ] 
Anything  else ...........  · .......  -...  - - - - - - 1 
Don•t  know  !' •••••••••••••••••••••  6  9  4  1 
TOTAL  (*)  (*)  (*)  (*).  (*}  (*).  (*) 
(*)  Total  higher  than  100  because  each.  person  interviewed  gave  several  answers. -40-
DIFFERENCES  FROM  COUNTRY  TO  COUNTRY 
On  the  whole,  there  is less difference  between  the  individual  Member 
States  on  the  importance_attached  to  the  various  arguments  than  in  the 
various  forms  of pollution  (see  Table  2.3_.2. ).  To  within  a  few  percentage 
points,  virtually the  same  proportion  of respondents  stressed the  public·· 
health  risk of  pollution  in  every  Member  State, with  the  sole exception 
of  Ireland,  where·  the  problem  was  mentioned  by  over  six out of every  ten. 
There  were  wider  differences  on  the  threat which  specific isolated 
pollution  incidents  pose  to  the  rest of the  natural  environment.  In 
Greece,  Portugal,  Spain  and  Ireland,  the  four  countries  with  the  lowest 
per  capita  GOP  in  the  Community,  this reason  was  cited less often than  in 
the  other countries. 
Similarly, fewer  people  in  these  four  countries  and  Belgium  felt that 
today's  pollution could  have  an  impact  on  future  generations.  Aga-inst  · 
.  . 
this, over  half the  Danes  and  almost  half the  Luxembciurg  and  Dutch 
respondents  felt  th~t it could. 
"It lowers  the  quality of life" was  heard  most  commonly  in  Ireland, 
Portugal  and  Italy,  and  rarest in  Denmark,  the  Netherlands  and  the  United 
Kingdom. 
The  German  sample  was  most  aware  of the  risk of pollutior_1  spreading  to 
other regions  or  count~ie~. 
The  cost of  the  clean-up measures  received  fewest  votes  throughout  the 
Community,  though  twice  as  many  respondents  mentioned  it in  Belgium .. as  in 
Germany.  . 
Note  also  the  relatively high  ·"don'~ know"  rate in  Spain,  Portugal  and 
Greece. 
·I 
I 
~I .• -·P  -·-- ............  - -:..  _  _..___  -~  __:......------ .--~  _.;- -·  -~ ..  -.r  .,....._,...,....  .. "'  ,.,-~  ---' 
TABLE  2.3.2. 
WHY  ENVIRONMENTAL·POLLUTlON  IS  CONSIDER~D SERIOUS 
BY  COUNTRY 
TOTAL 
EC  12 ·  B  DK·~  D  F  IRL  I  L.  NL·  UK  GR  SP  p 
•  It mena~e~ .the  health  ~f people  ••  43%  46  40  42  41  61  45  45  40  45  41  41  43 
Any  .specific  pollution  o.f  water,· 
air,· or  the  land  puts  at risk our  · 
whole  natural ·background  or 
environment  •••  ~ .••••.  ~ ..  ~;······~.  -40%  33  34  . 40  43  :28  '  44  44  42  ~5  25  28  26 
Dama~~ already' inflicted on  the 
environment  ri~ks having  consequences  I  .  .  . 
for future  generations  •.  .-••••••••  36%  28  56  34  43.  29  33  48  52  40  24  32  22 
~ 
It lowers  the  'q_uality  of  life .••.  34%  35  17  . 33  35  49  . 40  31  ..  20 .  28  33  37.  45  I I. 
When-the  environment  i~ damaged 
·somewhere  this will  be  liable to 
spread  to  other  ~egions or to  other 
countries· ..•.••.••  ~······~~:  •.•••  16%.  ·17  18  24  13  13  13  12  11  ·q  17  14  11· 
.The  measures  for  repairing would  be  - expensive  ........................  '  9%  16  7  8  '13  7  :to  8  9  7  13  8  11 
Anythin_g  e  1  ~e: •..••.  ,~·· .• •••••.•  ~ •• ·  ••••••  ,  - - - - - 1  - 1  1  1  - 1 
Dori' .1:  know  ••.  ·.· •• ·  ••.••  ;_ ••••.•••  ·  ••••  6%  6  8  5  2·  6  4  3.  3  4  11  15  . 14 
TOTAL  (*)  (*)  (*)  (*)  . (*)  (*)  (*)  {*)  (*)  . (*)'  {*)  . {*).' {*)' 
'' 
(*)  Total  higher  than  100  be~ause  ~ach person  interview~d gave  several ~nswers. -42-
REASONS  GIVEN  BY  T~E RESPONDENTS  FOR  CONSIDERING  THE  IN~IVIDUAL  FORMS  OF 
·POLLUTION  SERIOUS 
So  far,  the  reasons  given  by  the  respondents  for treating certain 
issues  seriously have  been  studied without  any-reference  to  their selec-
tions as  the  most  important  forms  of pollution.  Since  each  person  inter-
viewed  was  allowed  to choose  up  to three forms  of pollution and  two 
reas.ons,  without  indicating any  order of preference,  it is not  possible 
to  pair any  single argument  with  any  particula.r _type  of pollution. 
Caution  is therefore advised  when  interpreting Table  2.3.3., even  if, 
as  demonstrated  earlier~  some  reasons  are closely,  not  to say  logically, 
related to specific types  of  pollution. 
The  public  health  threat was  most  likely to be  mentioned  by  people  who 
regarded  acid  rain,  dumping  of industrial  wastes,  oil  pollution at sea 
and  air pollution  by  motor  vehicles  as  serious.  But  it was  less  popular 
amongst  those  who  regarded  erosion,  unauthorized  building  and  wastage  of 
natural  resources  as  the  severest forms  of pollution. 
The  potential  threat posed  by  isolated pollution  incidents  to all  the 
rest of the  natural  environment  was  mentioned  more  often  by  people  con-
cerned  about  the  overuse  of weed-killers,  insecticides and  fertilizers  in 
agriculture or about  the  wastage  of rare  natural  resources  (it was  the 
first reason  given  in  both  these cases)  and  by  people  worried  about  acid 
rain  and  by  oil  pollution at sea  and  on  shore.  By  contrast,  the  reason 
was  rarely given  by  people  regarding  noise,  litter and  unauthorized 
building as  the  biggest threats. .. 
.,_,·  --~ 
TABLE  2.3.3. 
REASONS  GIVEN  BY  THE  RESPONDENTS  FOR  CONSIDERING  THE 
INDIVIDUAL  FORMS  OF  POLLUTION  SERIOUS 
Rubbish  Un- F. acto- Erosion  Vehicles  Waste  of  Noise  Chemicals  Oil. 
au tho- ries  . tesources  in  agri- pollu-
rized  culture  tion 
building  at sea 
.  It menaces  the  health  of 
people  •••••.  ~ ••••••.••• j.:  ..  45  36  44  30  46  37  '45  42  46 
Any  specific pollution of 
water,  air, or the  land  puts 
at risk our  whole  natural 
background  or environment  ••..  35  36  43  38  38  45  '  34  47  .44 
Damage  already  inflicted on 
the  environment  risks  having 
consequences  for  future 
generations  ..••••.•••••••••.•  31  33  40  38  33  44  33  42  38 
.  It lowers  the  quality of 1  ife - ·  42  '42  33  40  39  31  39  33  .  34 
•  When  the  environment  is damaged  . 
somewhere  this _will  be  1  iable 
to  spread  to  other regions  or 
to  other countries  ••.•••••.••  16'  20  17  ' 26  16  '  21·  18  16  15 
The  measures  needed  for 
repairing  would  be  expensive  11  i6  9  14  10  10  12  7  8 
· Don •  t  know  ....•.••.  ~ ••.•.....  5  4  3  3  3  2  6  2  3 
TOTAL  (*)  '  (*)  (*)  (*)  (*)  (*)  (*)  (*)  (*) 
· (*)  Total  high~r than  100  becaus~ each  person  interviewed  gave  s~veral. answers. 
Indus- Acid  TOTAL 
trial  rain 
waste 
46  47  43 
43  '  44  40 
~ 
. VJ 
' 41  45  36 
32  31  34 
15  13  16 
9  7  9 
2  2  6 
(*)'  (*)  (*) -44-
Anxiety  about  the  impact  of -today•s  pollution  on  future  generati_ons 
too_ is likely to  be  higher  amongst  people  concerned  about  these-forms  of 
poll uti  on. 
People  who  regard  rubbish,  unauthorized  building,  erosion,  air pollu-
tion  by  motor  vehicles  and  noisy  industrial  activities as  the  greatest 
nuisances  are more  like.ly to offer 
11it lowers  the  quality of life
11  as 
their main  reason. 
It fs  harder to  interpret the correlation  between  the  types  of pollu- . 
tion  regarded  as  serious  by  persons  quoting  the  risk of  pollution  spread-
ing  and  the  high  cost of the  clean-up  measures  as  their main  reasons,-
since far fewer  people  chose  these  two  arguments.  Paradoxically,. twice 
as  many  of the  respondents  concerned  at the  risk of pollution  spreading 
to  other  regions  or countries mentioned  erosion  as  a major  issue as  of 
those  who  regarded  acid  rain. a.s  the  greatest- problem. · 
However,  on  the whole  the  results of this comparison  of the  types  of 
pollution rated  serious  and  the  reasons  forth~ choice fit in  well  with 
the  observations  made  throughout  this Chapter. 
Very  often  the  people  quoting  the'ecological  reasons  defined  on  page  37 
rated  industrial  pollution most  serious.  On  the  other hand,  the  respon- -
dents  more  concerned -by  every-day  problems  with  an  immediate  impact,  like 
rubbish  and·noise,  were-more  liable to argue,  for example,  that it lowers 
the  quality of  1  ife. P A R T  T W  0 
·ACTION  TO  PROTECT  THE  ENVIRONMENT  .  . 
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This  chapter analyses  what  individuals  are  prepared  to do·to protect 
the  environment,  a  question  which  gives  a  clearer indication  of their 
genuine  commitment  to  the  environment,  beyond  simple  expressions  of 
concern.  To  cast further light on  the  action which  individuals  are  pre-
pared  to  take,  two  further ~spects will  be  studied:  concern  about  what 
will  happen  in  the  future  and  information  needs. 
3.1.  CONCERN  FOR  THE  DISTANT  FUTURE 
Question:  Would  you  4ay that what witt happen in the wo~d in the  6utuAe, 
by whic.h ·r  mean  in a  hundlted  yeaJL'-6  .tUne,  .i6  .6omething  tfutt 
c.onc.eJr.M  you  a  .tot,  a Wfte o4 not at aU? 
A lot ......................  · ................. . 
A little ....................................  . 
Not  at all 
Don't  know  ................................... 
TOTAL  ••••  ~ •• 
COMMUN lTV  (%) 
33 
38 
26 
3 
ioo 
Europeans'  concern  about  the  distant future  seems  relatively lukewarm. 
One  third were  concerned  a  lrit,  almost  four  in  ten  a little and  one 
quarter not  at all.  This  lack  of foresight  has  an  effect on  what  indfvi~ 
duals  are  prepared  to do  to  protect the  environment:  respondents  showing 
concern  for the  future  seem  to  be  more  concerned  about  the  national  and 
world  environment  today  too  (see  Table  3.1.1.).  This  relatively close 
correlation1 seems  to  be  attributabl~ to  the  fact that a fair capacity to 
. look  ahead  is needed  in  order to  imagine  the  long-term  impact  of  pollution. 
,  I 
Concern  abriui  the  ~ational or world  envifonment  too  reveals  just the 
capacity  to  take  a  general  view  of  problems  which  underlies  concer'n  for 
the future. 
1 The  correlation was  .227. 
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Concern  for _the  distant future also mirrors  the  urgency-attached  to 
envi~onmental  p~otection.  The  greater the  concern _for  the  future,  the 
more  immediate  and  urgent  environmental  protection  is generally considered: 
.  .  .  .  .  .  - . 
(see  Table  3. L 1.).  However:,.  the  cor~elation between  these  two  opinions 
is not  as  strong-(..154)  as  the  previous' one.  This  could  signify  t~at the 
· . 1 ink  depends  not  so  muc~  _on ·the  1  evel  of concern .about  the  environment  as 
on  the  ind~vidual's perception  of the  problems.· 
TABLE  3.1.1. 
PERCEPTION  OF  ENVIRONMENTAL  PROBLEMS  .· 
AS  .A  FUNCTION  OF  CONCERN  FOR  THE  DISTANT  FUTURE 
Number  of  causes  of concern  about  1  the  national  and  world  environment 
None  ••...•••.  ~ •.••.••. 
...  One  .•.•••••••••...••••• 
Two  ••..••••••••••.••••• 
Three  ..........•...... 
Four  .~ ......•  ··. -.......  . 
.Fi~e •••  ~ ••••••.••.•  ~ •. 
SiX  ....••.....•.....•. 
Seven  .~ •••••• , •••••••• 
TOTAL· .  • •••• • •••••••••••  , 
Average  •••.. 
·urgency  of  envir~~mental  protection 
Urgent  and  immediate  •. 
For  the  f~ture ··A····· 
Not  a  problem  at all  ~. 
Don't  know  ••••  ~  ••••••• 
·TOTAL  ........  • ......... . 
· Concerned  about  what  wilJ  happen  · 
in  a hundred  years'  time 
A lot  A little  Not  at·all  Total 
2 
2 
2 
3. 
6 
9 
• 19 
57 
100 
5.98 
80 
17 
2 
1.· 
100 
5 
3 
4 
6 
8 
11 
17 
46  .. 
100 
' 5.42 
7.2 
22 
3 
3 
100 
12 
5 
6 
.7 
.8 
10 
14 
38 
'100 
4.74 
62 
26 
6 
6  -·-
100 
6 
3 
4 
5 
8 
10 
17 
47 
100 
5.40 
72 
21 
3 
4 
100 
1 Index  counting  the  number  of points  on  which  the  respondent  was:worried 
·a  great deal  or  a fair amount.  See  page  22.for an  account  of  this  index.:  .  ~  ·-- . -49-
The  level  of concern  about  the  distant future  varies  a little from  one 
country  to  another._  It is running  particularly high  in  the  Netherlands, 
Luxembourg  and  Denmark  but  is fairly,  or even  very,  low  in  Belgium,  Ire-
land,  Italy and  Portugal,  all, apart from  Italy,  countries  which  showed 
very  little concern  about  the  national  or world  environment  (see  Table 
3.1.2.). 
In  essence,  concern  over  the  distant future  seems  to  be  bound  up  with 
cognitive factors.  It clearly rises with  level  of education  and  cognitive 
grasp;  this seems  to confirm  the  theory  that it reflects  intellectual 
capacity  to  visualize the  future  and  to consider  the  problems  as  a whole 
(see  Table  3.1.2.).  By  contrast,  the  correlation with  age  and  political 
all~giance is less  clear-cut~  Lastly,  the  sex  of the  respondent  makes 
virtually no  difference  to  concern  at what  might  happen  in  the  world  in  a 
century's  time. 
..  :.; 
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TABLE  3.1.2. 
CONCERN  ABOUT  THE  DISTANT  FUtURE 
AS  A.  FUNCTION  OF  THE  MAIN. VARIABLES  APPLIED  IN  THE  ANAL Y.SIS 
Is  concerned about  what  wi 11  happen 
in  the world  in  one  hundred  years  •••. 
A lot  A little  Not  at 
all 
COMMUNITY  ••.••.•••.••••.•..•  33 
COUNTRY 
Belgium  .•  ~ ...•••••.•.•••••••  17 
Denmark  ••.•••...•.•••••..  -...  40 
Germany  . . • • • . • . • • . • • . • • • . • . •  27 
F~ance .•.•••••.••.•..••.•.••  33 
Ire  1  and  ....................... · 21 
!tilly  . . . . . . . . . . . ..  . . . . . . . . . .  30 
Luxembourg  ••.•••••.•..••.•••  50 
Netherlands  ·····i···········  69 
United  Kingdom  .•••••.••..•••  37 
Greece  . . . . • . . • • . • •  ..  . • • • . . • . .  38 
Spa i n  • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •  3  3 
P.ortuga 1  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  24 
SEX 
Male  . • . . . . . • . • . . • • . . . • • . . . . •  34 
Female  ......  ·  ...........  ~ ... .  32 
AGE 
15-24  ........  ·._ ....  ~........  ~39 
25-39  •••.••.••.•..••.•..••.  39. 
40-54 .  .. . . . . . . . . ...............  29 
55  Jahre  and  over  •••••••.•..  26 
LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
Low  • . •  • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •  26 
Med i urn  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  - 37 
High  .•.•.....•..•.....•..•..  47 
COGNITIVE  GRASP 
++  •••• •.. •  •  . •  •  •  •  •  . •  •  •  •  . •  •  •  •  . •  56 
+  •••••••••.•••••••.•••••••••  ..........................  ............................ 
POLITICAL  ALLEGIANCE 
40 
29 
18 
Extreme, 1  eft . . • • . • . • • • • • . • • •  42 
Left  . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .  37 
Med i urn  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  31 
Right  ••••w••••••••••••••••••  33 
Extreme  right ••.•••.•.••••••  35 
38 
38 
42, 
53 
40 
36 
37 
31 
24 
32 
32 
32 
30 
38 
39 
40 
39 
. 41 
34 
36 
41 
38 
30 
41 
41 
34 
31 
39 
40 
42 
37 
!  ...  26 
41 
12 
17 
'26' 
39 
31 
18 
6 
29 
26 
30 
41  . 
26 
26 
19 
20 
26 
36 
34 
20 
14 
13 
17 
27 
43 
25 
22 
26  . 
22 
25 
Don't 
know 
·3 
4 
6 
3 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
2 
4 
5 
5 
2 
2 
4 
4  ' 
4 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
5 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
TOTAL. 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100  . 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 -51-
3.2.  INFORMATION  NEEDS 
Question:  TheJte  ..iA  a.  .tdt:.  o6  ci.iAc.M.6.ion  a.bofLt  t:.he  env.btonment:.. 
Wha..t  .6oltt:.  o6  t:.fUng.6  wocd.d  you  peJIAonai.i.y  like t:.o 
be  bet::teJt  in6oJimed  a.bofLt? 
The  risks  involved  in  chemical  products  available  on 
the  market  .......................  ·  ........  ~ .........  . 
•  The  right way  to dispose  of certain waste  (paints, . 
pharmaceutical  products,  sump  oil, etc.)  ··~········ 
•  How  to  behave  in  case  of an  industrial  accident  ···~ 
• .The  laws  (in your' country)  about  the  environm~nt ••• 
Who  are  the  people  responsible  in  your  area  for  keeping 
the  public  informed  about  the  environment  •••••••••.. 
•  The  effect on  the environment  of  i'n~ustri.a  1 develop-
ments,  new  projects,  etc.  • ••••••••••••••.••••.••• ; • 
• 'The  steps  that you  can  take  at home  to  avoid  pollution· 
To  know  more  about  the  problems  of the  envir-onment 
where  yo_u  1  i ve  ..  • ••.•  ·· •.••.•••••.••.••.••••.•••••.. 
•  Examples  of companies  or businesses  which  have  been 
successful  in  dealing with  environmental  problems  •• 
•  Preventive measures  taken  by  local  industries  handling 
dangerous  materials  ••• ~ •••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 
.  Other  .............................................  . 
Don't  know 
.  TOTAL l  ......  . 
COMMUNITY 
48 
29 
19 
18 
16 
18 
23 
25 
10 
28 
1 
10 
(1) 
1 Total  higher  than  100  because  each  person  interviewed  gave  several 
answers·. 
(%) 
. ] 
J 
. / 1.: 
- 52  .:____ 
Europeans  genuinely  hope  to .be  kept  better informed  about  the  environ-
,· 
ment:  nine  out of· every  ten  respondents  mentia·ned  specific points  about 
which  they  wou-ld. like to  know  more.  First came  the  risks· involved·  in 
. chemical.  products  available  on  the  market  (mentioned  by  on~ in  two),  .w~ll 
ahead  of how  to dispose of certain types·of waste  and  prev~!ltive measures 
taken  by  local  .indu~tries handling  dan.gerous  materials.  This  top  three 
sug~ests th'at above  all 'the  respondents  want  i.nformation  about the.ir  every~ 
day·immediate  environment •. The  respondents'  subsequent  choices  provided 
further evidence of this  underlying. trend:  one  quarter wanted  to  know  more· 
about  the environment in their neighbourhood  a·nd  abo~t pollution  preven-. 
tion  in.  the  home.  Finally,  only  one  or  two  in. ten  mentioned  the  items.at 
the  bottom. of ·the 1 ist (how ·to behave  in  case  of an  industrial  accident,· 
laws  about  the  environment~ the effect of  indu~trial  developments,  the 
peo'ple _responsible  for  keepi,ng  thepubli·c. informed  about· the  environment. 
and  examples of successful  companies  or  busiriesse~). 
' . 
. Information  needs. vary  substantially from  one  country to another.  For. 
instance,  the  haiards  posed  by  chemical  products  cause  greater· concern  in 
.  .  - . 
France,  .Italy and  Luxembd~rg than  in  Bel~ium,  Ireland,  th~ Netherlands . 
and  Spain  (see Table .3.2.1. ) •• But  the widest.· divergences  between  the 
Member  States are  on  demand  for.  informat_io~ on  preventive· measures,  which 
ranks  almost  equal  to the  hazards  posed  by  chemical  products  in  Irela~d­
and  the  u·nited  Kin'gdom  and  very  high  in  Luxembourg  too. 
-
Finally,  two  _items  clearly depend  on .the.respondent's  level  of educa-
tion,  income  and  cognitive grasp:.  industrial  development  and  preventive 
measure~.-taken by local  industries  handling  dangerous  materials~  Both 
· are forwa rd-1 oak ing  and  call  for a  grea.ter awareness  of the potentia  1 
·.risks  inherent  fn  industrial  society. -53-
TABLE  3.2.1. 
INFORMATION  NEEDS 
1.  Risks  involved  in  chemical  products 
2.  The  right way  to dispose  of waste 
3.  Behaviour  in  case  of an  industrial  accident 
4.  Laws  about  the  environment 
5.  People  responsible for  keeping  the  public  informed 
6.  Effect on  industrial  developments 
7.  Pollution  prevention· in  the  home 
B.  State of the  local  environment 
9.  Examples  of successful  companies 
10.  Preventive measures  taken  by  industry 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
%  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  % 
TOTAL  ................  48  29  19  .  18  16  18  23  25  10  28 
COUNTRY 
Belgium  •••••••••••.••  43  27  22  22  19  18  21  23  11  25 
Denmark  ...•..........  46  29  25.  17  11  19  19  19  17  15 
Germany  ..............  45  37  18  19  14  19  30  22  9  26 
France  .....•.........  55  31  24  15  15  20  16  22  12  32 
Ireland  •••••••••.••••  43  25  24  26  17  17  33  25  15  39 
Italy ••••••••• ; ••••••  54  35  21  17  17  11  22  30  10  29 
Luxembourg  ••••.••••.•  59  " 27  11  23  15  27  23  22  12  33 
Netherlands  •••••••.••  43  31  26  19  9  22  24  17  14  21 
United  Kingdom  •..••••  44  25  13  21  22  22  24  27  11  40 
Greece  •..•••••••.••..  50  13  15  21  12  19  21  17  7  11 
Spain  ••••••••••.•••••  39  17  15  16  17  17  17  27  9  18 
Portugal  .............  48  20  22  17  20  16  26  23  7  16 
. SEX 
Ma 1  e  •••••••••••••••••  47  29  19  20  17  21  20  24  11  29 
Fema 1  e  •••••••••••••••  48  29  19  16  16  15  25  25  9  27 
LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
Low  .................  46  27  17  15  18  12  22  24  8  24 
Medium  ••••••••••.•• :.  49  31  21  20  15  22  24  25  11  31 
High  .••••  ·  ..  ·~·········  51  30  18  22  16  27  22  24  17  32 
INCOME  ..................  45  26  16  15  18  12  21  22  6  23  ...................  48  28  21  19  17  18  21  25  10  27 
+  ...................  50  33  20  17  '16  21  25  26  10  30 
++  ..................  49  30  20  21  16  23  25  25  15  31 
COGNITIVE  GRASP  ...................  49  27  20  24  16  24  22  23  13  33  ..................  50  33  20  20  17  22  24  26  12  30 
+  ..................  46  29  19  18  -17  18  24  25  10  28 
++  ..................  45  25  17  13  15  11  19  23  8  23 ·•. 
(5) 
-54-
In  addition  to  ranking  the  individual  points  on  which  more  information 
is needed,  information  needs  were  also studied  from  the  more  general  angle 
of  the  number  of points mentioned  by  each  respondent.  Each  respondent. was 
allowed  a maximum  of  three  choices.  However,  many  settled for fewer, 
apparently out of  lack  of  interest for. the  environment. 
Number  of  points  on  which  better information  is desired 
None  •.••.•••••  ~ .••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
One  •••••••••  ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  · 
Two  •••  ~ ••••••••  ·  ••.••••••••••••••••.• • • • • • • • • • 
Three  ....................................... 
-TOTAL  •••  ~ .• 
COMMUNITY 
% 
10 
11 
16 
63. 
100 
This  information-needs  index  seems  to  mirror concern  about  the 
environment.·  It rises with  the  level  of concern  about  the  local  and 
national· environment  and' with  the  urgency  attached  to environmental 
protectton  (see  Table  3.2.2.)~  There  is nothing  surprising  in  this 
correlation:  just as  in  so  many  other fields,  concern  about  an  issue 
generates  desire for information  about  it. · 
Despite  this,  the  countries with  the  heaviest  demand.for  information 
are  not  always_the  ones  where  concern  about  the  environment  is running 
highest1•  The  desire  to  be  kept  better informed  seems  strongest  in 
·  Ireland,  Luxembourg  and  Italy and  weakest  in  Greece,- Spain  and  Portuga·l 
{see  Table  3.2.3.)~ 
1 As  so  often,  the correlation  betw~en individuali'  replies  is. not 
necessarily matched  by  a correlation between  the  national  averages. -55-
. TABLE  3o2o2o 
.INFORMAtiON  NEEDS  AND  CONCERN  ABOUT  THE  ENVIRONMENT 
Number  of points  on  which  better 
information  is desired 
None  One  ,  Two  Three  . TOTAL 
Number  of  compl~ints about  the  local  . 
environment: 
Three  or 1  ess 
Four  or five 
Six  or seven 
Number  of causes  of concern  about  the 
national  and  world  environment: 
o  three  or  J~ss  0000000000000000• 
Four  or five 
Six  or  seven  .................  . 
Urgency  of environmental  protection: 
10 
7 
6· 
25 
9 
6 
o  Urgent  and  immediate  0000000000  7 
0  For  the  future  o  o  o. o  o  o  0.0 •• o  o  o  o  o  9 
Not  a  problem  at all  0000000000  31 
TOTAL  10  . 
12 
8 
9 
16 
13 
9 
10 
14 
. 15 
11 
17 
13 
10 
20 
18 
15 
16 
20 
17 
16 
61 
72 
75 
100 
100 
100 
39  100 
. 60.  100 
70  100 
67 
57 
37 
63 
100 
10'0 
100. 
100 .  '4 
'.· 
'  . 
___:  56  -
TABLE  3.2  •. 3  • 
INFORMATION  NEEDS  .BY  COUNTRY 
COMMUNITY  .............  • ........... 
COUNTRY 
Belgium  .............  • .  ~ ... 
.·Denmark  .. ~ ............... 
Germany  .................. 
France ...............  -.... 
. Ireland .  ,• ................. 
'~  . Italy  .  .  .  ......  _ .......  ~ ...... 
- L_uxembourg 
..  .  .  ......  • ........ 
'  :  . Netherlands  .  ............ 
. ·United  Kingdom  •••••••  ~ •. 
. Greece  .................. 
. Spain .................... 
Portugal  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Number~of points. on  which  better 
information  is desfred: 
., 
None  One  .  Two·  Three·  TOTAL 
10  11  16  63  100 
9.  12  16  63  100 
16  10  16  58  100 
8  11  17  64  100· 
5  12  21  62  100 
.· 9  2  4  85  .·100 
7.  9  15  69  100 
.5  8  16  71  100 
r 
7  :  16  20  57  100 
·. 7  '11  16  66  ioo 
20  14·  16  40  100 
25  11  '10  54· 
..  ·  ioo 
17  9  16.·  .  58  . •100 -57-
3.3.  ACTION  TO  PROTECT  THE  ENVIRONMENT 
Question:  Among  .the  6oUowing  .thing~:~  aJte  .thVr.e  ~:~ome .tha..t  you  have 
ahr.ea.dy  done  youJtMz1..6?  -
And  a~e .thVr.e  among  .them  .thing~:~  .tha..t  you  aJte  p~epaJted .to 
do  o~ .to  do  mo~e o6.ten? 
Things  already  Things  that one 
•  Be  careful  about  not  throwing  away 
rubbish  or papers  nn  the  ground  •••••••• 
•  Not  wasting  tap water  •••.•••••••••••••. 
•  Be  careful  about  not  making  too  much 
no 1 se ..•.....•......................... 
•  Equip  your  car with  equipment  to  limit 
the  amount  of carbon  dioxide  in 
exhaust  gases  ••••••..••••  ~ •..•••••••••• 
•  Contribute  money  to efforts to  protect 
·the  environment  .••••••••••••••••••••••. 
.·Do  what  you  can  about  recycling  house-
hold  products  {glass,  paper,  sump  oil~ 
etc. )  ..................................  . 
•  Get  involved  in  local  action  on 
restoring the  environment,  for example 
cleaning  a  beach  ••..•.••••••••••••.••.. 
•  Demonstrate  against  projects  that might 
damage  the environment  .••.•••••••..••.• 
•  Get  involved  personally with  an  asso-
ciation concerned  with  protecting the 
environment  •••••••••••••••••••••••• ; ••• 
•  None  of  these  ..•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•  Don't  know  ............................. 
TOTAL  •••••••••• 
done  could  do 
79 
49 
51 
7 
11 
39 
7 
6 
6 
4 
3 
(1) 
7 
14 
9 
18 
14 
17 
20 
15  . 
17 
7 
28 
(1) 
(1)  Total  higher  than  100  because  each  person  interviewed  gave  several 
answers. • 
-·ss-
The  things  already done  to  protect the  environment  fall into two  cate-· 
gories:  either very  co~on, simple  gestures  or action  requiring a  greater 
commitment  and,  therefore,  much  rarer.  At  least four,  and  in  some  cases 
as  many  as  eight,  people  out  of every  ten  care  not  to drop  litter, not  to 
waste  tap water,  not  to  make  too  much  noise  and  to  recycle  certain types 
of waste  whenever  they  can.  But  generally fewer  than  one  person  fn ten 
contributes money,  fits a  car exhaust filter,  becomes  i nvo 1  ved  in  loca 1 
campaigns  to restore the environment  or  demonstrates  or  gets  involved 
.  . 
personallY with  an  environmental  protection association. 
But  the  replies on  what  the  respondents  might  be  prepared  to  do  were 
more  widely  scattered.  One  or two  people  out  of every  ten  showed  interest 
.  '  ,"  . 
in  most  of the  forms  of  action  on  the list.  Involvement  in  local  resto-
ration schemes,  fitting cars  with  exhaust  filters,  recycling waste  when-
ever  possible and  patronage  of environmental  protection associations were 
the  most  popular.  The  relatively widespread  support  for environmental 
.  .  .  .  . . 
proteition ass6ciations  is something  of  a  surprise since  it-calls for far 
greater social  and  political  commitment  than  any  of the  other three. 
- The  frequency  of the  individual  forms  of action  already  taken·,  or which 
respondents  were  prepared_to  take,  varies  sharply from one  country  to 
another.  Particular attention has  already  been  paid  to avoiding  litter 
in  France,  Italy,  the United  Kingdom  and  Spain.  Understandably,  the 
willingness  not  to waste  water  is greates-t  i·n  Spain  and  Portugal.  The 
French  are  more  careful  about  not  making  too  much  noise.  Germans  are 
more  likely to fit their 6ars  with  exhaust  filters, while  the  Dutch  are 
more  incli~ed to  contribute money.  Waste  recycling  is most  widespread  in 
Germany  and  the  Netherlands •. Fin_ally,  all these ,things,  apart from 
fitting exhaust filters,  are far more  frequent  in  Luxembourg  (see  Table 
3.3.1.). -59-
The  second  question  gives  more  ideas  of the  inclination to take actfon 
to  protect the  environment,  though  these expressions  of  intent do  not· 
necessarily signal  a  greater or lesser desire to  protect the  environment 
properly.  What  is more,  people  are far less  prepared  to do  these  things 
in  Germany,  France  and  the  United  Kingdom  than.  in  Belgium,  Denmark, 
Ireland,  Italy and  Portugal  (see  Table  3.3.1.). -.60-
TABLE  3.3. L 
ACTION  TO  PROT-ECT  TH~ ENVIRONMENT  BY  COUNTRY  . 
B .·  OK  0  F 
%  %·  %  % 
Things  alrea~y done: . 
71  . 64  84 
21  42  47 
IRL 
%· 
75 
35 
I  -L  NL  UK  GR  ·SP 
%.  %  . %  %.  %  % 
P ·  EC  12 
%  % 
86  85  74  86 .  7(J  .  87  77  79  . 
51'  57  48  48  .·  38  67  .- 63  49 
•  Careful  not to drop  litte~ .••.  - 69 
Not  wasting .  tap water  ••• ; •••  ~  54 
Not  making  too  much  noise  .•  ·••  48  32  36  61  33  .  57  :  64 :  55  .  52  .  . 46  '  56  56  51. 
Converting  car exhaust sy-stems  4  ·  ·- 8 ·.  15  5  3 
21  13  6·  '9  •  Contributing  mo~ey ••.  ~. ~. ·••••  13 
Recycling  •••..••.•.•• ; • . • • •• • •  44  40  63  45  12 
Involvement  in  local ·action  • •  5  6  12  5  . 5 
Demonstrating . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  5 ·  7  4  7  4 
Personal  involvement  with an 
association  •.•  -.•••.••••••••••  _  6  16  2  6  .4 
.  . 
Things  respondents  were  prepared  to do:< 
2  3  5  -3  4  11  3  7 
. 7  25  . ·39  .  16 
32  70  57  33 
7  17  5 
9  9  6 
8  14  .  14 
5 
4 
7 
4  4  6 .  11 
2  19  17  39 
6  -5 
8  4 
3  1 
6  7 
4  . 6 
2  .. 6 
Careful  not  to  drop  1 itter • • •  9  9 .. 10  6  13  .  7  .2  . 5  4 "  12  5  11  7 
.  . 
Not  wasting  tap water  •••••••  14  20  17  8  27 
Not  making  too  much  noise.; .•  16  15  .10  4.'  18 
Converting  car exhaust systems  25.  34  22  10 
•• Contribute  money  •••••••••••••. 18 ·  26  10  7 
18 
16 
17  10  10 .  14  15  12  21  14 
11  5 .  7  7  12  10.  17  9 
25  45  29  . 12 ..  lb  ·18- 'J6 ..  18 
21  . 27  . 12  8  1a.  2d  4o  14 
Recycling.; ..••••••.•••• <  ...  ·  19  25  11  14  26  .  22  9  ·.·  1~  18  10  .  24  40  17 
Involvement  in  local· action  .•••  23  ·  24  18  17  21  28  ao  11  11  19  · 23  39  20 
Demonstrating  ••••••.•••••••••  21  23  6  16  16  24  23  .8  9  -23  17  -~1  15 
- •. Personal  involvemen-t  with  an·, 
. association •••.•••••••••••••.•  15  23  9  .  '18  . 22  30  28  10  11  16  18  37  .17 -61-
Beyond  discovering  what  specific measures had  been,,or might  be,  taken, 
the  chief objective of  these  two  questions  was  to find  out  how  tempted 
Europeans  were  to do  what  they  could  to  protect the environment.  To  ana-
lyse  this willingness  more  effectively, an  index  was  constructed,  based 
on  the  things  already  done  to  protect the environment  but  allowing  for 
the  fact that some  forms  of action are easier than  others.  For  example, 
it is easier to  avoid  dropping  litter than  to fit a car exhaust  system 
with  a device  to  limit carbon  dioxide  emissions.  Accordingly,  the  answers. 
were  classified into  two  categories- major  action  and  minor.action1• This 
index  produced  three  g~oups of  respondents: 
COMMUNITY 
% 
Take  no  action  to  protect the  environment  •••••  7 
Take  only  minor  action  ••••••••••••••••••••••••  67 
Take  minor  action  and  major  action  ••.•••••••••  24 
Vnclassified {exceptional  cases  who  have  taken 
only  major  action)  ••••••••••••••••••••••..••••  2 
TOTAL  100 
1 Minor  action means  that easiest,  commonest  measures,  i.e. care  not  to 
drop  litter, not  to  w~ste water,  not  to  make  too  much  noise  and  to 
recycle whatever  possible.  All  other forms  of action were  classified 
11maj.or
11
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The  index  constructed  in  this way  revea 1  s  the  respondent's  wi 1J i ngness 
to  protect the  environment  (  unwi 11 fn·g,  not  very  wi 11 i ng  or very  will i ng L 
This  willingness  depends  on  the  respondent's  level  of. concern  about  the 
national  environment  and  the  distant future  and,  trr  a lesser extent,  on 
the urgency .attached  to environmental  protection  (see  Table  3.3~2.).  Like 
inclinati~n to  protect the  environment~ it increases  with  level  of educa-
. tion,  income,  cognitive  grasp  and  adherence  to  post-materialist1 val.ues 
(see  Table  3.3.2.) •. 
'  . 
The  variations  from  one  country  to  another  are  also  remarkable  on  thi-s 
point.  The  average  citizen is least inclined  to  take  action  in  Ireland, 
Greece  and  Portugal  and  most  inclined  1n.  Luxembourg  and  the  Netherlands. 
In  other words,  willingness  to  take  action  to  protect the environment 
seems  to  increase with  national  prosperity  (see  Figure  3.1.),._possibly 
'  because  pollution,  and,  hence,  public  reaction  against it,. is greatest in 
the  more  economically  developed  countries. 
/ 
1 See  the  Annex  for a definition of  "post-materialist"  and  of  the  ind~x. -63--
TABLE  3.3.2. · 
WILLINGNESS  TO  TAKE  ACTION  TO  PROTECT  THE  ENVIRONMENT 
Unwill- Not 
ing  very 
· TOTAL  .  .  .................... ..  7 
Number  of  causes  of concern 
about  the  national  environment: 
.  Three  or  less  •....•••  16 
-.  Four  or five  • • . . . • . • • • •  8 
•  Six  or seven  • • . . . • • • • •  5 
Urgency  of  environmental 
protection: 
•  Immediate  arid  urgent...  ··5 
•  For  the future.........  9 
•  Not  a  problem  at all....  23 
-
Concern  about  the  distant future: 
.  A 1  ot .................  . 
_.·'A  little  . .............  . 
•  Not  at all 
Level  of  education: 
.. 
•  Low  ••••••.••••••••••••• 
.  Med i urn  ••••••••••••••••• 
.  High  •................... 
Income: 
....................... 
+ .•.......•..••••.•.•.. 
++  •.•••••••••••••••••••• 
Cognitive  grasp: 
• ++  ••••••••••••••••••••• 
•  + •••••••••••••••••••••• 
. -- .................... . 
Post-materialism  index: 
5  . 
7 
. 10 
7 
9 
4 
8 
9 
5 
5 
7 
5 
7 
10 
•  Materia 1  is  t  • . • • • • . • • . • •  7 
Mixed  •••.•••••..•.•....  6 
.  Post-materialist.......  6 
will-
ing 
"67 
69 
68 
66 
66 
.70 
58 
60 
68 
72 
'  73 
61 
so· 
72 
66 
65 
63 
5L 
64 
69 
76 
75 
~6 
55 
Very 
will-
ing 
24 
13 
23 
27 
27 
18 
15 
32 
23 
16 
19 
. 27 
34 
19 
22 
27 
. 31  . 
38 
29 
22 
13 
17 
26 
37 
Un- TOTAL  Index1 
classi-
fied 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
3 
1 
4 
"2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
100  1.17 
100  0  97 
100 :  1.15 
100  1.23 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
1.22 
L09 
.91 
1.28 
1.17 
1.06 
1.12 
1.19 
1.31 
1.11 
1.14 
1.22 
1.27 
100·  1.33 
100  1.24 . 
100  1.15 
100  1.03 
100 
100 
100 
1.10 
1.21 
1.31 
1  - Index  calculated  by  applying a weighting  of 0 for  unwilling,  1 for not 
very  willing and  2 for very  willing  (the  unclassified respondents  are 
omitted). I 
. Wi 11 i ngness  to  take -
action to  protect 
the environment 
-Index 
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4.1.  .  GENERAL.  PERCEPTION  OF  ENVIRONMENTAL  ISSUE,S 
Question:  I  would Uk.e  'to  g-i.ve.  you  c.elt:ttUn  op..i..rUon&  whkc.h 
-aJLe.  0 nte.n  e.xp!teM ed  abo!Lt  the pJUJ ble.rtU>  0 6 ;the 
env-i.Jtonme.nt.  Wh-i.c.h  o6  thue. op-i.n-i.on&  aJLe.  you 
mol.d  -i.n  agJteeme.nt  wah?  . '  ·- .  . 
..  Development  of the  economy  shou-ld  take  priority over -
-COMMUNITY 
-% 
questions of the~· environment  •.•.•••••••.••  ~ •. • ••• ~....  9-
.  Sometim-es  it is necessary  to  choose between  economic 
·development o_r  protection of the  en_vironment  •  ~: ••• ~..  32 
Protecting the environment  and·  preserving  natural 
resourc~~ are  ess~ntial to economic  development......  ·50 
Don•t  know  .  .  .  - ..... • ........................................ . 
TOTAL  ..•.••.•.• 
.  .  . 
9 
100 
Ori  the whole,  Europeans  seem .t6  have  lea~nt how  important  it is to 
protect the  envi_ron~ent.  -Half  regard  environmental_protection  as-essen-
tial  to economic development.  But  one  third still  feel  that it is  ~orne­
times· necessary  to choose  between  the  two.·  However,  fewer  than  one  in·_ 
teri  wouid  give  economic  development  priority over  environmental ;protection,-
.  '  .  .  .  .  - ' 
even  in  the.midst of an  economic  crisis marked .by  very  low  or· even  zero 
growth. 
' 
. Of  course,  Europeans •  perception_  of the_  prob 1  em  varies from· one  country 
. to.  another.  Everywhere,  however;  only  a minority  w~uld put eiwironmental 
protection  ~etond to development  ~  indeed·;-- only a  tiny minority .in  Denmark," 
Germany,  Italy and  Lu~embourg (see  Table 4.i.l.).  In some  cases, however, 
a  largemi.nority, -Or  even_  the  largestindividual  group  Say  that a  Ch_oice 
'  .  •'  'I  •  '  ' 
must·be  made  between  developl)1enf'and  growth,  as ·;n  Belgium,  Germany  and 
the  Netherlands; -66-
TABLE  4.4.1. 
GENERAL  PERCEPTION  OF  ENVIRONMENTAL  ISSUES 
BY  COUNTRY 
Develop- A choice  Protect- Don't  TOTAL 
ment  of  must  be  ing  the  know 
the  econo- made  be..:.  envjron-
my  should  tween  the  ment  is 
take  prio.:.  two  essential 
rHy 
COMMUNITY  .............  9  32  50  9  100 
. Belgium .............  8  49  35  8  100 
•  Denmark  .............  3  30  55  12  100 
. Germany  .  ............  3  41  50  6  100 
. France  ..........•..•  11  29  56  4  100 
Ireland .............  23  26  40  11  100 
Ita 1  y  •...•...••.••.•  6  32  55  7  100 
. Luxembourg  ••••••••••  6  28  65  1  100 
' 
Netherlands  •••••••••  9  40  45  6  100 
United  Kingd.om  •.•..•  11  32  48  9  100 
. Greece  .  .............  12  23  47  18  100 
.  Spain  .· ..............  12  17  47  24.  100 
. Portugal  .  ...........  11  33  38  18  100 
Public  perception  of  environmental  problems,  and  of the  need  to  protect 
the  environment,  varies  from  one  sector of  the  population  to another.  The 
idea  that environmental  protection  is essential  to economic  development 
seems  to  depend  on  level  of education,  on  adherence  to post-materialist 
values  and  on  the  respondent's  degree  of concern  about  the  local  environment 
and  the  urgency  attached  to  environmental  problems  (see  Table  4.1.2.).  By 
contrast,  the feeling that it is sometimes  necessary  to  choose  between  eco-
nomic  development  a·nd  environmental  protection clearly varies with  income 
levels.  Finally,  political  allegiance  influences  both  these  replies. .  (6)  . 
-67 ~ 
TABLE  4.1.2. 
GENERAL  PERCEPTION  OF  -THE  ENVIRONMENT 
TOTAL 
LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION: 
Develop-
ment· of 
economy 
should 
take 
prior1ty 
9 
Low  • • • . • . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • •  11 · 
Medium...................  7 
High  . . • . • • • • . . . •.• • • ..• . . • .  5  .. 
INCOME: 
Low  -- ••••••••••••••••••  .................. 
+ •.•••••••••••••••• 
.  H-i Qh  ++  •••••••••••••••••• 
COGNITIVE  GRASP: 
Leaders  ++  ••••••••••• 
+ 
Non-leaders-- .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
POST-MATERIALISM  INDEX: 
11 
9 
8 
7 
9 
7 
9 
11 
Materialist  ••••.••••.•••.  10 
Mixed···~····:·~·········  9 
Post-Materialist.........  5 
POLITICAL  ALLEGIANCE: 
Extreme  left •..••.••••..• 
Left ....•.............  !I •••• 
Centre~ .•.•••.••.••..•..•  · 
Right  ........  -~ ..........  ~  ~ 
Extreme  right ··•·····•··· 
10. 
7 
8 
10~ 
11 
NUMBER  OF  CAUSES  OF  CONCERN 
ABOUT  THE  NATIONAL  ENVIRONMENT: 
, Three  or 1  ess.  . • . • • • • • . . • .  15 
Fourorfive~·············  8 
Six  or seven  . • • . • . • . • . • .  7 
URGENCY  OF  ·ENVIRONMENTAl 
PROTECTION: 
Urgent  and  immediate  • • . . ..  7. 
For  the  future  ..••.••.••  12 
Not  a ·problem  at ali  • . . •.•  21 
A choice  · Protect-
mu.st  be  i ng  the 
made  be- ·environ-
tween  the·  ment  is 
two  essenti~l 
29 
35 
36 
27 
31 
34 
38 
35 
'36 
32 
27 
32 
34 
32 
24 
29 
36 
38 
34 
33 
38 
30 
32 
37 
29 
50 
47 
52 
56 
~7 
51 
53 
51 
52 
53 
51 
43 
46 
52 
59 
59 
58  . 
49 
46 
46 
30 
46 
57 
55 
42 
28 
Don't 
know 
'  9 
.13 
6 
3 
15 
9 
5 
4 
4 
4 
8 
.19 . 
12 
5 
4 
7 
6 
7 
6 
g· 
22 
·a 
6 
6 
9 
22 
TOTAL 
100 
100 
100 
100  . 
100 
100 
100. 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
roo 
·100 
100 
100' 
100 
·100 
100 
100 -68-
.· 4.2.  REASONS  FOR  INVESTING  IN  "ENVIRONMENTAL  PROTECTION 
Question:  In .6ome  yxvc;t:,6  o6  :the  c.ounbty,  :thvr.e  .():,a.  io:t o6 
~nvu:tmen:t ~n p~oject-6 :to  p~o:tec:t :the  enviAonmen:t. 
Wha.:t  ~ea..6on would  yoU.  ha.ve  yoWUJei6  6o~ jll.6:ti.6y~g 
.6uch  a.n  ~nvu:tmen:t?  A.nd  :the  next? 
COMMUNITY 
First.  Second 
%  % 
To  preserve  the  natural  resources  of the  region  15  11 
To  make  the  region  more  pleasant to live in 
•  .  To  attract more  business  enterprises  into 
the  regfon  ..............................  . 
•. To  fight against the  lowering  of  conditions 
of life  ._ .................................  . 
To  encourage  the  development  of  the  region 
for tourism  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
To  protect the  health  of  the  people  who 
1  i ve  there  ....... - ........•........  - ..  _  ........  . 
To  help  employment  by  developing  regional 
businesses  working  for  the  environment  ••• 
Another  rea son  ..........................  . 
Don't  know 
. TOTAL  ••••••••• 
17 
5 
14 
4 
28 
11 
6 
100 
16 
6 
15 
7 
22  . 
14 
9 
100 
Total 
(1+2) 
% 
26 
33 
11 
29 
11 
50 
25 
6 
(1) 
Public  health  and  living conditions  are  the  main  reasons  advanced  by 
'  - .. 
Europeans  for  investing  heavily  in  environmental  prote~tion.  One  out  of 
- ·,  . 
every  two  respondents  rated  public  health a  consideration,  one  in  three 
quality of life and  almost  as  many  the  fight-a.gainst  the  lowering_of 
living  conditions~  Against  this background,  support for environmental 
protection  takes  on  a  highly  people-based  look.  Maintaining  citizens' 
quality of life is the  top  reason  for  investing  in  environmental  protection. 
1 Total  over  100  beca~se the  first and  second  choices  hav~ been  added 
together. 
... _..:_  69 -. 
By  compari~on, ~conomic reasons  suc~·as  attr~cting new  businesses or. 
devel6ping  tourism seemed  to  have  little· impa-ct ·an.;  public. opinion ..  No 
more  than  one· person  or so  out  of every  ten  mentions  them,  apart from_ the : 
possibility that environmental protect'ion could -help  cre~fejobs (one  in 
·four).  But  then-~his  to~ ha$  a  bearing  ~n cit1zens'  living condttioris. 
Finally,  a  quarter of the _people  interviewed  mentioned  preservation of 
natural  resources . 
. The. reasons  given  for investing  in  environmental ,protection  vary 
appreciably from  one  country  to  another.  De'nmark, ·Italy and  Greece  put 
the. emphasis  on  preservation ·of  natur.al  resources.·  But  in  Germany  and 
Portugal  greater importance  is ·attached  to making  the  region  more  pleasant 
to live  in~  ·T~e desire .to  ~ttr~ct more  bu~in~sses  int~ the  re~ion  ta~es.  .  '  .  .  ~ .  .  .  . 
precedence  in  Ireland,  the. United  Kingdom,  France  aDd  Belgium..  In  the 
·.  Netherlands,  Ger~any and  L~xembourg the· fight against the  lo~edng of. 
1  iv.ing  condi.tions  and  public ·health emerge· as  .the  most compelling  r.easons. 
.  ~  .  .  . 
Purely economic  r~asons such  as  encouraging  tourism and  job creation find 
strongest  support  in  Italy and,  to  a  lesser extent,  France -and  Ireland 
(see  Table  4.Z.l.)  •. 
Other  criteria also colour respondents'  reasons  for  investing.  Two 
findings· are  particularly sigl'lificant.  First, cognitive _and··social 
. ·factors ·such.  as  level of educ.ation,_  cognitive grasp  and, incoi!Je  seem  to._ 
determine  a~areness' of the  need  to preserve _natural  resources.  Second, 
<  ..:;  •  • 
the  importance  attached  to combating  the  d~terioration. of Jiving 
. conditions  is bound  up ·with  the_  degree  of supJ)ort for- post~material fst 
values  and with  th~  responde~t's political  alleg1ance. · These  two 
different sets,of determinants,  one  cognitive,  the other ideological, 
suggest. that there are .two  main driving forces  - kr:mwl.edge  of the  issues 
·or political  Jeani·ngs·(see ·Table  4~2.1.) •. · - 70  :--
TABLE  4. 2  .1. 
REASONS  FOR  INVESTING  IN  ENVIRONMENTAL  PROTECTION 
(First and  second  choices) 
Fight 
Make  the  against 
region  the 
more  lower-
Preserve  pleasant Attract  ing  of  Encour- Protect 
natural  to live  busines- condi- age  public  'Create 
resources  in  ses  tions  tourism health  jobs 
% 
COUNTRY: 
Belgium  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  18 
Denmark  • • . • • . • . . . • . • . • • • . . .  47 
Germany  . • • . • . • • • . • . • . . • . • •  13 
France  •••••••••••••••••••••  30 
Ireland  ....................  14 
It~  1  y  . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . .  33 
Luxembourg  .•••••••••••••.••  24 
Netherlands  •..••..•.••••.•.  21 
United  Kingdom  • • • • . • • • • • • • •  29 
Greece  . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • . • • . .  33 
Spain  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  29 
Portuga 1  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28 
LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION: 
Low  •.••.••••••••••.•••••••  23 
Medium  .•.•..•••••••••••••••  27 
High  . • . . . . . • . . • . . • • . . . . . • . •  35 
INCOME: 
Low  --
+ 
High  ++  ............  ~ ...... . 
COGNITIVE  GRASP: 
21 
24 
29 
31  . 
++  •••••••••••••••••  ·• • • • • • • •  32 
+  • • • • • • • . • . • • • . • . • • • • • • . • •  28 
POST-MATERIALISM  INDEX: 
25 
22 
Materialist ••.•.••••••••••••  24 
.. Mixed  . . . • • . • . . . • . . • . . . . . • . .  28 
Post-materialist •••••••••••  28 
POLITICAL  ALLEGIANCE: 
Extreme  left ••••••.••••••••  28 
Left  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27 
Centre  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 
Right  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27 
Extreme  right ••.•.•••••••.•  23 
COMMUN lTV  • • • . • . • • • • • • . . • • • •  26 
%  % 
32  16 
33  8 
44  5 
36  17 
33  28 
20  6 
30  8 
29  8 
32  15 
31  11 
29  12 
38  9 
31 
35 
31 
28 
32 
34 
35 
33 
32 
35 
30 
33 
33 
34 
25 
33 
33 
36 
37 
33 
11 
11 
8 
11 
12 
12 
9 
11 
10 
10 
13 
12 
11 
8 
12 
8 
11 
12 
13 
11 
% 
30 
24 
37 
28 
24 
28 
37 
44 
25 
20 
21 
29 
25 
30 
40 
27 
30 
28 
32 
33 
33 
26 
25 
%  % 
8  53 
8  57 
4  64 
15"  42 
17  51 
22  46 
7  56 
4  65 
5  53 
15  45 
14  36 
11  45 
11 
11 
11 
10 
.12 
12 
11 
12 
11 
12 
11 
50 
52 
47 
51 
46 
53 
52· 
45 
51 
52 
49 
24  13  52 
52 
50 
30  11 
38  . 9 
34 
32 
28 
31 
27 
29 
14 
11 
11 
10 
11 
11 
46 
52 
53 
52 
48 
50 
% 
26 
21 
18 
27 
27 
35 
33 
22 
28 
14 
23 
14 
27 
24 
24 
28 
26 
26 
23 
24 
26 
21 
23 
25 
26 
25 
30 
27 
26 
23 
21 
25 -71-
4.3.  VERDICT  ON  THE  ENVIRONMENTAL  PROTECTION  MEASURES  TAKEN  BY  THE 
AUTHORITIES 
.  .  . 
Question:  Vo  you  ~now i6  lin  yo~ eo~yl the  ~~pon6ibie 
autho~~  ~e  eone~ned with the_p~otection o6 
the  env~onment?  116  y~l do  you 'thin~ the authoiLi;ti,u · 
~e doing  an  e66ective  job  o~ not? 
COMMUNITY 
% 
•  They  are  concerned  about  it and  it is effective ••.  ~.....  19 
.  They  are  concerned  about ·it but  it is not effective.....  · 47 
· . •  They  are  not  concerned  a bout  it .••••..••••••••••.  _!  • .. ..  •  16 
-.  ·oon •  t  knOw  • • • • . • • . • • . • . • • • • • • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • . • . • •. . • . . • • • .  18 
TOTAL  100 
Although  almost  two-thirds  (66%)  acknowledged  that the  authorities are 
concerned  enough  to  take  action  to  protect the  environment~ many  are still 
relatively disappointed  about  the  ineffectiveness of the  steps  taken. 
.  -
.,  -
In  ·other words,  in  the  eyes  of the .public  the  action  seems  more  a  token 
gesture  than  a serious  effort to  protect the  environment.  There  are 
different shades of opinion  in  different countries.  In  De~mark, Germany 
and  the  Netherlands  the  public  verdict 1s  more  favourable,  even  though  .  ' 
the  majority still feel  that the  authorities have  not  been  doing  an 
effective.job.  In  Ireland,  Spain-~nd Portugal,  public  opinion  is openly 
. hostile, with  a very  largeminority considering  the authorities uncon-
cerned  about  protecting the  environment  (see Table  4.3.1.). 
Cognitive  factors- (such  as·  level  of education)  and  adherence. to ·post-
. materialist values  make  little difference-to views  on  the effectiveness 
o!  the environmental  measures  taken  by  the  authorities •.  The  opposite  is 
true,  however,  of socio-political  allegiance,  satisf.action with  democracy 
"  ..  .  ' 
and  satisfaction with  life, all  of-Which  make  a'big difference.  The  fa:ct 
that ·these are  the  chief determinants  suggests  that above  all  environ-
mental  protection  is a means  of-taking certain types  of  political  action 
and  of expressing  certain political  views  (see  table 4.3.1.). -72-
One  final  piece  o~ evidence  which  seems  to substantiate this  ~art of 
the analysis  is the  fact that public  opinion.on  the  action  taken  by  the 
authorities to  protect the environment  bears  little relation to the  level 
of public  concern  about·the environment,  as  if public  perception  of the 
environment  were  not  the  issue.  On  the  other hand,  the  level  of· concern 
about  the  local  environment  does  make  a  difference to public opinion  on 
the  action  taken  by·the.authorities.  This  is understandable  insofar as 
central  government  action  tends  to take  the  form  of national  schemes  {see 
T~ble 4.3.2.). . --'- 73  -
TABLE  4.3.1. 
VERDICT  ON  THE  ENVIRONMENTAL  PROTECTIONMEASURES 
TAKEN  BY  THE  AUTHORITIES  ..  . 
COUNTRY: 
Belgium •.•••.•••••...••..•• 
Denmark  •••••••••••••••••••• 
Germ~ny ........•.  ~ ..•••.••..•..  · 
France  ••••••..•...  ~ ••  ~~ •... 
l.re 1  an'd  •••••.•••••  ·· •••••••••• 
-·Italy ....•..........•  -.....  , ..  . 
_LuXembourg  •••••••••••.••  --~ ....  . 
· Netherlands  ..............  ·' •..• 
-United  Kingdom  .••••••••.••. 
Greece.·  •••!1'.····-·····-········ 
Spa i  J1  •••••••••••••••••••••• 
·Portugal  •••••••.•••••••  ~ .•• 
LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION:. 
Low  - ••••..••••..••.••...•••• 
Medium  .••.  _  ...................  . 
High  ···~····~~~ ••••.••••••. 
VALUES: 
Materialist •.•.•.• ;.·  ••••  ~.~ 
Mixed  ..•.....  -.•  ·• .•••••..•. 
-Post,..mate'rial ist ....•.••••• 
POLITICAL  ALLEGIANCE:-
Extreme  left •.••••...•.•.•• 
L-eft  .....  _  ....  ~ ......•...... 
Ceritre ...................  ~ •• 
Right  .•................... 
.. 
Extreme  right ................ · 
·SATISFACTION  WITH  .LIFE: 
Very  satisfied •....•.•••••. 
.. Quite  satisf,ied .•.......... 
Not  very satisfied ••••.•.•• 
Dissatisfied .•...•.•...•  ~ •• 
SATISFACTION  WITH  DEMOCRACY: 
Very  satisfied ...••••••.••• 
Quite  satisfied ••••••.••••• 
Not  very satisfied ••••••••• 
D  i s satisfied •.••••••••••••• 
COMMUNITY  ...•..••••••..•••• 
Concerned  Concerned  Not·  Don't 
and  but  not  concerned  know 
effecttve  effective 
14 
38 
30. 
23 
9 
6 
16 
29 
15 
23 
15 
-12 
19 
19 
17 
19 
20 
14 
11 
17 
19 
25 
27 
24 
'19 
12 
15' 
32  ' 
24. 
13 
8 
19 
56 
44 
51 
49 
48 
54 
63' 
55  . 
·42 
42 
32 
36 
16 
5 
13 
7-
, -28 
18 
~ 
4 
23. 
. tO 
29 
28-
14 
13 
6 
21' 
15 
22 
15' 
12 
20: 
25 
24 
.24 
41  17  23 
50  16  .15 
58  16  9 
41  .·  15;  25 
50  16  .14 
56  22  8 
52. 
51 
48 
47 
43 
-~  44 
50 
44 
37. 
43 
'49 
49 
45 
47 
23 
19 
16 
13 
16 
. lfi 
'14 
. 24 
28 
11 
11 
20 
33 
16·. 
14' 
13 
17 
is 
14 
. 16 
17 
20· 
'20 
14 
-16 
18 
14 
18 
Total 
100 
-100 
100: 
100 
100 
100 
.  100 ·. 
100 
100 
100 
-. 100 
.100 
100 
100 
100 
·100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
·.  100 
100 
100 
100. 
100 
.·100 
100 
100 
. 100 
100 
100 
!'00 
.  1 
. Index  · 
1.98 
2.38 
2.18 
2.20 
1..79 
1.85 
2.~ 13 . 
2.'29 
·1.90 
2.17 
1.82 
1.  79_ 
·2.02 
2.04. 
. 2.02. 
2.05 
2.06 
1.91 
-1.86 
1.98 
2.05 
2.15 
2.13 
2.10 
. 2.06 
1.85 
1.83 
2.25 
2.15· 
1. 90. 
1. 71  . 
2.03 
1 _Iridex. calculated  by  awarding -three  points to 
11concerned· _and  effective  .. , · 
two  t6 
11Concerned  and  not effettive
11  and  one  to:
11riot  concerned
11  a~d 
o~itting the 
11 do~'t know~
11 •  ·  ·  · -74-
. TABLE ·4.3.2. 
VERDICT  ON  THE  ENVIRONMENTAL  PROTECTION  MEASURES  TAKEN  BY  THE  AUTHORITIES 
AS  A FUNCTION  OF  THE  NUMBER  OF  CAUSES  OF  CONCERN  ABOUT  THE  ENVIRONMENT 
Number  of  causes  of 
concern  about  the local 
· environment: 
Three  or less ........ 
Four  or five ......... 
Six  or  seven  ......... 
Number  of  causes  of 
concern  about  the  national 
and  world  environment: 
Three  or  less  ••.••••• 
Four  or five  ..•••..•• 
Six  or  seven  .•..••••• 
Urgency  of  environmental 
protection: 
Immediate·and  urgent 
For  the  future  ..•.•.• 
Not  a  problem  at all 
COMMUNITY  .........  ·  ... 
Concerned 
and 
effective 
21 
10 
8 
23 
23 
17 
'18 
22 
21 
19 
Concerned 
but  not 
effect1vl' 
46 
52 
52 
34 
45 
51 
50 
43 
29 
47 
Not 
concerned 
14 
25 
29. 
13 
14 
18 
18 
14 
22 
16 
Don't 
know 
19 
13 
11 
30 
18 
14 
14 
21 
28 
18 
Total 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
1 See  page  73  for details of  the  method  of calculating this  index. 
Index1 
2.08 
1.83 
1.77 
2.14 
2.11 
1.98 
2.01 
2.11 
1.98 
2.03 A N.N  EXES 
.. .. 
I .. 
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..  .  ' 
A gr~at A fa ;r  Not  Not 
deal  amount  very·  at 
·  -~much  a  11. 
%·.  '  %  %  % 
Where  you  live now,  do  you  have. 
reasons  to  co~plain about: 
The  quality of the  drinking. 
water~-; ...  ~~ ......  ~ ..  ~ ......  ·. 
-•.  --Noise  •••.•..•..•..•.••.•••• 
• A  i r  po 11 uti  on  ••• : •.••••••••• 
The  way  rubbish  is disposed 
-of ·  ....  ·  ..  ·  ..  -........  ~ •......  ~ . 
..  Lack  of access  to  open,space 
and. countryside  ! •••••  , •••••• 
Loss  of  goo'd  farmland  •••••• 
•  Damage  ·done  to  the  landscape 
6 
8 
10 
5 . 
6 
8 
10 
Now,  about  this country  as  a whole, 
how  worried  or concerned  are  you,, . 
about  •••  .  · 
Pollution of water,  or  rivers 
and  lakes  ••••••••  ~~ ••  ~ ••••••  30 
Damage  caused  to  sea  life: 
-·  and  beaches  •••••..•.•.••••••  28 
• Air  pollution ········••o••·· ·  32 
•  Disposal  of industrial  waste  34 
- .  .  .  .  . 
Finally, · more  ·generally,  how· con-
cerned  or worried  are  you  about 
The  extinctio~  i~ the  world-
. of plants or animal  species  28 
• The  loss  of  natural  resources  · 
i n  the  wo r 1  d ••• •  o  o  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  2  7 
The  possible atmospheric. 
damage  affecting the  world•s 
weather  brought  about  by  the 
gas  (carbon  dioxide} emitted 
fr.om  burning  coa.l  and  oi.l  · 
products  . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28  · 
.9 
18 
16 
n 
10 
14 
17 
16 
24 
26 
21 
18 
21 
.22 
29  '22 
28  27 
29  '23: 
25  21. 
65 
47 
44 
60 
62 
49 
,46 
16 
12 
13 
17 
32 
29 
22  13 
26  13 
25  26  '  16 
ANNEX  A 
t  Total  · Index1 
%  . %. 
4  100  ' 
3  '100 
4  100 
3  : 100 
4 '  100 
8  100 
5  100 
3  '·100' 
5  100 
. 3  100 
3  100 
·s 
5 
5 
100 
100 
100. :. 
.54 
=·.87 
.92 
• 60  . 
.58 
oBO 
"o 90 
1.75 
1.76 
1.83 
'1.79 
1.78 
1. 73 
1.68 
1 The  index  is calculated  by  applying  a  weighting  of 3 to 
11a great dea,l
11  and. so 
on  down  to  0 
11not  at a  11
11 
( 
11don •  t  knows (?) 
11  are omi tfed). -77-
DENMARK. 
A great A fair  Not  Not  ?  Total  lndex1 
deal  amount  very  at 
much  all 
%  %  .%  . %  %  % 
Where  xou  live now,  do  you  have 
reasons  to complain  about: 
.  The  quality of  the  drinking 
water  ......................  3  4  8.  82  3  100  .27 
.  Noise  ................•.•.•.  3  7  14  75  1  100  .36 
Air  pollution  ..•..••••••...  4  8  15  71  2  100  .42 
The  way  rubbish  is disposed 
of .........................  2  3  4  88  3  100  .17 
Lack  of access  to  open  space 
and  countryside  .••.••.••.••  2  2  5  89  2  100  .15  . Loss  of good  farmland  •••••.  '2  3  4  77  14  100  .19 
•  Damage  done  to the  landscape  4  5  8  74.  9  100  .34 
Now,  about  this countrx  as  a whole, 
how  worried  or.concerned  are you 
about  .•• 
. Pollution  of water,  or rivers 
and  1  akes  ....••..•..•.••.••.  51  26  16  5  2  100  2.24  . Damage  caused  to sea  life 
and  beaches  .................  52  27  14  4  3  100  2.30 
.  Air  pollution  .••.•..••..••••  43  29  20  6  2  100  2.11 
Disposal  of  industrial  waste  ..  56  23  12  5  4  100  2.37 
Finally,  more  generallx,  how  con-
cerne~or worried  are you  about 
.  The  extinction  in  the  world 
of plants or animal  species  47  26  19  5  3  100  2'.17 
•  The  loss  of natural  resources 
in  the-world  .................  44  . 27  18  ·7  4  100  2.11 
.  The  possible atmospheric 
damage  affecting the  world•s 
weather  brought  about  by  the 
gas  (carbon  dioxide)  emitted 
from  burning  coal  and  oil 
products ....................  44  28  17  7  4  100  2.15 
1 The  index  is calculated  by  applying  a weiyhting  of 3 to 
11a 
on  down  to 0  "not  at all
11  ("don•t  knows(? 
11  are  omitted). 
great deal
11  and  so i ' 
-78-
GERM-ANY 
A great  A·  fair  Not  Not 
deal  amount  very  at 
much  all 
%  %  %  % 
Where  you  1  ive  now,- do  you  have 
reason~ to complain  about: 
.  The  quality of the drinking 
wa t.er  ......•.  _  .....•.••.....  ·. 
Noise.~  ••••  ~ ••.••••••.••... 
Air  pollution  •.•.•••••••••. 
• The  way  rubbish  is disposed 
of ...............  · ........... . 
•  Lack  of access  to open  space 
.. and  countryside  •••••••••••• 
• loss of good  farmland  •••.•• 
•  Damage  done  to the  landscape 
Now,  about  thi·s  country as  a whole, 
how  worried  or concerned  are you 
about  ••• 
Pollution  of water,  or rivers 
4 
6 
8 
3 
4 
4 
8 
and  lakes  ···~····~··········  34 
•  Damage  caused  to sea  life 
and  beaches  .•..••.•••.••••••  38 
• Air  pollution  ··••o•••••o•o••  36 
Disposal  of  industrial  waste  39 
Finally,  more  senerally,  how  con-
cerned  or worned  are you  about  ·  ••• 
The  extinction  in  the  world 
of plants  or animal  ~peci~s  38 
•  The  loss  of natural  resources 
in the world  •• o  ••• o  ••• o.....  ·26 
.  The  possible atmospheric 
damage  affecting the world's 
weatherbrought about  by·the 
gas  (carbon  dioxide)  emitted 
from  burning  coal  and  oil 
products  ••o••oo•oo••••••••o•  32 
18  28 
19  35 
20  . 42 
11  . 26 
10  23 
15  26 
21  28. 
·,  50 
43 
46 
. 38 
45 
44 
41 
13 
'14 
14 
17 
15 
24 
19 
49 
39 
,29 
58  '' 
62 
46 
38 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
4 
5 
?  Total 
%  % 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
9 
5 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
3 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
.77 
.92 
1.06' 
.60 
.55 
~75 
.99 
2o18 
2.17 
2.16 
2.17 
2.21 ' 
1.93 
2.03 
1 The  index  is calculated  by  applying  a weighting  of  3 to  "a  great dea.l"  and  s·o 
on  down  to  0 "not at all"  ("don't knows(?)"  are  omitted). -79-
F R A N C E 
A great A fair  Not 
deal  amount  very 
much 
%  %  % 
Where-you  live now,  do  you  have 
reasons  to complain  about: 
.  The  quality of the  drinking· 
water  .....................  . 
•  N.oise  .••.•..••..•.•...••... 
• Air  pollution  ••.•••.••••••• 
The  way  rubbish  is di s_posed  .. 
of· ..............  -. ..........  . 
7 
8 
8 
8 
5 
.• Lack  of ~ccess to  open  space 
and  countryside  •••••••••••• 
Loss  of good  farmland  •••••• 
Damage  done  to  the  landscape 
10 
12 
Now,  about  this country  as  a whole, 
how  worried  or concerned  are you 
about  .•• 
•  Pollution of water,  or rivers 
and  lakes  •••••••••••••••••••  41 
•  Damage  caused  to sea  life 
and  beaches  . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . .  45 
•  Air  pollution  •. ~............  38 
•  Disposal  of  industrial  waste  44 
Finally,  more  generally,.how con-
cerned  or worried  are you  about 
•  The  extinction  in  the world 
of plants  or animal  species  42 
The  loss  of natural  resources 
in  the  world  •••••••••.••••••  30 
The  possible  atmospheric 
damage  affect1ng  the world•s 
weather  brought  about  by  the 
gas  {carbon  dioxide)  emitted 
·from  burning  coal  and  oil 
productS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  36 
12 
9 
11 
9 
5 
12 
13 
35 
34 
34 
28 
34 
34 
29 
14 
19 
18 
12 
9 
13 
19 
15 
10 
16 
13 
16 
22 
19 
Not. 
at 
all 
% 
67 
64 
62  . 
70 
80 
59 
55 
8 
9 
10 
11 
6 
11 
12 
? 
% 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
Total 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100  . 
1  100 
'2  100 
2  100 
4  100 
2 
3 
4 
100 
100 
100 
.59 
.61 
.65 
.53 
.36 
·• 70 
.82 
2.11 
2.18 
2.01 
2.08 
2.15 
1.85 
1.92 
1 The  index  is calculated  by  applying-a  weighting  of 3 to 
11a  great deal
11  and  so 
on  down  to·o 
11not  at all"  (
11don•_t  knows(?)
11  are  omitted). • 
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I  R E L A N- D . 
A great A .fair  Not  Not 
deal  amount  very  at 
much  :all 
. %  ,.  -'%  ·% 
Where  .You  1  i.ve  now,  do  YOL!  have 
reasons  to complain  about: 
The  qualitY of the drinking 
water.  . ...  ·  .......  ~ ...  ~ ...  ·  ... . 
· Noi·se  . ·  •.•  -•.••......•....•••. 
Air  polluti~n •••••••  ~~ •••.• 
•  The- way  rubbish  is disposed_ · 
of .........................  . 
.• Lack  of ~cces~ to open  space. 
and  countryside  •••••••• : •••  · 
Loss  of good'farmland  •••••• 
•  Damage_  done  ~o the  landscape 
4 
·- 2 
3 
1l 
2 
3 
5 
Now,  about  this country  as  a  whole, 
how  worried  or concerned  are you 
·.-about  ••• 
•  Pollution of wat~r, ~t rivers 
'and  1  akes  .........  -.. .. . . . . . . .  35 
•  Damage  caused to  sea· life 
and  beaches .•.•  ~ ••••••••••  ~~, 
~  A_i r  poll uti"o·n  ......•..  ~ ..  •.:•. 
•  Disposal  of industrial  waste 
Finally,- more  generally, ·how  con-
cerned  or worried  are you  about 
The  extinction  in_  the world 
of plants or _animal  species 
The  1  oss  of natu.ra 1  resources 
in  the world  •.••••••.••  ~ •••• 
•  The  possible atmospheric 
damage  affectihg the world's 
weather  brought  about  by  the' .. 
gas  (carbon  dioxide)  emitted · 
-from·burning  coal  and  o11 
products  •••••••••••••••••••• 
37 
32 
42 
21-
22 
30 
7  15 
7  17 
'12  . 15 
22  16 
5  10 
7  10 
15  12 
36 
33. 
30 
29 
34 
38 
16 
·16 
22 
. .15 
28' 
25 
21. 
73 
-13 
68 
50 
81: 
73 
65 
12 
13 
15 
12 
14 
. 12 
12  ' 
?  Total 
%  % 
1 
1 
2 
·1 
.2 
7 
3 
100 
ioo 
100-
too 
100 
100 
-100' 
1  . 100 
1 .  100 
. 1 ~  100 
·2  100 
3. 
100 
100 
100 
AD 
.. 37 
.• 49 
•  95_. 
.2] 
.36 
.59 
1.94 
1.95 
1.80 
2.05 
1.63 
1.71 
1.84 
I:T~eindex is cal-culated  by  9-pplying a weightin_g-of_3  to 
11agreat deal
11.-andso 
-on  down  to·O nnot at al1
11 
(
11don•t .knows{?)
11  are om1_tted) • -81-
I T A L Y 
A great A fair  Not  Not  ?  Total  Index1 
deal  amount  very  at 
much  all 
%  %  %  %  %  % 
Where  ~ou live now,  do  you  have 
reasons  to  complain  about: 
•  The  quanty of the  drinking 
water  ......................  16  17  16.  50  1  100  1.00  . No 1  se  ••••••••••••••••••••••  13  18  24  44  1  100  ·• 99 
• Air  pollution  ••.•••..••••••  13  22  22  41  -2  100  1.09 
The  way  rubbish  is disposed 
of .........................  18  22  19  38  3  100  1.21 
•  Lack  of access  to open  space 
and  countryside  ••••••••••••  12  16  18  53  1  100  .86 
.  Loss  of good  farmland  •••.•.  12  21  20  42  5  100  1.03 
•  Damage  done  to  the  landscape  20  25  19  34  2  100  1.30 
Now 2  about  this  countr~ as  a whole, 
how  worried  or concerned  are you 
about  ••• 
. Pollution  of water,  or rivers 
and  lakes  ...................  56  35  6  3  2  100  2.46 
.  Damage  caused  to  sea  life 
and  beaches,  ...•.•••••••.•••.  57  34  6  2  1  100  2.48 
Air  pollutton  ••••.••••.•••••  56  33  7  2  2  100  2.45 
• Disposal  of  industrial  waste  59  30  6  2  3  100  2.50 
Finall~, more  ~enerall~,  how  con-
cerned  or worr1ed  are you  about  ••• 
The  extinction  in  the  world 
of plants or animal  species  45  40  11  3  1  100  2.28 
The  loss  of natural  resources 
in  the  world  .•..•....••..•.•  40  40  13  ·J  .4  100  2.21 
The  possible ~tmospheric 
damage  affecting the world's 
weather  brought  about  by  the 
gas  (carbon  dioxide)  emitted 
from  burning  coal  and  oil 
products ....................  46  33  12  4  5  100  2.29 
1 The  index  is calculated  by  applying  a we1Yhting  of  3 to  "a  great deal"  and  so 
on  down  to  O"not at all"  ("don't knows(?"  are  omitted).  · 
• -82-
L U X E M  B 0 U R G 
A great A fair  Not  Not  ?  Total  Index1 
deal  amount  very  at 
much  all 
%  %  %  %  %  % 
Where  you  live  now,  do  you  have 
reasons  to complain  about: 
The  quality 6f  the  drinkin~ 
water  ••.•  ~ •••.•.••••••••..•  5  6.  .8  75  6  100  .37 
. Noise  •• ·  •••••••.•••••••••  ·  ••.  11  10  27  51  1  100  .81 
. Air  pollution ..............  15  12  26  44  - 3  100  •  99 
The  way  rubbish  is disposed 
of ............  ·  .............  9  9  15  61  6  100  ..  64  . 
Lack  of  access  toopen space 
and  countryside  .•.••.•..  ~ •.  3  3  7  83  4  100  .24  . Loss  of good  farmland  •.....  10  9  14  58  9  100  .67  . Damage  done  to  the  landscape  22  15  18  42  3  100  1.17 
Now,  about  this  countr~ as  a whole, 
how  worried  or concerned  are you 
about  ••• 
. Pollution  of water,  or rivers 
and  lakes ....................  52  26  13  7  2  100  2.25  . Damage  caused  to  sea  life 
and  beaches  .................  .48  26  12  8  6 '  100  2.21 
• Air  pollution ...............  50  24  14  9  3  100  2.19  . Disposal  of industrial  waste  47  22  15  9  7  100  . 2.16 
Finally,. more  generally,  how  con-
cerned  or worried  are you  about 
. The  extinction  in  the  world 
of  plants_or animal  species  58  22  13  5  2  100  2.37 
The  loss  of  natural  resources 
in  the  world  ................  36  28  20  10  6  100  1.95 
The  possible atmospheric 
damage  affecting the  world's 
weather  brought  about  by  the 
gas  (carbon  dioxide)  emitted 
from  burning  coal  and  oi 1 
products  .......  ~ .............  48  25  14  9  4:  100  2.17 
1 The  index  is calculated  by  applying  a  wei~hting of 3 to  "a  great  de a  1''  and  so . 
on  down  to  0  "not  at  ~11" ("don't knows(?"  are  omitted). 
"' 
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N E T H E R L A N D S 
A great A fair  Not  Not 
dea 1  amount  very  at c 
much  all 
%  %  %  % 
Where  you  live  now,  do  you  have 
reasons  to  complain  about: . 
•  The  quality of the  drinking_ 
water .....................  . 
Noise  ..........•........... 
• Air  pollution  ..•••••..••••• 
•  The  way  rubbish  is disposed 
· of •.•••.  , .••••.••••••••••••• 
•  Lack  of access  to open  space 
and  countryside  •••••.•••••• 
.. Loss  of good  farmland  .••••. 
.·Damage  done  to  the  landscape 
-3 
4 
4 
8 
3 
4 
9 
Now,  about  this  country  as  a whole, 
how  worried  or concerned  are you 
about  ••  ~ 
•  Pollut~on of water,  or rivers 
and  lakes  • . • • • • . • . • . . • . • • . • .  47 
Damage  caused  to sea  life 
and  beaches  •.•••.....••••••.  49 
•  Ai~ pollution  •..•..•...•••••  51 
•. Disposal  of  industrial  waste  54 
Finally,  more  generally,  how  con-
cerned.or worried  are you  about 
.  The  extinction  in  the world 
of plants  or animal  species  47 
•  The  loss of natural  r~sources 
in  the world................  33 
•  The.  possible atmospheric 
damage  affecting  the  world's 
weather  brought  about  by  the 
gas  (carbon  dioxide)  emitted 
from  burning  coal  and  oil 
products  ....................  28 
5 
10 
12  ' 
16 
8 
14 
22 
38 
35 
34 
32 
34 
34 
33 
' 12 
22' 
28 
21 
13 
.17 
21 
10 
11 
11 
8 
13 
23 
23 
79 
64 
55 
54 
75 
54 
44 
4 
3 
4 
3 
5 
8 
10 
?  Total  Index1 
%  % 
1 
1· 
1 
1 
11 
4 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
6 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100. 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
.31 
.54 
.64 
.79 
.38 
.64 
.97 
2.29 
2;33 
2.33 
2.43 
2.25 
1.95 
1.84 
1 The  index  is calculated  by  applying  a weighting  of 3 to  "a  great deal"  and  so 
on  down  to  o·"not at all''  ("don't knows(?)"  a~e omitted).  . '-- '· 
... 
• 
~  -
I 
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UNITED 
A great A fair  Not  Not 
deal  amount  very  ·  at· 
much  · all 
%  ·_%  %  '% 
'  - - '-/ 
Where  yo~  li~e now,  do·you  have 
-reasons  to ·complain- about: 
•  The  quality of the  drinking 
Water  ..•..•......••.....•... 
No i s  e  •.••••••••••••••••.•••• 
·Air  poll~tion •••••••••••.•. 
.  The  way  rubbish  is disposed. 
of ·  .........  ·~·-..  ·i •••.••••••••• 
La~k of  a~cess.to open  space 
4 
5 
'4 
7 
and  countryside.............  ·4 
!  Loss  of good  farmland  • .. .. • .  6 
•  Damage  done  to  th~ landscape  · ~ 
Now~ about  this country  as  a whole, 
how  worried  Or  concerned  are you 
about  •••  · 
Pollution  pf  water,  or  rivers 
and  1  akes  •••••.••..•••...•.• 
•  Damage  caused-to  sea  life 
aDd  ·beaches  .•..•••  ~ •••.••••••• 
-•  Air  poll uti  on  -...............  . 
Disposal  of industrial  waste 
36 
4f 
30  ' 
'49 
Fina.lly,  more  generally, -how  con-
cerned  or worried  are y6u  abdut  •.• 
•  The  extinctirin  in  the  ~orld · 
of· plants  or aryimal  species  43 
.The  loss  of'natural  resources 
in  the  world  ••••  ~ •••••  ~.....  40 
'The  possible  atmospheric 
damage  affecting the  world
1s 
weather-brought  about  by  the 
gas  (carbon  dioxide)  e~itted 
from  burning  coal  and  oil 
products~···················  37 
8 
1i 
11 
13 
9 
15  ' 
13 
11 
8  9 
12  .  10 
20  13 
40 
40 
35 
31 
36 
37 
15 
12 
21 
11 
14 
14 
33  - 17' 
78 
69 
71 
.68 
78 
67 
56  -
8 
7 
12 
8 
- 9 
?  Total 
%  '% 
-1  100. 
100 
1'  100 
1  too 
1 '  100 
5 .·- - 100 
2  100 
1 
2 
1 
1 
-2 
.4 
' 100 
100 
100 
100. 
100  ' 
100 
100 
- 1 
Index 
- •  37 
.52 
.47 
' • 60 
.36 
.54 
.82 
2. 06  -
2 •  .16' 
1.86 
..  2.22 ' 
2.18 ' 
2.12 
I  -
2.01 
1 The  index  is calculated  by  applying  a wei9hting·of-3  to 
11a  great deal
11
.  and  so 
on  down  to 0 
11riot  at all
11 
(
11don
1t  knowi(?)
11  are omitted) . -85-
G R E E C E 
A great A fair  Not  Not  ?  Total  Index1 
deal  amount  very  at 
much  all 
%  %  %  %  %  % 
Where  ~ou live now,  do  you  have 
reasons  to complain  about: 
•  The  quality of the  drinking 
water  ......................  11  9  17  61  2  100  .68 
. Noise  ..........•......•.•..  17  10  15  57  1  100  .87 
•  Air  pollution  ••.•••••••••••  20  11  11  58  100  .93 
The  way  rubbish  is disposed 
of .........................  22  15  13  49  1  100  1.09 
. Lack  of access  to open  space 
and  countryside  ••  ~ •••••••••  16  13  11  50  10  100  .93 
. Loss  of  good  farmland  ••••••  11  12  11  50  16  100  .83 
•  Damage  done  to the  landscape  18  15  13  45  9  100  1.06 
Now,  about .this  countr~ as  a whole, 
how  worried  or concerned  are you 
about  •.• 
. Pollution  of water,  or rivers 
and  lakes  ...................  39  26  16  15  4  100  1. 92 
•  Damage  caused  to  sea  life 
and  beaches  ..............•..  48  25  14  10  3  100  2.13 
•  Air  pollution  ••••••••••••  ~ ..  46  23  15  12  4  100  2,_08 
. Disposal  of industrial  waste  40  23  15  15  7 .  100  1.95 
Finall~, more  generall~, how  con-
cerned  or worried  are  you  about 
•  The  extinction in  the world 
of plants  or animal  species  35  22  17  19  7  100  1. 79 
The  loss  of  natural  resources 
in  the world  •.•.•..•••••••.•  33  24  15  15  13  100  1.86 
•  The  possible  atmospheric 
damage  affecting the world's 
weather  brought  about  by  the 
gas  (carbon  dioxide)  emitted 
from  burning  coal  and  oil 
products  ••••• ; •.••••••••••••  38  21  15  13  13  100  1.96 
1 The  index  is calculated by.applying  a wei}hting  of 3 to 
11a great deal
11  and  so 
on  down  to 0 
11not at all"  ("don't  knows(? 
11  are omitted).  · 
~ 
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S P A I  N 
A great A fair  Not  Not  ?  Total  , Index1 
deal  amount  very  at 
. .  much  all 
%  %  %  %  %  % 
Where  xou  live  now,  do  you  have 
reasons  to  complain  about: 
•  The  quality of the drinking 
water  ......................  14  13  19  52  2  100  .88  . Noise  ......................  10  17  19  52  2  100  . 84  . Air  pollution ..............  13  16  20  48  3  100  .94 
•  The  way  rubbish  is disposed 
of ......................  -:  ~ ..  '9  15  15  57  4  100  .76 
Lack  of access  to  open  space 
and  countryside  ...... •· ......  13  17  15  52  3  100  .90 
Loss  of  good  farmland  •• ~ •••  - -.11  13  12  48  16  100  .83 
. Damage  done  to the  landscape  16  20  .  14  45  5  too  1.08 
t  . 
Now 2  about  this countrx  as  a whole, 
how  worried  or concerned  are you 
about  .~. 
.  Polluti~n of water,  6r rivers 
and  lakes ...................  51  35  6  5- 3  100  2.36 
Damage  caused  to  sea  life 
8  2.31  and  beaches  .................  47  36'  5  4  100 
..  . Air  pollution .....  · ..........  46  36  '9  5  4  100  2.29 
. Disposal  of  indu~trial waste  45  35  9  6  5  100  2.27 
. 
Fi na 1  h, more  genera llx,  how  con-
cerne~or worried  are you  about  ... 
The  extinction in  the  world 
of  plants  or animal  species  51  35  7  3  4  100  2.39 
The  loss of natural  resources 
in  the  world  .. • ...............  .46  37  8  4  .5  . 100  2.32 
The  possible atmospheric 
damage  affecting the  world's 
weather  brought  about  by  the 
gas  {carbon  dioxide)  emitted 
from  burning·coal  and  oi 1 
products  ....................  43  33  11  6  7  100  2.21 
~ 
1 The  index  is  calculated  by  applying  a wei)hting  of  3 to 
11a  great deal
11  and  so 
on  down  to  0 
11not  at al1
11 
{
11don•t  knows(? 
11  are  omitted). 
I 
" 
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P 0 R T U G A L 
A great A fair  Not  Not 
dea 1  a'mount  very  at 
much  all 
%  %  %  % 
Where  you  live  now,  do  you  have 
reasons  to  complain  about: 
•  The  ~ual ity of the drinki·ng 
water  .....................  .  8  18 
.  Noise  ............•.........  12  .  16 
•  Air  pollution  ...••••.•.••••  11  . 17 
•  The  way  rubbish  is disposed 
of ........................  .  14  22 
•  Lack  of access  to  open  space 
and  countryside  •••••.•••••• 
.  Loss  of good. farmland  •.•••• 
. -Damage  done  to  the  landscape· 
9  11 
8  . 16 
10  17' 
Now,  about  this country  as  a whole, 
how  worried  or concerned  are you 
about  •..  · 
•  Pollution of water,  or rivers 
and  lakes  •••.•......••••.•..  44 
Damage  caused  to sea·life 
and  beaches  ••••••••.•••...••  43 
Air  pollution  ..••••••••.••..  40 
•  Disposal  of  industrial  waste  44 
Finally,  more  generally,  how  con-
. cerned  or worried  are you· about 
.  The  extinction  in  the world 
of  piants  or animal  species  40 
The  loss  of  natural  resources 
in  the world................  37 
The  possible  atmosph~ric 
damage  affecting the world•s 
weather  brought  about  by  the 
gas  (carbon  dioxide)  emitted 
from  burning  coal  and  oil 
products  ....................  42 
31 
30 
30 
29 
33 
32 
29 
14 
17 
18 
17 
16 
17 
17 
11 
11 
15 
11 
10 
13 
9 
58 
53 
51 
45 
60 
52 
50 
9 
9 
9 
8 
9 
7 
7 
?  Total .  . Index1 
%  % 
2 
2 
3 
2 
4 
7 
6 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
5  . 100 
7  100 
6  100 
8.  100 
8 
11 
13 
100 
100 
100 
.76 
.85 
.87 
·1.05 
.70 
~79 
.87 
2.17 
2.15 
2.08 . 
2.18 
2.13 
2.11 
2.22 
1 The  index  is calculated  by  applying  a weighting  of 3  to 
11a  great  ~eaP and  so 
on  down  to  0 
11not  at a11
11 
(
11don•t  k~ows(?)
11  are omitted). 
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INFLUENCE  OF  SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC  FACTORS 
·where  ~ou live now,  do  you- have 
complain  reasons  to  about: 
The  quality of t"he  drinking 
water ........................ 
Noise  .......  • ...............  . Air  poll uti  on  ·-· .  • ....  -........ 
The  way  rubbish.  is.dis~osed 
of-_ ........... ; ..............  ~ ...  ·-
0•  Lack  of  access  to  open  ·space-
and  countryside ............ 
. Loss  of good  farmland  ...... 
Damage  done  to  the. landscape 
Now,  about  this  country  as  a 
whole,  how  worried  or concerned 
are you  abriut  ••o 
Pollution of water,  or· 
rivers  and  lakei •••• o~•••oo 
•  Damage  c_aused  to  sea .life 
afid  beaches  :oo•o•o•o•••••oo 
o ·  A  i r  po 11 uti  on -••••• _  •••••  ~ ••  0  -
o  Disposal  of  industrial  waste 
Finally-,  more  generally,  how  -· 
concerned  or worried  are  you 
about  •••  - -
.  The  extinction  in  the world 
TOTAL  -
.6_8 
.76 
o83  -
.74 
.58 
. 75 
o98 
2.20 
2.23 
2.13 
2.23 
SEX 
-M. 
..  68-
.75 
.83 
.75 
.58 
-;. 77 
1.01 
2.22 
2.24 
2o14 
2.24 
F. 
-•. 67 
o78 
o83 
~73 
.57 
.73 
o95 
2.18 
2~23 
2.13 
2. 22-
_ o.f.  plants or animal specie-s·_  2'.19  2~21--. 2.19 
•·  The  loss of natural 
-resources  in  the  world  • • • •  2.04  2.05  2.04 
The  po~sible  atmosph~ric  _ 
damage  affecting the  world•s-
weather  brought  about  by 
·the gas  {carbon  di.oxide) 
emitted  from  burning'coal 
and  oil' products  .. .. .. .. ..  2.06  _  2.04  - 2.07 --
AGE 
15:-24  25-39  40-54 
•  ~- I' 
.61  .76  o70 
072  .80  .79 
-.85  -.85  - .88 
o19  .82 
.65  .64 
.70  .76 
.97  1.08 
2.18  2.26 
2.23  2.32 
2.13  . 2. 23 
2. 21  - 2~  34 
.. 
~ 79· 
.60_ 
- .81 
.99 
2.25 
2.27 
2.19 
2.2} 
55  and 
over 
.63_ 
.73 
. 75 
.6r 
o45 
.73 
.87 
2.11 
2.12 
2.0i 
2.10 
2.19  2.27- 2.23.  2o11 
2.02  2.11  2:09  1.96 
2~03  2.10  2.13'  1.97 INFLUENCE  OF  SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC  FACTORS 
AGE  OF  FINISHING  SIZE  OF  LOCALITY 
FULL-TIME  STUDIES  LEVEL  OF  INCOME  Village  Small  Big  town 
Where  you  live now,  do  you  have  15  or  16-19  20  or  -- - +  ++  town  or city 
reasons  to  complain  about:  under  over 
.  The  quality of the  drinking water  .68  .64  .76  .68  .75  .65  .67  .62  .72  .69 
.  Noise  •..•.....•.......•..•....•.  .73  .77  .87  .73  .79  .80  .77  .50  .79  1.06 
• Air  poll uti  on  •••••.•••••.•..••..  .78  .85  .94  .75  .82  .86  .88  .49  .81  1.29 
•  The  way  rubbish  is disposed  of  ••  .71  .72  .90  .68  .77  .76  .80  .55  .75  .98 
• lack  of access  to  ope~ space  and 
cOuntryside  ......................  .54  .58  '  .69  .55  .58  .60  •  58  .26  ~60  .94 
.  loss  of  good  farmiand  ••••.•••..•  .72  .75  .84  .i2  .79  .78  .74  .53  .82  .95 
Damage  done  to the  landscape  ••••  .88  .99  1.22  .90  .97  1.03  1.06  .65  1.05  1.31 
Now,  about  this  countr~ as  a whole, 
how  worried  or  concerned  are  you 
about  .•• 
00 
\0 
•  Pollution of water,  or  rivers  and  I 
1  a  kes  .•••.••••••••••••••••••••••  2.14  2.21  2.36  2.07  2.17  2.27  2.30  '2.13  2.20  2.28 
Damage  caused  to sea  life and 
beaches  ...•••.....•..•.•........  2.15  2.26  2.42  2.10  2.23  2.28  2.35  2.13  2.25  2.34 
• Air  pollution  ••••••  ~ •••••••.••.•  2.06  2  •  .17  2.28  2.01  2.18  2.26  2.06  2.06  2.12  2.24 
• Disposal  of industrial  waste  ••••  2.15  2.27  2.39  2.07  2.23  2.26  2.35  2.15  2.24  2.31 
Finall~, more  generall~,  how  concerned 
or worried  are you  about  ••• 
•  The  extincti.on  in  the  world  of 
plants  or animal  species  •.•••••.•  2.13  2.21  2.36  2.10  2.17  2.23  2.27  2.15  2.20  2.24 
• The  loss  of natural  resources  in 
the  world  •.••••.•.••••••••••.••••  1.99  2.05  2.21  1.93  2.03  2.10  2.09  1.99  2.06  2.09 
•  The  possible atmospheric  damage 
affecting the  world's  weather 
brought  about  by  the  gas  (carbon 
dioxide)  emitted  from  burning  coal 
and  oil  products  ••••  ~ ••••.•••••••  2.03  2.06  2.14  1.97  2.05  2.12  2.06  1.98  2.10  2.10 
• 
--~----~-=~--.~ -90-
INFLUENCE  OF  SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC  FACTORS 
- .; 
. T Y P E  0 F  H 0 U S I 'N  G. 
•  1  2  3.  4  5  6  7  8 
Where  ~ou live now,  do  you  have 
reasons  to  complain  about: 
. The  quality of  the  drinking 
water ......................  .41  .61  .53  .63  . 79  .79  .96  .83  . Noise ....•..............  -..  ~  .30  . 54  .57  .78  .96  1.07  1.13  .98 
Air  pollution .............  .34  .57  .57  .82  1.02  1.19  1.27  1.14  . The  way  rubbish  is diposed 
of .........  ·  ...............  .54  .55  .58  .81  .97  .79  1.08  1.14  . Lack.of  access  to  open 
space  and  countryside  ..  ·• ..  .15  .30  ·  .•  34  .59  .69  .88  1.04  .91  . Loss  of  good  farmland  .  ....  •  52  •  55  ·• 61 .  .74  .93  .96  1.10  . 94 
Damage  done  to  the  land-
scape  •· .....................  .54  .  .72  .80  .97  1.17  1.21  1.41  1.43 
Now,  about  this countrl as  a 
whole,  how  worried  or  · 
concerned  are you  about  ••• 
Pollution of water,  or 
rivers  and  lakes ..........  1.90  2.11  2.16  2.19  2.34  . 2. 31  2~34  2.29 
Qamage  caused  to  sea  life 
2.22  and  beaches  ...............  . 1. 90  2.15  2.20  . 2.38  2.35  2.37  2.35  . Air  po_ll uti  on  .  ...........  1. 77  2.07  2.02  2.11  2.25  2.30  2.31  2.26  . Di sposa 1 of industrial 
. waste  ......................  1.91  2.15  2.24  2.23  2.31  2.30  2.30  2.42 
Fi na lll, more  genera lli:,  how 
~ 
conceroed  or worried  are you 
about  •.• 
The  extinction  in  the  world 
of  plants  or animal  species  2.04  2.15  2.18  2.16  2.33  2.29  . 2. 28  2.17 
~  .  The  loss of  natural 
resources  in  the  world  ....  1. 76'  1. 99  2.07  2  .• 03  2  .14·  2.07. 2.16  2.04  . The  possible atmospheric 
damage  affecting the  world
1s 
'  weather  brought  about  by  the 
gas  (carbon  dioxide)  emitted 
•  from  burning  coal  and  oil 
~  products  ...................  l.  75  2.03  2:04  2.02  2.14  2:15  2.20 . 2.01 
I' 
~ 
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INFLUENCE  OF  SOCIO-POLITICAL  FACTORS 
.. 
VALUES  LEADERSHIP 
TOTAl:  Mat.  Mixed  Post- +  ++ 
mat. 
·Where  lOU  live·now,  do  you  have 
reasons  to  complain  about  ... 
The  qua 1  ity of the  drinking 
water  .....................  .68  .65  .67  .74  .64  .67  .67  .77  . Noise  .  ...................  .76  .76  .75  .84  .71  .75  .78  .88 
A  i r  po 11 uti  on  ..............  .83  .78  •. 81  1.00  .70  .81  .89  .94 
The  way  rubbish  is disposed 
of .........................  .74  .n  .72  .84  ..  63  .72  .80  .87 
. ·Lack  of access  to open 
space  and  countryside ......  .58  .52  .57  .72  .47  .57  .61  .71 
. Loss  of  good  farmland  .....  .75  .•  71  .74  .85  .60  .74  .81  .90  . Damage  done.to  the  landscape  .98  .85  .97  1.28  .76  .94  L09  1.20 
Now,  about  this countrl as  a 
. whole,  how  worried  or concerned 
are  you  about  .... 
Pollution  of water,  or 
rivers  and  lakes  ...........  2.20  2.09  2.24  2.43  1.99  2.20  2.28  2.36 
Damage  caused  to sea  life 
and  beaches  ................  2.23  2.11  2.27  2.47  1. 99  2.23  2.33  2.44 
Air  pollution  ···~·········  2.13  2.06  2.15  2.37  1.90  2.15  2.22  2.29  . Disposal  of industrial·waste  2. 2.3  2.12  2.26  2.47  1. 98  2.23  2.33  2.40 
Finalll,  more  generalll,  how 
concerned  or worried  are you 
about  ... 
j  . The  extinction in  the  world 
of plants or animal  species  2.19  . 2.09  2.23  2.42  1. 99.  2.20  2.27  2.36·  . The  loss  of  natural  ; 
resources  in  the  world  •.•••  2.04  1. 97  2.07  2.22  1.85  2.03  2.12  2.24  . The  ~ossible atmospheric 
damage  affecting the world's 
weather  brought  about  by 
the  gas  (carbon  dioxide) 
emitted  from  burnin·g  coa 1 
and-oil· products  •••••••  Cl' •••  2.06  2.00  2.09  2.21  1.87  2.07  2.13  2.18 
•  i ~  .. 
\ 
.. 
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INFLUENCE  OF  SOc-IO-POLITiCAL  FACTORS  .  . . 
POSITION  ON  LEFT/ 
RIGHT  SCALE  .  SATISFACTION·WITH  LIFE 
1/2  3/4  5/6  7/8  9/10 
Where  you  live· now,  do  you 
·h~ve reasons  to complain  -. 
abo.ut  ••• · 
.  The  quaJity of  the  drinking 
· -Water  ! ••••••••••••••••••••• 
•  Noise  .•••••......•.••••  : .. 
.83  .73  .66  .•  62  .65- . 
·.92  ."85  .72  .70  .74 
•  Aii  poll~tion  .~.~·······•· 
The  way  rubbish  is disposed 
. 1.00  .•  -93  .80  .• 73  .82 
of  .  ~ ........  ~ ..  -......  : ..  ~ ..  .94  .80 
Lack  _of  access to open  space · · 
and  countryside  •.•  ·. • • • . . . • .  ·  ~ 85- •  97 
Loss ·of .good  farmland·  ~...  .•  •  93  . 79  . 
.  Damage  d6ne  to  th~·landscape  1.21  1.09 
·I 
Now·,  about  this· country as  a 
whole,  how  worried  or cqncerned 
are  you  about  .~.  · 
.70  .65  •  68 
.54  .45  )H 
.74  .69  .72 
.96  .89  .84 
++  + 
.55  .67  .82  .90 
•  62  ,; 77 .  .91  ~ 98 
.69  .84  .90  1.10 
.63  •  73 .  .93  .96 
-. 43  .57  •  7.3  .94 
.65  .73  .87 1.07 
.85 .•  97  1.10  1.29 
Pollution of water,  or 
riVers  and  l~kes. ...••••..  2.38  2.29:2.20  2.12  2.1~  2.18  2.19  2~24 2.28 
Damage  caused  to· sea  lif~ 
and  beaches  .........  -......  2.41  2.34  2.:21  2~17 2.20  .c2.20  2.23_2.28 .2.31 
.  Air  pollution  ·····i··~···~  1.30 2.23  2.12  2.06  2.09  2.05  2.15_2.17  2.23 
Disposal  of  industrial  · 
·waste .•.•  ~ ••••.••..•.••.•.... 2.38  2.35  2.23  2.13  2.13  2.20  2  .. 23  2.25  2~26 
Finally, ·mare  generally,  how_· 
concerned.or worried  are you 
about...  · 
.  The  extinction  in  the  w6rld 
of: plants  or animal  species  2.35  2.28·2:16  2.16  .2~19  2.21  2.18  2.21  2~24 
• The  loss tif  natural 
resources  in  the  world  .•.•  2.18  2.11  2.02  1.99  2.07.  2.08  2.02  2.06  2.11 
The  possible atmospheric 
damage  affeCting  the -world •  s  _ -
weather-brought  about  by  the 
ga~ (carbo~ dioxide)· emitted 
from-burning  coal  and  oil  · 
products.~'·•···~·······~ •.•• ·  .2.17_2.13  2.05.1.99 2.04  1.98  ..  2.06  2~13  2.1~ ANNEX  C 
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SOCIO-POLITICAL  CLASSIFICATIONS 
USED  IN  EUROBAROMETER  SURVEYS 
A.  POLITICAL  POSITION 
Question:  "In  political  matt~rs, people  talk of the  'left' and  the 
'right'.  How  would  you  place  your  views  on  this scale?  (The 
interviewer  shows  a  scale from  1 (left)  to 10  (right)." 
The  question  makes  it possible  to  classjfy interviewees  in  one  of 
several  sections: 
- extreme  left;  1 + 2 
- left  3  + 4 
- centre  5 + 6 
- right  7 + 8 
- extreme  right  9 + 10 
The  scale also  makes  it possible to  calculate the  average  score  for 
any  section of  the population. 
B.  SATISFACTION  WITH  LIFE  AND  THE  WAY  DEMOCRACY  WORKS 
Question:  "On  the whole,  are you  satisfied, fairly satisfied, not  very 
satisfied or not  at all  satisfied with  the  life you  lead?" 
Question:  "On  the whole,  are you  satisfied, fairly satisfied,  not  very 
satisfied or not  at all  satisfied with  the way  democracy  works 
(in your  country)?"  · 
The  answers  to  these  two  questions  provide  useful  indicators of (a) 
private mood  and  (b)  attitude to  political  matters. 
I  .,  ,' .. 
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C.  LEVEL  OF  EDUCATION 
Given  the  great diversity of school  and  university systems  in  the 
twelve  Member-States,  and  the  fact that the  school  systems  experienced  by 
older  people  were  different from  current ones,  information  on  the  level 
of education  of _people  interviewed  in  European  surveys  is gathered  as 
follows: 
Question: 
11 How  old  were  you  when  you  finished your  full-time  studies?
11 
Interviewees  were  allocated to  one  of three levels  (depending  on  the 
1  ength  o_f  study):  . 
- 1  ow: 
- medium: 
- high~ 
D.  LEVEL  OF  INCOME 
finished  at 15  or before; 
finished  at 16,  17,  18  or 19; 
finished  at 20  or after. 
Question:  "We  would  like to  analyse  the  survey  results according to the 
i-ncome  of 'persons  interviewed.  Here  is a scale of incomes  and 
we  would  like to  know  in  what  group  you  would  put  your  family, 
counting all  wages,  salaries and  pensions  and  any  other  iricome
11
• 
Each  country  uses  a scale comprising  8 to  12  categories,  corresponding_ 
to  national_  norms  (notably monthly or annual  income)_.  _ 
In  the analysis  stage,  the  distribution of  answers  in  each  country'  is  · 
studied  (log-normal_distribution)  and  four  quartiles  are  established.  on· 
a  Community  basis,  the  highest  quartiles of each  country  are  considered 
together,  then  the.next highest,  and  so  on.  Fina11y,  the  r~sults are 
·classified in  four  groups,  plus  another  group  for  those  who  refused  to 
reply. .  -
Lowest  quartile 
Highest  quartile 
R--
R-
R+ 
R++ -95-
E.  THE  COGNITIVE  PERCEPTION  (LEADERSHIP)  INDEX 
What  is  an  opinion  leader?  It is someone  who,  in  carrying out  certain 
social  functions,  generally exerts  on  the opinions  of others  more 
influence  than  the  others  exert on  him.  If all  the  members  of a  social 
group  were  equivalent  and  interchangeable  in  the formation  of the  opinions, 
attitudes. and  behaviour  in  the  group,  the  group  ·would  continue  to  function 
in  some  way  even  if a  certain-member  disappeared.  The  leader is the 
person  who  changes  things:  he  influences  the others  more  than  he  is  him-
self influenced  by  them,  and  not  only  occasionally but  in  a  relatively 
constant and  foreseeable  fashion. 
One  of the  aims  of market  research;  opinion  polls  and  more  generally 
research  on  social psychology  is to  pinpoint.leaders.  Only  three ways  of 
doing  this are  known:  · 
1.  The  sociometric  study of the  respective  influences  in  a  given  group, 
but  this  ~ethod is  really only  practicable  in  a  laboratory or  in  small 
groups. 
2 •. The  interrogation of informants  who  identify those  who,  in  their 
opinion,  are  leaders  in  a  given  group~  This  method  has  the  same 
J  imitation .as  the  previous  one  and  in  addition  may  pinpoint 
11persons 
of pistinction
11
,  i.e.  people  occupying  a  social  situation regarded  as 
important,  rather than  ''leaders
11  genufnely  involved  in  the life of 
the  group.  · 
3.  Automatic  selection of  leade.rs  by  ·means  of  a  survey;  this method 
consists of  definihg  leaders  as  individuals  having  certain character-
istics giving  them  what  is generally accepted  to  be  an  attitude of 
leadership:  interest in  certain  problems,  scope  and  intensity of 
activity in  the  life of the group. 
'  . 
The  last method  was  adopted  because  it appeared .the  only· one  practical 
in  opinion  polls  on  representative samples  of numerous  and  diverse  popu-
lations. 
The  analysis of  the  results  gathered  in  previous  polls  showed  that it 
was  statistically significant to  construct a  leadership  index  on  the 
basis· 
of the  replies given  by  all  those  interviewed  to  two  questions  concerning 
their inclination to discuss  politics with  friends  and  their tendency  to 
persuade  others  of an  opinion  that they  hold  strongly themselves.  To 
avoid  any  confusion  with  the concept  of 
11public  leader"  often  used  in 
other polls,  the  term 
11cogni tive perception  ..  index  has  been  preferred 
here.·· 
J 
' 
I  i 
. 1 . . 
I  t 
{ 
t  ,_ 
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.  ·  This  index  was  constructed with  four  degrees,  t~e highest degree  ..  ·.  ·. 
corresponding  to  those .whom  we  regard  as  being_ opirlion  leaders  (approx-i- . 
· mately  12%  of the  European  population),  a·nd  the  lowest ·degree  correspond.;. 
. ing  to  non-leaders  (approximately  2S%};  the  two  inte.rmediate  degrees  · 
·correspond to  individuals who  have  slightly more  and  slightly less 
leadership qualities  than  the  average  member  of the  general  public . 
The  following  table. shows ·how  the leadership  index  was  constructed: . 
DiscuJs  politics  ~ .• 
often 
sometimes 
never 
don't  know 
,. 
. ,. 
Persuade  other-s  ... · 
often  sometimes  rarely  never- don't  kno·w 
++. 
+ 
++ 
+ 
·+  +  + 
--· 
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F.  POST-MATERIALISM  INDICATOR· 
(Ba.6ed  on  -the  wollk  o6  Ronai.d  Ingleha.Jr.:t,  .in  pa.ilic.tdtvr. "The  Silent 
Revolut..Lon:  Chang..Lng  Vaiueh  and  Political Styleh  among  Wehtelln 
Pu.bUc..6",  PIVi..nc.eton  Un..iveMliy  Plle4.6,  19 77) • 
The  post-materialism indicator,  designed  to measure  the  attachment  of 
each  interviewee  to  post-materialist or,  by  contrast, materialist values, 
is constructed  from  responses  to  the  following  question: 
"There  is a lot of  talk these  days  about  what  (this country's)  goals 
should  be  for the  next  ten  or fifteen years.  On  this card  are  listed 
some  of  the  goals  that different people  say  should  be  given  top  priority. 
Would  you  please say  which  one  of them  you  yourself consider the most 
important  in  the  long  run?"  (SHOW  CARD  - ONE  ANSWER  ONLY). 
"And  what  would  be  your  second  choice?" 
1st  2nd 
1  1  Maintaining  order  in  the  nation 
2  2  Giving  the  people  more  say  in  important  government  decisions 
3  3  Fighting  rising prices 
4  4  Protecting freedom  of  speech 
0  0  Don't  know 
The  interviewee,  confronted  with  a forced  choice,  expresses  a  prefer-
ence  either for materialist ideas  ("maintaining  order",  "fighting rising. 
prices"),  or for  post-materialist ones  {"giving  the  people  more  say", 
"protecting freedom  of  speech").  As  he  has  two  choices,  there  are  three 
possible combinations:  two  post-materialist answers;  one  post-materialist 
answer  and  one  materialist;  two  materialist answers.  Those  not  expressing 
· either a first or  a  second  choice,  or both,  are  not  classified.  With  the 
aid  of the  following  tables,  individuals  can  be  divided  into four  groups. 
1st answer 
Maintain- Giving  Fighting  Protect- Don't 
ing  order  people  rising  ing  free- know 
more  prices  dom  of 
say  speech 
Maintaining  order  Mixed  Mat.  Mixed  * 
Giving  people  more  say  Mixed  Mixed  Post-mat.  * 
Fighting  rising prices  Mat.·  Mixed  Mixed  * 
Protecting freedom  of 
speech  Mixed  Post-mat.  Mixed  * 
Don't  know  *  *  *  *  * 
*  Unclassified. 
)  I 
i • 
.  ( 
(8) 
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ANALYSIS  OF  THE  CORRELATION  BETWEEN  THE  DIFFERENT  REASONS  GIVEN  FOR 
CONSIDERING  THE  INDIVIDUAL  FORMS  OF  POLLUTION  SERIOUS 
ANNEX  D 
Each  respondent  was  a  11 owed  to  choose  two  reasons  for. considering  the 
individual  forms  of  pollution  serious. 
The  table set out  below  shows  which  first and  s.econd  choices  were 
paired  by  every  100  people  answering. 
Out  of  every  100  people  mentioning 
High  Risk  of  Lowers  The  ·  Conse- The 
cost of  pollu- the  ·  · threat  quences  public 
repa_ir  tion  quality  to  the  for  health  Average 
High  cost of  repair 
- .R'isk  of  pollution  spreading. 
- lowers the qua 1  ity. of 1  ife 
The  threat to  the  whole 
environment 
- Consequences  for future 
generations 
- The  public  health threat· 
TOTAL 
9 
21 
23 
16 
27 
spread-, of life  whole.  future  threat 
fng  - environ- genera-
5 
14 
32 
26 
20 
6 
6 
21 
23 
39 
ment  tions 
5 
12 
18 
31 
28 
4 
11 
21 
34 
26 
6 
7 
31 
26 
22 
5 
9 
22 
27 
25 
29 
( * )  ( * )  ( * )  (  * )  (* )  ',  (* )  (  ** ) 
(*)  Total  lower  than  100  since  not  everyone  gave  two  reasons. 
(**)  Total  higher  than  100  since  this  is_ only  the  theoretical  average • -99-
·, 
The  right-hand  column  sbows  the_average  percentage  of  the  sample  giving 
any  chosen  pair of reasons.  It brings  out  any  positive or inverse corre-
lations between  reason  X and  reason  Y,  i.e. it reveals whether  there  is  · 
any  particular correlation  between  the  two  reasons.  To  produce  meaningful 
findings,  the  correlation  between  the  two  reasons  must  be  checked  both 
ways. 
The  most  significant correlations  to emerge  were: 
Positive correlations: 
- "it menaces  the- health  of  people"  and" it lowers  the  quality of life"; 
- "any  specific pollution  •••  puts  at risk our  whole  natural  background 
or environment"  and  "damage  already  inflicted on  the  environment  risks 
having  con~equences for  future  generations"; 
"any  specific pollution  •.•  puts  at risk our  whole ·natural  background 
or  environment"  and  "when  the  environment  is damaged  somewhere_this 
will  be  liable to spread  to other  regions  or countries". 
Inverse  correlations: 
- "it lowers  the  quality of  1  ife"  and  "any  specific pollution 
~isk our  whole  natural  backg~ouDd or  environme~t"; 
puts  at 
- II it 1  OWerS. the  quality Of  1  i fe"  and  "when  the  ~nVi  ronment  iS  'damaged 
somewher~ this will  be  liable to spread  to other  regions  or to  other 
countries". •• 
-· 
'  ~-
;- 100-.  _  !'NNEXE·  E 
··JISTITUTS  CHARGES  DU  SOIIDAGE  -ET  SPECIALISTES  A£SPOISABLES  / 
SEL6IQUE/8£L61E 
DAIIIIARI 
DEUTSCHLAIID 
ELU$ 
ESPAIIA_ 
. FRAICE 
I  RELAID 
IT ALIA 
LUXEIIBOUR& 
IEDERLAID. 
PORTUGAL 
UIITEO 111160011  (**) 
'  . 
. IISTITUTES  MHICH  CARRIED  OUT  THE  SURVEY  AID  EXP£RTS  II CHARGE- (*) 
OUIARSO  N.V. 
rue  des  Colonies, _54,  B-1000  B~ux~lles 
T61.:  02/219.24.08 · 
GALLUP  MARKEDSANALYSE  A/S 
. G~l1el Vartov  Vej  6,  OK-2900  Hellerup 
. T61.:  01/29.88.00  .  . 
EMNID~INSTITUT G1bH 
Bodelsch~inghstra8e, 23-25a 
D-4800  Bielefeld  1 
T61.:  0521/260.010 
ICAP  HELLAS  S.A. 
Vas.  Sophias,  64,  GR-Athinai  615 
T6l;:  Ol/7225.65i. 
lnstituto· de  In~estigacio~ GALLUP. 
Calle  for~uny,  14~  4oc,  £-Madrid  28010 
,,1.:  1/410.43.45 
INSTITUT  DE  SONDAGES_  LAVIALLE 
. 6-8, -r:ue  du  4  Septubre 
f~92130. Issy-les-Mouline,u• 
u 1.:  1/45 ~54  ;·9 i .11 
IRISH  MARKETING  SUR~~YS  L~4 
19-20  Upper  Pubrok e  Street  ·. 
IRL-Dublin  2 
Ul.: 1/-76.11.96 
ISTIT~TO PER  .LE  ~ICERCHE STATISiiCHE  E-
L'ANALlSI  DELl 10PINIONE  PUBBLICA  (DOXA)  · 
Galleria San_Carlo,  6 
1.,20122  Milano 
T61~: .02/790.871 · 
INSTITUJ  LUXEMBOURGEOIS.DE  RECHERCHES 
SOCIALES  (ILRES) 
6,  rue  du  March6~au~-Herbes 
GD-Luxe1bo~r9  ~ 
Ul.: 0352/47 .·50.21. 
' 
.·  NEDERLANDS  INSTITUUT  VOOR  DE  PUBLIEKE  .. 
OPINIE  (NIPO)  B.~~  .  . 
· 8arentip1ein,  7; ,- NL-l013  NJ  Aisterdal-
161.:  020/24.88.44  ' 
NORMA  - Soci,dade  de  ~studos  ~ara  ~- · 
Oesenvolviaento  de ·E1presas,  S.A.R.L.· 
Avenida  5 de  Outubro,  12i~B 0 
P-1000  Li&boa 
Ul.: 1/76.76.04 
SOCIAl  SURVEYS  '(GALLUP  POLL)--
~02  Fin~hley Road,  UK-LONDON  N~3  6BL 
T61.:  01/794~04:61 
Nicole  JAMAR  . 
. Rolf  RANDRUP 
-. Poul· MOELLER 
llal ter  rACK£  . ·, 
Klaus-Peter  SCHOEPPNER 
Heidrun  -BODE 
Ant~ony·LYKIAROOPOULOS. 
Hleuchos  DIB  : 
Jorge  J. _MIQUEL  CAL AT AYUO 
Luis  PAMBLANC.O 
Al6ert  LA~IALLE . 
Flore nee  f  ABRE 
Charles·  COYLE 
E.nn io  SALAMON 
Alfonso  del  RE 
Louis  ME~IS 
Edih  MEVIS 
Arnold  ~[JjTLA~Dl_· 
Mart in  JONKER 
J.A.  VIDAL  de'OLIVEJRA 
_Norun  WEBB 
Robert  .WYBROW - 101-
2°  Choix  des  personnes  interrog~es_ 
Les  personnes  interrogees  sont  toujours  diffe-
rentes  d1une  enquite  ~  l 1autre.  L16chantillon-
•aitre aleatoire  evoque  ci-dessus  indique  le 
no•bre  de  personnes  a interroger a chaque  point 
d1enquite.  Au  stade  suivant,  les  peraonnes  l  in-
terroger  sont  designees: 
- soit par  un  tirage  au  sort  sur  liate dans  les 
pays  ou  on  peut'avoir  acc~s a dis  listes ex-
haustives  d1individus  ou  de  foyers:  Daneaark, 
Luxe1bourg,  Pays-Bas; 
- soit par  echantillonnage  stratifi6  sur  la  ba-
se  des  statistiques  de  recense•ent,  l 1echan-
tillon etant construit a partir des  crit~res 
de  sexe,  age  et  profession:  Belgique,  France, 
Italie,  Royauae-Uni,  Irlande; 
2°  Choice  of  respondents 
For  each  ·survey  differ:-ent  individuals  are  in-
terviewed  in  the  aaster  saaple  of  sa1pling 
point  described  above.  Within  these  sa1pling 
points  the  individuals  to  be  interviewed  are 
chosen: 
- either  at  rando1  fro•  the  population  ~r elec-
toral  1  ista  in  thou  countries  where  access 
to  sui table  lists  of  individuals  or  house-
holds  is  possible:  Oenurk,  luxubourg,  Ne-
. therlands. 
- or  by  quota  saapling.  In  these  cases  the 
quotas  are  established  by  sex,  age  and  occu-
pation  on  the  basis  of  census  data:  this sys-
tea  is  used  in  Belgiua,  France,  Italy,  United 
Kingdo1,  Ireland~ 
- soit- par  une  aethode  co•binant  les  deux  prece- - or  by  a  1ethod  coabining  the  two  precedent 
dentes  (chea,ineaent  systhatique)l  Alluagne,  ones  (llrando•  route11 ):  Geruny,  Greece, 
Gr~ce,  Espagne,  Portugal..  Spain,  Portugal. 
I  Population  ( 1)  I  I  .I  I  Echantillona/  .I 
I  Mi lliersl  *  I  ' 
I  Saaples  ( 2)  I  Oates 
/Thou- ICE/EC  lOICE/EC  121  (Euro-Barodtre  no  25)  I  ( E  uro-Baroahre  n°  25) 
sands 
B  7 924 
OK  4  133  1. 90 
0  51  466  23.62 
GR  7  715  3.54 
F  42  851  19.67  16.87 
IRL  2 455  1.13  ,97 
44  43B  20.39  17.49 
l  300  .14  .12 
NL  11  400  5.23  4.49 
UK  45  207  20.75  17.79 
CE/EC  10  217  889  100.00  85.77 
E  28  854  11.36 
p  7 314  2.88 
CE/EC  12 
11  est  rappele  que  les r6sultats obtenua  par 
sondage  sont  des  esti1ations  dont  le  degre  de 
certitude  et de  pr,cision depend,  toutes  choses 
egales  d'ailleurs,  du  no•bre  des  i~dividus cons-
tituant  11echantillon.  Avec  des  6chantillons  de 
l 1ordre  de  1 000,  on  ad1et  generaleaent  qu 1une 
difference  inferieure  ~  cinq  pour  cent  entre  deux 
pourcentages  est  au-dessous  du  niveau  acceptable 
de  confiance. 
(I)  15  ans  et  plus.  I  15  years  and  over. 
(2)  Noabre  d1interviews.  I  Nuaber  of  interviews. 
1 008  28/III-14/III/1986 
1 043  20-30/III 
987  24/III-30/IV 
1 000  21/111-12/IV 
1 003  31/III-25/IV 
1 002  27/III-11/IV 
1 106  20/111-11/IV 
. 299  28/III-21/IV 
1 001  26/III-4/IV 
1 383  20/111-ll/1V 
9 832  20/ II I-30/ IV 
1 008  19/III-6/IV 
1 000  21/III-14/IV 
11  840  19/III-30/IV 
Readers  are  re1inded  that  saaple  survey  results 
are  est hations,  the  degree  of  certainty  and 
precision  of  which,  everything  being  kept  e-
qual,  rest&  upon  the  nuaber  of  cases.  With 
saaples  of  about  1 000,  it  is  generally  ad•it-
ted  that ·a  percentage  difference  of  less  than 
five  per  cent  is  below  the  acceptable  level  of 
confidence. 
.  ' \ 
\. 
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Coordination  internationah I  International  c·o-ordinat ion: 
.H6l~ne·RlfFAULT. 
"faits et  Opinions" 
25,  rue  Cambon'  F-75001  Paris. 
Hl.:  1/42g6.41,65 
Toutes  les  donnees  relatives  aux  Eu-ro-Barodtres. 
sont  d6pos~es.aux  11 aelgia~ Archives  for  the  So-
cial  Science~ 11 ,  (1  Place  Montesquieu.,  B-1348 
lou~ain~la-N~uve).  Elle~ sont  tenues  ~  la  dispo-
sition des  organisHs anbres  du  European  Con- -
sortiu•  fo~  P~litical Research  (Essex),  du  In-
ter-University'C~nsortiua for  Political  and  So~ 
cial  Research  (~~chigan) et  des  chercheurs  jus-
tifiant d1un  intiret  de  recherche. 
Pour  tous  renseigne1ents  sur  les  6tudes  d'opi-
nion  publique  faites  a 11initiative  de  la Co•-
!tission des  COIIunaut6s  europ6ennes~  &~rire a 
iJ.-R.  RADlER,  Conseiller  &pEcial,  200,  rue  de 
lla Loi,  B-104g  Bru~elles. 
·All  Euro-Baro11etre.  data  are. stored  at  the  Bel-
gian  Archives  for  th~  Social  Sciences  (1,  PLace 
Montesquieu,  B-1348  Louvain-la-Neuve).  They  are 
at  the. disposal  of  all  institutes  1e1bers  of 
the  European  Consortium  for  Political  Research 
(Essex),  of  the  Inter-Univers.ity  Consortiu11  for 
Political  and  Social  Reseach  (Michigan)  and  all 
those  interested  in  ~ocial  science  research. 
For  all  inforution  regarding  opinion  surveys 
carried  out  for  the  Co11mission  of  the  European 
Co••unities,  please  write  to  J.-R.  RABIER,  Spe-· 
cial  Counsellor,.  200  rue  de  la  Loi,  B-1049 
Brussels. 
(*)  Les  douze  instituts  actuellnent  charges  de  ces  sondages  ont  for11e  entre  eux  THE  EUROPEAN 
OMNIBUS  SURVE't,'dollt  le  cuiU  de  direction  COIIprend:.Robert  GIJS  (DIKARSO,  BruK_ellu),  Jan 
STAPEL  (NIPO,  Amsterdaa)  et  Norean  WEBB  (SOCIAL  SURVEYS,  london)./  The  twelve  institutes 
which  carried  out  these  surveys  have  foried  amongst  thuselves  THE  EUROPEAN  OMNIBUS  SURVEY 
of  which  the  Manage1ent  Co11ittee  co11prises:  Robert  .GIJS  (OIMARSO,-Brussels),  Jan  STAPEL 
(NIPO,  A1sterda1)  and  Nor1an  WEBB  (SOtiAL  SURVEYS,  London). 
(**)  le  sondage  en  ~Norl•Hsrn .Ireland  est  fait  en  collaboration  par  Irish  Marketing  surveys  et 
Social  Surveys  (Gallup  Poll).  I  The  Northern  Ireland  survey  is  conducted  jointly  by  Irish. 
Marketing  Surveys  and  Social  Surveys  (Gallup  Poll); 
ECHAITILLDtiiAGE  /  . SAIIPLUG 
L'objectif  de  la 16thode  d16chantillonnage  est 
de  couvrir  de  fa~on  repr6se~tative ·la  total it'  . 
de  la  population  ig6e  de  15  ans  et  plus,  des  dou-
ze  pays  de  la  Co11unaut6  6lar~ie.  l 16chantillon-
nage  de  chaque  pays  est  constitu~) deux  niveau~: 
1°  R~gions et  localit~s d1enquete 
l 1enquite  a  lieu  sur  l 1 en~e•ble du  territoire 
des  douze  pays,  soiC  138  r'~ions.  (Voir  liste 
ci-jointe p.  A 4). 
The  sa111ple  has  been  designed  to  be  representa-
tive  of  the·  total  papulation  aged  15  ·years  and 
over  of  the  twelve  countries  of  the  enlarged 
Couunity,  In  each  ·country  a  two  stage  satpling 
method  is  used: 
1°  Geographical_distribution 
The  survey  .covers  the  whole  territory  of  the 
twelve  countries  L  e.  138  regions.  (.See  atta-
ched  list p.  A 4). 
In  each  country  a  ran doll  se lee t ion  of  sup  1  i rig 
points  is  aade  in  such  a  way  that  all  types_ of 
area  (urban,  rural,  .etc.)  are  repre_sented  ·in 
Chaque:p~ys a  constitu'  al6atoiretent  un  ichan-
tillon-aatt~e de  localit6s  d1enquite,  de  telle 
sorte  que  toutes  les  cat6gories d1habitat  soient 
reprisent~es propartionnelle1ent  A leurs  popula~ 
tions  respectives. 
cproportion  to  their  populations. 
Au  total, ·1es  interviews  ont  lieu  dans  envi-
~on  1  350  points  d 1 enqui~e. 
.'The  interviews  are  distributed  in  more  or  less 
)  3~0  sampling  point•.· I  . 
' 
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QUESTUIIIMJ RE  EURO  25  • z • 
130.  D1r1ez·vous  que  ce  qu1  se  passera  dans  1e·  monde  dans 
1'aven1r,  par  exemp1e  dans  cent  ans,  c'est que1que  chose  qu1 
vous  interesse beaucoup,  un· peu  ou  pas  du  tout  7 
1  Beaucoup 
z.  lin  peu 
3,  Pu du  tout 
o.  7 
H~rcrudl  12  NdrB  l9Bb 
(111llST'ICJIIrtMIIIt  JRIIIO  15  - 2  • 
JJO.  Would  90u  say  that  what  w1ll happen  1n  the 110rld 1n  the 
ruture,  11!1  01/Jlch  I  iDean  1n :a  hundred veue t.U.,  ls .,_thJn, 
that concern•  11011  a  lot,  a  lJ ttle or not &1  &ll r 
l.  A lot 
2.  "  little 
3.  Not  at all 
0.  /fo  re•pon•e Vendrecll  7 Mars  1986 
QUESTI..WRE  EURO  25  •  5  • 
162/ U  oil  vous  habltez,  avez·vous  des  raisons de  vous  platndre 
118. des  choses  su1vantes  :  beaucoup,  assez,  peu,  pas  du  tout  1 
(51  vous  n'avez  aucune  raison de  vous  platndre,  n'h6sltez 
PIS  I  le dire). 
Pas 
. BeiiiCOUP  Assez  Peu  du  tout 
La  qua11t6  de  l'eau potable  2  3  4 
Le  bruit ...................  2  3  4 
La  pollution de  i•atr  ......  z  3  4 
•  La  1111116re  de  se d6barrasser 
des  d6chets ................  2  3  4 
Le  aanque  d'accls aux  espaces 
verts et I  la campagne •••••  z  3  4 
La  dtsparttton des  bonnes 
terres !le  culture ..........  2  3  4 
. L'enlatdtsseq.nt du  paysage  2  3  .4 
TREND~  EURO  18·QUESTIONS  163  A 168 
Pu 
Beaucoup  Asse:r  Peu  clu  tout 
La  pollution ·de  l'eau des 
rtvitres et des .lacs .......  2  3  4 
Les d-,es causls a 1a 
faune .ar ne  et aux  plages.  z  3  4 
La  pollution de  l'atr  ......  2  3  4 
La  1111111re  de  se dlbarrasser 
des dlchets tndustrtels  ••••  z  3  4 
TREND-~  EURO  18·QUESTIONS  169  A 172 
1731 Ftnal-nt, dans  quelle  ~~esure ltes·vous tnqutet ou 
175.  preoccullt  par les choses  su1 va11tes  .?  . 
Beauc:oup 
La  dtsparttton dans  le man· 
de  de  p  1  antes ou  d' esplees  . 
ant.ales ..................  . 
L'tputse.ent des  ressources 
naturelles 1110ndta1es .......  · 
Les  poss1b111t6s  de  change· 
.ent du  c1taat terrestre pro· 
voqul!  ;1ar  1  e  gaz  carbont que· 
pro~enant cae  la cOtllbuitlon 
du  charbon et des  proclut ts 
pttro11ers ...............  .. 
Assez 
2 
z 
2 
Pu 
Peu  du  tout 
3  4 
3  4 
4 
TREND~  EURO  18·QUESTIO~S 175  A 177 
, 176.  Beaucoup  de  personnes  s'tntlressent au  probllme  de'la 
protection de  1'env1ronnement  et de  1a  lutte contre  1a 
pollution.  A votre avis,  est·ce que  c'est surtout  un 
problllle urgent et tndtat, ou  surtout  un  prob1eme  pour 
l'aven1r,  ou  bien n'est·ce pas  tellement  un  probltne 1 
1.  Probla tnnedtat et urgent 
2.  Probla pour  l'aventr 
3.  Pas  tell-nt un  prob16me 
0.  1 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o· 
0 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
CJ 
1 
0 
0 
0 
V""'d''"dJ  7  liars  l986 
armsrza.uxu ftiJIO zs  .  - s -
l6:JI Miers  you  lJve  not~,  do  !IOU  have reaso1111  to ~ldn  .about 
J6a,  the roJl001ing things  :  a  great deal,  a  rdr .......,t, GOt ""'I 
much,  or not •t all.  rr· !IOU  have no reuon to  CX>~Q>laJD, 
please 'don't hesitate to ••11  'so. 
·a.c:  a.t 
~ great  AI.U ,..,  at 
cr-l  -c: ..all  aU  p 
162.  rhe qualit!l or the drinking 
water ......................  l  :J  1  4  0 
163.  Noise ..........................  l'  :J  1  4  0 
164.  IU.r  pollution  •• , ••••••••••••••  :J  J  4  0 
165.  rhe ""'!I  rubbJsh is disposed or  l  :J  1  4  0 
166.  Lack ot acces•  to op,n  space 
""'d  countr11  sJde ..............  l  :J  1'  4  0 
167.  Loss or good  r.rmland  •••••• •  .••  l  2  J"  4  0 
l6B.  D11111age  done  to  the Jendacape  l  2  J  4  0 
'l'RBND  BIJRO  18  •  0.  163  2'0  168 IIOD:Cl'lllD 
16t/ NOOic  about  thJs country as  a  whole,  :C  would lite to r1ad out 
J7Z •  hoiol  worried or concerned !IOU  are About  11  nUIIbal' ol p.rob.J- 1 
... gi>ing  to lll&lltJon  ... great deal,  ..  rllir .-ant, - ""'I 
much,  or not at •Jl  ?  -- .. great  .lldr ,..,  at 
cr-l  -c: ..ell  aU 
lU,  Pollution or t~aters or rivers 
1111d  lllkee ..........  : •......  J.  2  )  4 
l70.  Damage  caused  to sea lite &nd 
HIICIIea ..........  : .........  l  2  J  4 
l1l. .Ur poJJutJon  ••••••••••••••  l  2  J  4• 
112.  Di11poaal  or induatrJal. wute  l  2  J  4 
I'RIIND  lrURO  lB  - 0.  l6t 2'0  l7:1 !!!!!!!!!!! 
J7J/ l'inallw,  more  generally,  how concerned or worried ~  ~ 
l75.  about  tlle.lollowLng  1  11  ~re11_t dNl,  •  tlllr _,c:, 11111:  "'11 
auc/1  or not at 11JJ  7 
.. ~t 
dii&J 
l 71,  rhe e;rtJ.nction  J.n  the 010rld or 
plants or &nimal  •peci..  • • •  l 
l74.  27Je  iOss or natural  res•ources · 
Ln  the 010rld  ............  ;..  l 
175.  rhe po••ible atmosphere  d~~~~~ags• 
11rrecting the world's weather 
brought about  bw  tile gu  (carb-
on  diOJt!lde}  emJted rrom burning 
co11l  end oJJ· product•  • • • • • •  l 
a.t 
.itdr  Vuv 
-c: ..all 
1 
J 
2  1 
'l'lllrND  lriJRO  lB  - O.  175  2'0  177 ~ 
aoc: 
at 
aU 
4 
p 
0 
0 
0 
0 
, 
0 
0 
0 
176.  lien!/  people are CODcerned  about  the protection ol envir-.t 
&nd  ths •truggle agaJnst pollution.  lollould  !IOU  ••11  thllt,  Ln 
11our  opJnJon,  thi11  ia &n  ·ur~ent lllld  -'-dJIIte ,p.roblM,  _,.. • 
problem ror  the ruture,  or not·reall!l II  probl ..  st IIJJ  7 
l.  An  urgent  1111d  immediate problem 
2,  Nore  II  problem ror  the ruture 
J.  Not  re11ll11  11  problBIIl  at all 
o.  ? 
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Mercredt  12  Mars  1986 
QUESTICIIDIAlRE  ElltO  25  ·- 6  -
177.  Quand·  on  parle des  atte1 ntes graves  6  1 'env1 ronnement,  6 
quo!  pensez-vous  surtout 1 Veu.lllez chohlr dans cette 11ste 
les trots chases qui  vous  vlennent  111111Ad11tlllll8nt  I  1 'esprit. 
(111111"RER  LISTE.  TROIS  REPOIISES  POSSIBLES) •  · . 
1: Les  ditrttus qut  tre,,nent dans  les rues,  les espaces verts 
les plages  ·  • · 
z.  l.fis  constructions sauvages qui  dlttrlorent les  p~,ysages 
3.  Les  ilslnes qut  rl!plmdent  des  p;,dults ch1inlques  dangereux 
dans l'atr ou  dans  1  'eau  .  ·  .  ·  · 
4.  L  'lros1on des "terres·· 
. 5.  Les  vot tures qu1  po 11 uent  1 'at r 
6 •. Le  gas pillage des  ressources  naturelles  (  1  1  rar~s  m nera  s, 
pl!trole,  e~c ...  )  ·  ·  · 
7.  Le  bruit occas1onnt  par certaines  act1v1tl!s  (travaux,  routes  6 
fort traffic,  alroport_s,  etc ...  ) 
8.  L'utlllsat1on exagtrte en  agriculture des  di!sherbants 
tnsecttctdes et engra1s  .  ·- ·  ·' 
9.  Le  uzout qu1  polluela mer  et .1e  11ttoral 
X  •. Les  dtehets  1ndustr1e1s qut  sont  abandonni!s  n'1mporte  oQ 
y;  Les  plu1es  ac1des  qu1  dtti!rlorent  les fi.;·l!ts  · 
0.  1 
178~ Eri  quo1  ces attetntes a  l'envlronnement  vous  paratssent-
elles graves 7  (MOITRER  LJSTE.  DEUX  REP01SES  POSSIBLES) 
1.  Les·~~~~tsures  de·rtparat1on qu.'tl  faut  prendre coOtent cher. 
2. Quand  1 i  y  ~ quelq.ue  part  atte1nte 6 1 '_envtronneuient: ceh 
r1sque  de  S  6tendre ad'autres ri!glons  au  6·autres  p~,ys · 
3.  Cela  d1m1nue  1a _qualt·U  de ·Ia v1e  · 
4.  Une  pollution ·part1cu111re de  1  'eau, ou  de  l'alr, ou  du  sol, 
met-en  danger  l'ensemble des  m111eux  naturels 
5.  Les  attetntes fa1tes  aujourd'hu1  a  l'envtronnement  r1squent 
d'evo1r des  consi!quences  pour  les gl!ni!rlt1ons futures 
6~ ·tela anace la·santt des  popu'latlo.ns.  .  ·  ·  . 
1.  AUtre  (PRECISER) 
o. 
179/  Pan~t les chases sutvantes, yen a-t·tl'que vous  avez  di!jl 
180. flttes  1  (MOifTII£R  LISTE.  PLUSIE\IRS  REP01SES 'POSSIBLES).  · 
Et  y  en  a-t-11  que  vous  serlez prlt I  falre ou  I  fa1re  plus 
souvent  1  (IEIIE  LISTE.  PLUSIE\IRS  REI'l*SES  POSSIBLES)  . 
17g  180 
·Choses.  Chow qu'on 
. dtjl fettes  pourratt falre 
Fatre attention I  ne  pas  jeter de 
papiers au  de dtchets/par terre...  1 
Ne  pas  gasp111 er 1  I eau  ciu  rob1 net ..  2 
Veiller 6 ne pas faire-trop de  bruit  3 
•  Falre Installer sur votre vo1ture 
un  disposltif pour  limiter la teneur 
en  gaz.carbon1que. de  votre pot d't· 
chappement ..................  , • • • • ....  4 
ocinner'"  de  1 'argent' pour  des  actions 
.de  conservation de  la nature.......  5 
Fa1re  attention au  recyclage pgss1-· 
ble de·certatns dechets managers 
(verre. usagt1  v1eux  papiers,  hu11e 
de  v-id1111ge,  etc)...................  6 
• _Parttctper I  une  action  locale de 
restaurat  ion de  1 'env.1 ronnellll!nt ,-
d
e~,  par  ~Kemple, le nettoyage 
una  plage .................  ,......  . 7 
Hanlfester' contre un  projet pouvant 
nut re 6  1  'env1 ronnement..... .. .. ..  •  8 
Souten1r  personnelleilient  une  asso'cta-
t1on  de  protection de  l'env1ron~ement  9 
R1en  de  tout cela (SPONTAHE).......  X 
1 ,  ........  : .......  , .....  .-.........  .  .0 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
g 
X 
0 
lfercrodJ  l 2  lfau J9B6 
~OIIUr--:15  - 6  _ .. 
_l77•  Mien  "" taU: about _posetble  dllAAp to the .,vt-t,  ""'•t 
·  · ·  do !IOU  thJri.t of above all  '1. -ld  1/011 pl- GlaciON f- tilts 
ltet,  the  thrH th.lnsre-that c.- ~tatelJI to .-tnc1  ?  -~-
£Zft, &IU--_,_  . 
l.  Rubbillh  on  the streets,  r:oade,  Opfm  epat:ee and _..,.. 
. 2 • . unauthor  J ee_d  buJ  ldiJ!!r which epoile  the c:o1111t.cy  elde 
·,.  Factories that  dJecharsre  dan~eroue'Qbea1cal producta into ~ 
aJ.t · or water  .  .  · 
4.  BrosJon ot tarml&nd 
5.  Vehicles  that pollute the air 
6.  The v••te.  of r•r• n•tur•J  re•~~u·ce•. •uch •• .Jner~l•, oJl, etc. 
·7,  The noise created bl/  SQIIJe  indu.trJal aot.tv1t1ee euc:b  u 
construction·,  roilds, with h8o!IVI/  tratti.o,  a;lrporte'.etc. 
B.  OVeruse,  in· asrriculture, ot weed•.lt.IJJei'e,  ineeat;lcid  ..  ollld 
fertilizer•  ·  · 
9.  Oil pollution in  th·s  sea .&nd. on  the ebore 
X.  InduetrJd ,.  ..  ·ea  Ofhich  J• lett ollb4Ddoned  OO!>ere""r  te convMJenr 
·  r.  Acid <:dn  which  ~ttac.t_e_ woocls  and  ti>zeate 
0.  NO_  repl11 
178.· In what ·"'"II  doee  dlllllasres ·to· the anv1ronmsnt  ·~veu eedoue t< 
. ,  11ov  'I  11111011 un ,  n10 - Oll£r}.: 
l  ...  :rhe .....  urea needed tor repairing would be elt,..,;.ive 
2.  Nhen_the  environment  i~  aomewhere.daaa~ thie will be liable 
to epread  to other resr.tons  or to other c:ountrie• 
J.  It lower•  the qualJ  t~ ot ·lJta 
4.  An~ •peciti.c pollut1on ot water,· &Jr,: or the JMarf,  p.t• at riei. _ 
our whole naturd bac.tsrrouncl  or anv.trorwant  · 
5.  Damasre  alreed~ llolde  to  the anv.tr_,t riB.It• having --
quencee tor tu ture genera  t.tone  .  :  · 
,,.  !'111•.  menac .. the health -of peopla 
7,  Ani/thing alee  (III'IICZ?r} 
0._? 
17'1 eiAaon~ the folJow.tnsr  thinv• are  there - that 11011  llave . 
180•  alread!l-.done uounelt 'I (-..-u#, -.rJ11U -.....-.. 
POBSniUII•  .  , ·  .  - ·. 
•1  And  are there ·.monsr  thu th.tnv• tbet  wou  are ~  to 
do or to do 110re  often  ?  (,_ r.vn, ~  _,. 
ae.  ca~etul about not  thro  ... .ln!i 
.awa~ rubb.tah  or-papers  on  the 
gro1111d ...........  ; ••••••••  , ,;  .-. 
NOt  waet.tng· tap water  ••••••••• 
le careful  about  not llklll:.tnsr  too 
much  no1•• ...................  ·  •• 
Bquip-1/C>U  car with  equipment  to 
Jilll1t  the ...,unt <Jt.carbon  diox-
ide· .tn SJtlaoluet  srasell  •••••••••• 
llalce  l11011ell  contribution  to ef-
Eort• to protect  enV1.ron~Mnt, 
Do  what  JIOU  cari about  re-c11cl•  . 
insr ot hoveeholcl product• 
fsrlaetJ,  pa~r; iruaip  o.tl,  etc} 
Gat  involved .tn  local action 
restoring env1r01ll118nt,  tor 
Olltlllllple  clean.tnq a  beach  , •••• , 
• -Dt!uoonstrate  a~ainet projects 
that mi11ht  dama~e the environ• 
m.nt  , ..........................  . 
Get  invol_ved  ~reonnal~  -with 
assoc1•t1on  con~e~ned 1~ prot• 
actJn11  anv.lrOliiiNIIIt  ••••• , , •• , • ; 
N~e ot the•e  (11fl£l111f'UDD)  -, • , 
7  ................  , ............  . 
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215/ Des  ~~  iA!pOrtantes  sont  tnvesties dans  certaines  rl!gions 
216.  pour  protlger  l'environnement.  Quelle  raison  peut,  salon 
vous,  justifier de  te1s  investtsse~~ents 7 Et  ensuite  7 
(IIIITIIDI  LA  CARTE.  UIIE  SEil.E  REP011SE  PAR  215  216 
C:U....:).  En  ler  En  2..., 
Prfserver  les ressourcn naturelles de  la 
rtgion ...................................  . 
Rendre  la  rlgion  plus  agrtable  I  vtvre  pour 
ses  habitants ............................  . 
Atttrtr de nouvelles  entreprises ........  .. 
Lutter contra  la dlgrldation des  conditions 
de vie ...................................  . 
•.  fayoriser  le dtYeloppe.ent  touristique de 
la rtgton ••••••••••••••••••••••••  _  ••••••••• 
Prot111er  la senti des  habitants ..........  . 
Contribuer  I  l'aploi en  dlveloppant  les 
entreprises rlgionales  qui  travatllent pour 
1  'env1 ronneMnt ••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••• 
Autre  raison  (PRECISER) ..................  . 
7 ......................................  .. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
0 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
0 
217.  Sayez·vous  si  (dans  YOtre  p.,sl les pouvoirs  publics 
s•occupent  de  la protection  de  l'environneaent  7 (51  OUI) 
Est-ce  que.l'actton des  pouvoirs  publics  en  ce  doaatne  vous 
pvaU efftcace  ou  pas  1 
1.  Ils s'en occupant  et c'est efficace 
2.  I1s  s'en occupant  et ce  n'est pas  efficace 
3.  Ils ne  s'en ·occupant  pas 
o.  7 
Zll. Je yats  vous  dire certaines opinions  qut  sont  parfots 
exprtlles au  sujet des  problemas  d'envtronnenent.  Avec 
1~~~  de  ces  trots optntons  ltes•vous  le plus  d'accord  ? 
C  CMJE. liE SEil.E  IIEPCIISE  POSSIBLE,  IE  PAS  PR£SSER), 
1.  Le  dlvelopptMnt  lcono.tque  doit  passer  avant  la 
prtoccupatton  de  l'enYtronne.ent 
2.  I1  faut,  parfots,  accepter  de •ttre en  balance  le dhe· 
loppaent lcon011ique  et 11  protection de  l'environnement 
3.  Protlger  l'envtronne~ent et prtserver  les  ressources 
naturelles sont  des  conditions ntcessatres pour  assurer 
1e  dlveloppe.ent  l!cono.ique. 
o.  7 
Zit.  On  parle de  beaucoup  de  choses  au  sujet de  l'envtronnement. 
Vous,  personnelle~~nt, ·sur  quot  at ..  rtez•vous  ltre ~teux 
tnfol"'ll!  en  ce  qui  concerne  l'envt ronne.ent  7  (IIIITRDl  CARTE. 
TilliS II£PCIISES  POSSIII.£5).  ' 
1.  Les  dangers  des  produtts chhtiques  vendus  sur  le marchl 
2.  Collent  se  dlbarrasser proprement  de  certains dlchets 
(patntures,  produtts  phar.aceutiques,  huiles  de  vidange ••• ) 
3,  Le c:o.port-t I  avotr  en  cas  d'accident  industriel 
4,  La  llg1s1at1on  (dans  votre  p.,sl en  uttlre d'environne~~ent 
5.  Qut  est responsible  dans  votre c01a1ne  pour  infol'llll!r  le 
public  sur  l'environne.nt 
6.  Les  conslquences  sur  l'environnement  des  projets indus· 
trtels, d'lqutpe.ent ou  autres 
7.  les 116nage.ents  que  vous  pourrtez  faire chez  vous  pour 
IYiter de  polluer 
8. Conna1trt  la situation exacte  de  1'environnement  16  oil 
YOUI  llabi tez 
9,  Des  exa.ples d'entreprises ou  d'actions qut  ont  rlussi  dans 
le cloutne de  l'environnl!lllllnt 
X.  Lis ..  sures  preventives  prises  dans  les  industries dange· 
reuses  de  la rlg1on 
Y.  Autre  (PIIECJSD) 
o.  7 
ZZD.  Dens  cette lhte, qu'est-ce qui  d6crtt  le  ~ieux votre 
llabitatton  ?  (IIIITRER  CARTE), 
1. Fer.e  ou  utson isolle I  1a  ciiiiiJ)agne 
2.  Maison  ind•pend&nte 
3.  Maison  ll1to11nne 
4.  Matson  avec  des ..  isons  accolfes  I droite et I  gauche 
5. l.llgaent  indlpendant  dans  une  utson qut  COIIJitl  plusteurs 
loga~~~ts 
6.  Apptrte~~nt dans  un  ia.euble de  10  appartements  ou  aoins 
7.  Appart-nt dans  un  1-uble de  11  I  50  apparte~~ents 
8.  Apparte.ent  dans  un  i-uble de  plus  de  50  appartements 
9.  Autre  cas  CPRECISER 
0.  ? 
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:Zl5,  In  some parts of the  countr~,  there i• a.  lot of inve•c.ent in 
:il6. project to protiiCt  the 1111vir01111Mt.  Nhat  r ...  on -..ld """' 
have  ~our•elf for justifing sw ch  1111  inves.,_·t  ?  Jlnd  the 
next  1  (1111011  CoUlD,  a.. llllP1J .I'D ~~.  :ZU  :Zlf 
.1ft  21111 
To  preserve the n•tural re•ource• or the regJ.oa  • • • • •  l  l 
2'o  INke  the region :110re  pleasant to Hve in  • • • • • • • • •  2  :Z 
2'o  attract more bu•ines• enterprises into the region  J  J 
2'o  fight against the law.ring of candJtions of life  f  f 
2'o  encourage the develo_.,t of the r.Vion for 
tour1•m  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • •  5  5 
2'o  protect the heal th of the people ""o lJ  ve  tllere  6  6 
2'o  help  .mplo~ment  b~ developing regional  bueJnes  ..  s 
working for the envJr"""""'t  • , ...............  , • ..  • ..  •  7  7 
Another rea•on  (lii'.:Il'rl  • • • ..  • • .. ..  • .. ..  • ..  • • • .. .. ..  I  I 
NO  repl~ .. .. ..........  ...... ........................  0  0 
:Zl7.  Do  !IOU  lcnow if (in  ~our countr~) the respoasJble autiJGr.tt1u 
ere concerned with  the protecUon of the ·avJ:.-..-t 1  I~ 
raJ,  do  !IOU  think the authoriUes ue doing u  af.f~,.  ;Jt» 
or not  1  ··  · 
l.  2'11e!/  are concerned about Jt and it's effiiCUve 
:z.  2'11•!1  are COIICfJrned  about it but it's not effectJ:N 
J.  2'11e!l  are not concerned about it 
o.  ? 
:Zll.  r  would Hke to give !IOU ...., opinions which are ~tu 
expressed about  the prcblSDS of the environ.ent.  Mbiab of 
these opinJ011s ue 11011  most in 41gr-t with  ? (- ~. 
a..-Oir.r, ~  •r-iiiW•!Wtft,J 
l. Developaent ot the econom11  shollld tae priorJtll onr putJ-
of the environment 
:Z.  SOmeUmes it is necesser~ to INk• a  j11d~t bee--": 
developaent end protection of envJrotlllellt 
J.  Protecting the environ.ent end pre  ..  rving natural ~  ere 
nece•••r~ conditions to assure .conc.Jc develo,..at 
o.  1 
:Zlf.  2'11ere  Js •  lot of discussion about  the IIIIV1..,.._t,  Maet eort 
of things would  ~ou ,.r11011•ll~ Hire to be better ~ 
about  ?  (1111011  CoUlD, --JIOIIISDILW}. 
l.  2'11•  ~1-"'• involved in chemical prod..cu •vatlabl•"" ~  ~ 
2.  How """ co11ld properl!l get rid of ceztain w  ..  te  (,paiaC., 
pharmaceutJc•l product•,  sump  o1l,  etc) 
J.  How  to behave Jn c••e of en  Jncfustrial .ccid.,t 
4.  2'11e  lan (in  ~our countr111  about uvi~t 
5.  Mlo are the peopl• respon•Jble in !lOW' UN for "'-epj~Jg tbe 
public .informed about  the 1111vir-.t  · 
6.  2'11e  effect on  ths environment of ind11•trtal  develo~u, -
projects etc. 
7.  2'11e  stepa that  ~ou can  tM• at ,...,· to •void pollutioa 
B.  2'o  know ..,r• about  the probl- of the envi~t  bere..,.. 
!IOU  lJve 
P.  Kxampl•• of compan1••  or busine•••• Mbo  have been succesatUl ~ 
d••lJng wJth  environmental probl ... 
X.  PrevanUve -••11res tMen  b~ loc•l industries dMling wJth 
dangerou• ..  terJa1• 
r.  Other  (III'.:Il'rl 
o.  1 
l.  F•rm house or cottage Jn  the  countr~ 
2.  Det•ch•d hou•e 
3.  Semi-detached house 
f.  twrraced hou•e 
5,  Hai410nett• 
6.  P'l•t Jn block of up  to 10 apartaants 
7.  Flat Jn  •  block of ll·SO •partmenta 
B.  P'l•t in •  block of over  SO  ap&rtments 
'· Other  (BP.C:Zl'rJ 
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60.  Ar~ you:  (ll.,•d  ovtJ  1  St ng I~ 
l  Harri~d 
61.  How  old  w~re you when 
you  finished your full- • 
tim~ education? 
62/ If ther~ were  a  General 
63.  Election tOIIIOrrow.(sav 
Jt conc•ct under  JB: 
and you  had a  voteJ, 
which party would you 
support}  · 
64/oS  BLANK. 
66.  Sex: 
J  living as .married 
4  Oi vorced 
5  Separated 
6  Widowed· 
1  Up  to  14  years 
2  15  years 
)  16'  "  . 
4  17 
.5  18 
6  19 
7  20 
8  21 
9  2~ year~ or olocr 
X  Still.studying 
SEE 
LOCAL 
CODES 
l  Han 
2  Woman 
67.  Can  you  tell  me  your 
date of birth please? 
(Write Jndate of  b1rth 
AND age.) 
Born: ________________ _ 
Age: ________ _ 
69.  How  many  persons  live your  home,  including your-
self, all  adults  and  children? 
Write in  nucber~--------
70.  How.many  children  living at home: 
(a)  between 8  and  lS? 
(b)  under  8  years  1 
72.  We  would  like  to analyse  the  survey  rcsul ts 
according  to  the  inc~me of  persons  interviewed. 
Show  INCOH£  CARD:  Here  ; s  a  seale 'of  incomes 
and  we  would  like to know  in what· group you.r 
family .is,  counting all wages,  salaries, 
pens1onsand·any other  income  that  comes  in. 
Just  give  .ne·  the  number  of  the  group  your 
household  fa11s  1nto before ux ano  othP~ 
deductions.  ---
2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  x  v· 
I  hereby attrst  that  thJS  is  .>  trut•  rrcord  •>f  .Jn_ · 
intcrvirw,  ,.,dr strictly in o>c,·ordilncr  .-jch you/ 
rrqui.r~mcnts,  .,jth  •  ~rson whO  js  •  scr.Hlr.JC'r  to· 
IN:!.  T'tu·.s  for'"  wd:'i  camplcc.rd .  .cnrirc~Jy ,,,  tl•c-- c.i~n~:·  · 
nt  Jnt~rvicw. 
Si'JIIr!cJ:  , ... ( t• .· 
261,  262  •••  2&0  ll 
73.  Qccupatton of  s~lf:t~rj•~ An~  cOd•l 
I 
-r 
I 
I 
l 
I  .. , 
I 
Se 1f S_IIIP I  oyed: 
r  ft'lrlll('r'5.  fhht'r~n (il.ippers) 
'l  Professional - lawyers,  accountanu.  r tc . 
J  Builneu -owners of ihOp$,  cr.afumcn. 
proprietors 
·tiiiPloyrd: 
4  Hanua I  worlr.er 
5  · Wtii.U  coll.ir  •  offic~ workt'r 
6  Eaecutive,  top  management,  director 
Not  employed: 
7  Retired 
8  Housewife, not otherwise  employed 
9  Student, •ilitary  servic~ 
0  Unemployed 
74.  11  s~Jf·e•pJoued or .,.pJoyed:  Others  90  coo.  ; 
How  many  people  are working where  you wort  ..... 
(Organisation, company,  shop,  factory,  etc.) 
1  Len  than  S 
2  s - 49 
J  'so  - 499 
4  500  and over 
75.  Are  you  the  head of  the  household? 
1  Yes  - go  co o.  78 
2  No.  - •sk o.  76 
76.  Dec upa t ion of  head of  househo 1  d: (Wrj ce J n ~.  coc 
------~----------------------------------------· 
Self employed: 
1  Farmers,  fishermen  (skippers) 
2  Professional~ lawyers,  accountanu,  etc. 
3  Business- owners  of shops,  craitsrnen. 
proprietors 
Employed: 
4  Hanua I  worker 
5  White  collar - office worker 
6 ·  [llecutive,  top  manage~nt  ,. director 
Hot  employed: 
·  i  Retired  · 
8  Housewife,  not otherwise  employed 
9  Student.  military service 
0  Unei!IPloyed 
77.  Size  of  locality 
local  codes 
78.  Would  yo~ say  you  live  i~ a:  tRc~d uucJ 
1  Rura I  area  or  vi 11 dge 
Z  S~ll or  middlt>  ~ile  town 
)  !li9  town 
79/  ?-c.gJ.?_n2_ 
80. 
Hr/ 
r~r ~I 
Ni~·. 
lOCc1 I  codes 
.. --.. -. -.... ---- .. --- . -- ..  -. --- . -... 
,"'.chh"l•·.~ . -............. -- ........ -..  •, ............. --... -.. --- ..  . 
.............................................................. 